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From the day in 1916 that I reissued Hudson"s
"Creen Mansions.". have tried from time to time
to get a hearing for half-forgotten and undeservedly neglected works 01 an earlier time. Boob by ,
Alexis de Tocqueville, Mrs. Frances TroUope,
E. M. Forster. Henry James, Walter de fa Mare.
and Arthur Machen have been outstanding among
these. Ford Mattox Ford"s "Parade's End" i$ the
'1atestand ooeof the best. Fortcparade's EneJ," eonlisting of the four novels "Some Do Not ...; ~o
More Parades: -A Man Could Stand Up-,,- and
-rile. Last Post," and now being published for the
first time as the author intended-together In ODe
volume-is a literat)' event of genuine importance.
Its publication has already been acclaimed by
such Uterary figures as Graham Greene. J.Jooel
Trilling. Uoyd Morris. Allen and Caroline Tate.
and William -Carlos Williams, And it wiD be
acdafmed by many more.

,
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ALFRED ·A· KNOPF,PlJJlis1ter
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THE
EDITOR'S CORN ER

-r

tJP

CAR L

HER T Z 0 G,

cooperation with author and illustrator. I seldom consider the type by itself but tty 'to make the type "work"
with the illustrations. E'\"'Cn the composition of a 'chaste' title page takes
into' consideration the frontispiece
opposite and is adjusted to it. Making the illustrations function as part
of the t}-pepage is. 1'-think, the most
important idea to demonstrate:'

P R I N T E R. In the course of its
life the Q.uanerly has ~d particular
attention to the lit.erar'f arts, a policy
which will be continued. \Vith the ~ GUEST ARTIST, VII.
Spring, 1949. issue, however, we be- GUSTAVE BAUMANN is one of the origigan to feature the pictorial arts. Our naluCinco Pintores·· responsible for
"Guest Artist" section has been so the establishment of Santa Fe as an
well recei,'ed that we are encouraged imponant an CQlony. He has disto enlarge the field and probe into played his talents in various wa)"S. as
other significant \<lIUe! of the South- painter. engra,-er, illustrator, bookwest.
maker, and producer of plays.
KAnlEJtJNE SIMON'S essay on the reBorn in Magdeburg. Gennany, in
nowned El Paso bookmaker, Carl 1881. he came to the United States at
Hertzog. is the first of a new series on the age of ten and received his edusalient figures of our region in the cation at the Art Institute of Chi\"arious arts. Scheduled for early ap- cago and the Kunts Ge",'erke Schule
pearance are "Laura Gilpin: \Vestem of Munich, He is represented in the
Photographer." by John Collier. Jr., Metropolitan Museum. New York
and "An Exceptional Musician: Kurt Public Library, Boston Museum, Na·
Frederick:' by Ernst Krenek.
tional Gallery of \Vashington, ChiMiss Simons, bom in Iowa and cago An Institute. National Gallery
Toronto and other collections. A
graduate from Grinnell College and
Columbia Unh-cmty. teaches Engloo gold medal for engraving was awardand is Administrative Assistant in the ed to him at the San Francisco ExpoUNM Graduate School. Sbe has con- sition, 1915.
tributed to several journals and was
His Chips and Shavings. 1929, FriBook. Review Editor of the NMQR joles Canyon Pictographs, 1939 (sefrom 19,t~ to 1948. For lean she has lected as one of Fifty Books of the
kept in touch witb Carl Hertzog, and Year), Sketch Booklet. 1949, and
in her library one can see many of the other hand-press editions of an books
handsome books that he has de- on hand-made paper, are notable
signed.
contributions to the graphic arts.
Hertzog's association with Tom
Though his main interest is in
Lea. J~ Cisneros. and other illus- " wood caning and wood panel painttrators has produced remarkable ing, his searching mind has gone into
books. In a letter from Mr. Henzog other unconyentional media such as
to the Editor: "My strongest point is
continued on page 390

of

268
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Lincoln LaPaz

METEORITICS IN
THE SOUTHWEST
"?

. ~.. HE G RAN D CA NY 0 N

isgenerallyregarded-a.sthemost
.~
impressive single feat~re ~fthe. ~icture~ue Southwestern.
landscape. From the scientific point ofV1ew, however, even
this eighth wonder of the geomorphological world must share its
high place with another and far less widely ~publicizedtopo
graphiC feature of this region, namely, the giant Barringer l.Iete- .
orite Crater located, like the Canyon, in the state of Arizona.
The mountain-levelling torrents of precipitation that washed
down the constituent materials of the wide gamut of strata now
exposed in the Grand Canyon, the earth convulsions in the
Veronnet zone that determined the course of the Canyon through
these sedimentary beds, and the later 'ddespread crustal move-me.nts that shaped its maturer form.....all these belonged lOa
period of our planet·s history which will not again be repeated.
They were part of the one-way evolution of a developing planet
and are no more lik-ely to reappear and threaten the "race of mankind than the vanished dinosaurs. On the contrary, the dangers
forcibly suggested by tbegreat meteorite scar know neither temporal nor spatial bOunds, for at any moment and on any scale,
cosmic masse's like .the one tllat blasted out the Arizona' Crater
may plunge tbrougbthe tenuous, aerial armor of the earth and
bring devastation to its inhabitants. The hazards incident to the
creation of the Canyon appertained to an epoch more remote than
26g
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that of even the ea.rliest fossil man; but such earth-shaking meteorite impacts as excavated the Crater arc and will remain an ever
present danger to Ilomo sapiens and to the most remote of his
descendants.
Small wonder then that meteoritics, once the neglected stepchild ofastronomy. received an enormous accession in importance
throughD. ?\I'. Barringer's inspired and courageous identification
of the feature that now ~ars his name as a meteorite-impact
crater and not a mere "steam blowout.tt If to the stimulating prC$ence of the first of all craters recognized as of meteoritic origin be
added such factors as the favorable conditions for the observation,
the preservation, and the recovery of meteorites supplied by the
cloudless, arid climate and dry root-free I terrain. of the SOuthwest; the organization in this region two decades ago of the first
meteoritical society by Dr. Frederick C. Leonard~ of U.C.L.A.;
the establishment in the same area of military installations like
\Vhite Sands Proving Ground, charged with successfully maneu~
vering rockets and other guided missiles through the veryatmospheric strata traversed by the meteorites on their way down to
earth; and, finally, the founding in 1944 at the University of New
l\fexico of the Institute of l\feteoritics. the first scientific organization, at least in the English-spea~ngworld, devoted to meteoritical research-if these be added, it is not difficult to understand
why the Soutbwest is one of the centers of modern meteoritics.
The other most active center seems to be the Academy of Science
of the U.S.S.R., a nation shocked into taking an interest in
meteoritics by the occurrence within its boundaries in 1908 of
the first crater-producing meteorite impact of recorded history,
and thereafter quick to sense the military. significance of this
newest branch of the oldest science, astronomy.
The fundamental importance not only of ascertaining the
structure and composition of the meteorites (the only tangible

.

1 SoU

moisture and the sap in roots give false signals on 5ensith-e meteorite detecton
and, bence, seriously interfere with the search fOT buried meteorites.
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.71
samples of the extraterrestrial universe .availablefor·.study) '"
but a)sa of detenn~ing t!teplace,mode, and time ofodgin.of
?lETEORITfcs IN-

TH~

SQUTHWES-T.

these bodies and,sin<:eBarringcF$ discoYety~ 9f'investigating the '.
effects of their infall upop the,carth Was recognized long ago by
scientists working in the most diversenelds. However» to flnd,not
onlydte scientific men but a substantial proportion of theentite
population as keenlyconcemed aboutmeteorsanameteontes
as is tr~e in Russia, is a novelty and cannot fail to arouse the envy of meteoriticists of other nations.
. Perha}l$ the only kind word that can besaid about such a scien..
tific heresy as Immanuel Velikovsky'swidely pub!icized.1"eCcnt
book, Worlds in Collision (1950)i.isthat it will serve to focus the
atte~tionof English-~peaking laymen on the hazardsofmeteoX'ite
,impact and may thertbyarouse more general interest in meteor..
itia. However,_ the oblivion into which theprotor.ype ()~ Velikovsky's book-Ignatius Donnelly's Ragnarolt.-The A-geolFire
and Gravel .(1883) - has fallen would seem todemonstrate that
the stimulating effect of such sen~tional books, while· initially
violent, is quite transient. To arouse a universal and permanent
interest in meteoritics, more successful procedure$would seem
-to be to acquaint the general public with such indelible earth
scars as the Barringer .Crater and the many smaller· meteorite
craters more recently discovered in WIdely scanered portions of
the globe; or to explain to our citizenry why in this atomic age
individual and even national survival may depend on.the abiliW
speedily to distinguish between,meteoric and man..madefirebalb.
as Dr. Louis Ridenour, of the University of Illinois, pointed out
'several years ago in the brief security-free era separating World
\Var II from 11.+. '!ennyson's ubeardedmeteor:'once ~ thing
of beauty, may now/annoy forever, in spite of Keats' dictUm to
the connary.
The reader will doubtless have inferred that meteoritics is
concerned with the meteors and the meteorites. Let us examine
somewhat more closely the subject ~atter, the fun~ental

l.,.-=n

.!.
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notions, and the ttnninology of this science. If one were to judge
by the illustrations appearing in the textbooks of astronomy, the '
<sole eleD!ents of the cosmos would seem to be luminous objectsthe nebula~ the stars, the planets and their satellites. Actually, a
large part-possibly the greater part-of the matter in our uni.. ~
verse is nonluminous1 and occurs in aggregations ranging down. ward in size from the dark stars to impalpable dust. By means of ~
what might be described as the girl-dancing-with-an-invisible-man
effect, dIe most massive of these nonluminous bodies have been
detected by their dynamical reactions on luminous objects, as in
the case of the invisible components of certain multiple-star'
,systems. The most minute nonluminous particles may, in toto,
become perceptible if they cluster closely enough together to
reHect the radiation of the sun-as in the Zodiacal Light and the
Gegenschein-or to cut off the light of more distant stars-as in
the Case of the so-called "obscuring clouds" in the ~filky \Vay.
Nonluminous bodies either too small to belong in the first of
these categories (although they may weigh billions of tons) or too
widely separated to belong in the second (although they may
,number in the trillions), remain undetected by the terrestrial
observer unless they happen to collide with and penetrate int~
the atmosphere of the earth. The individual solid bodies comprised in the not too sharply delimited range of undetectability
are now generally called meteorites, although some audlorities
have presented cogent reasons for designating the largest such
bodies as asteroids or planetoids; and all meteoriticists at one time
or another depart from strict usage and lump the teeming "smallfry" together under dIe designation meteoritic dust.
\Vhen meteorites collide with the atmosphere, luminous phenomena of several varieties and degrees of intensity develop. If
the material invading the atmosphere consists of swarms of the
finest dust particles, then faindy luminous clouds (HoUmeister
lVolken) appear in the nighttime sky. The next grade of cosmic
dust particles (coarser and less numerous) produce individual
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light paths in the dark $ky)~but,these are $() faint as to be' visible~, .'
only with optical aid"whenee thenatn~ Htelesc:opicmet¢()t$." SuD , ~-~
coarser and lessnumerous (osmic grains produce transient tumi.. ,
"\,
,
nous paths, .eadibriglj.t ,enough lobe, visible to the" naked. eye.
The technical term for suchalumino~phen()rneno-ni$meteor,a
word .borrow~ &om the Greekst Who used-it, however, ina less
specialized. sense. The naniej'sho.otirigstar,'!. which is much. more
commonly used than "meteor,"· is a flagrant misnomer, i" -e•• a
shooting star is not at all a distant sun in rapid mati-on"Roughly
speaking, a shooting stat appears" in theattnosphere when a
swiftIymoving cosmic particle becomes heated by air resistance
to such a temperature.as to be renderedseif..luminous.This rough
statement gives but little insight ~ntothe complicated· process
which prOduces a meteor. It is highly probable that there ate
at least two stages in this process:'a first, and invisible, 'low demit,
stage in which the air molecules strike directly upon theunpl'O-'
tectedsurface of the S<?lid cosmic particle-like drops of
spattering on an astrodome. The. heat generated by such direct
impacts at velocities of the order of ten to fifty or more mile$ a
second soon volatilizes the sUPerficiall~yersof the solid particle
and the vapor developed forms a proteetinginstantaneous micro..
atmosphere around the particle. thus greatly increasing its effective size. In the second, or /ligll density, stage farther down in
the atmosphere, the vastly more numerous collisions.between this
expanding, swiftly moving complex of solid, liquid) and .gaseous
matter and the innumerable air molecules rapidly transform the
kinetic energy of the complex into other forms of energy-notably
those represented by ionization. heat and radiation. Part of the
radiation thus developed is in the visiblepor~ionofthespectrum
and, as a result, the moving complex at last bctcomes visible to the
terrestrial observer and merits the name mele-or•
•
From this dry technical explanation of wbat a meteor is, let
us turn, lVhitman-like, to observation of these interesting objects
themselves. A few nights spent in watching the matchlessly dear
'.

,

'~
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skies of the Southwest will disclose that the number of meteors
seen perhoul"ranges £rom eight-to twenty or more and varies with
the position of the observer relative to the direction of the orbital
motion of the earth, which isalways tOVt"ard a point on.the ecliptic
ninety degrees west of the sun. Roughly speaking, we may say
that in the eatlyevening an observer sees only those meteorites
which overtake the earth, while in tile early morning he sees all
the meteorites wbich the earth meets or overtakes. The situation
is analogous to that of a train moving through a cosmic snowstorm. At sunset the observer is Tiding, so to speak, on the rear
obsen"ation platform and relatively few flakes strike his face.
At sunrise he is riding on the cowcatcher and is tItoroughly-plastered-with flakes, of COUISe.
~fore extended observations will show that the hourly rate o'f
meteors varies not only with tlte time of night;_ but also with
the season of the year. sometimes attaining values of a hundred
or more per hour during the Perseid, Orionid, Leonid. and
Geminid meteor showers, which occur during the last half of each
year. To understand the nature of these showers and the reason
for the names assigned to them, it will only be necessary to
recall the beautiful 5~tacle beheld by all dwellers in the cloudless Southwest on the night of October 9, 1946. a date when we
less fortunate inhabitants of the rest of the United States were shut
off from the heavens by heavy unbroken overcast. Soon after dusk
on that day, the sky was seen to be literally filled with brilliant
meteors. To better appreciate the intensity of this meteoric
cloudburst, it may be pointed out that to be photographed, even
with the best modern equipment, a rapidly moving meteor must
be quite bright. Since, on the av.erage, far less than one meteor
per night satisfies this condition, it is clear why photography is of
so much less value in meteoritics titan in other branches of
astronomy. In spite of their photogenic disabilities, the meteon
of October 9. 1946. fell in such multitudes that at the peak of the
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.display over Albuquerquethe hourly rate of ~ose briglltenough .
to be photographedexceededathousandJ
The casual watcher-of this spte~lar 'c~lestiar display may'
have believed that the innumerable meteorsjtravmedthe dy in "
every direction; but the careful. observer ~.n.noted that each
one of the myriad meteorsm~ved inapatij,which, if extended
backward, passed near the star. Nu, in the ~onstelIa:Hon Draco.
The point marked by this stariSca11ed the ilppaf'ent'.,adicultof
the meteormowerof Octoberg and beeausei~ lies in Draco,theJe
metean are often caned. Draconids, or more pt:eci$ely Nu-ilra;.
conids.ln the sallie way, showers with radiantpoints.intbecott..
$tellations of Leo, Perseus, Orion, and ' Gemini" are termed
Leonids, Pemeids. Orioni~, and Geminids. respectively. It re·
mains only to explain whythemetcoh ,seen during a shower all
, ,seem to emanate &omthe same point or apparent tadiant.The
explanation is simple.' Such shower metcon have been found to'
be produced by me.teorites moving in: very nearly the Wneorbits
as one 01' another of the periodic comets (if inde~theydonol '
in their totality make up these comets).· .}Jence,tbe arcs of
the orbital paths of these meteoritesincluded~anysmalIvolum.e
of space, such as that swept out by the earth during the fewho~t$ _
duration of a meteor shower, are nearly parallelcurves.Conse.. quently. the very short subarcs ·of these meteorite paths which
become visible to us as meteors are almost:exactly parallel straight
line segments and, as such, appear toconCUl. This appearance is
merely the effect of perspective, as is the apparent convergence of
the tails of a railroad track in the.distance or of the slender
beams of sunlight passing through rents in a cloud veil to form
the spectacle often mistakenly referred to as "the sun drawing up
water."
.
For the great majority of the cosmic particles that chance to
collide with our atmospher~during either a beavy meteor shower
or the light sprinkle of an ordinary night. the duration of visi- .

'.
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bilityof die resulting meteor isless than half a second, i. e., within
that brief time the invading meteoritic substance is completely
volatilized. Proper appreciation of the handicap thus placed on
the meteor observer will go a long way toward dispelling the distrust o~ meteoritics engendered in some minds by the astrono·
mer's, ability to predict eclipses with the certainty of wars and
taxes, while the meteoritidsl either makes no predictions at allor,
if he hazards a forecast of a meteor shower, does so with an eye
on an alibi. The situations confronting the two scientists stand
in dIe sharpest contrast: on the one hand, dIe lunar dlCOry which
supplies the means of making eclipse calculations has bcenelaborated on the basis of countless accurate measurements of the
position of the moon in the sky carried out with every refinement
possible in observations made at leisure by astronomers of this
and past generati~ns. On the other hand, the meteorites as we
have seen are-not visible to an observer at all until they are actn·
ally evaporating in their final swift rush through the atmosphere.
As they fall lvidlout warning and their'period of visibility endures
on the average less than half a second, it is clear that the numerical
data furnished the dleorist in the field of meteoric astronomy is
obtained by unwarned observers making measurements on ex·
ceedingly transient objects which have never been seen before
and will never be seen again. It is little wonder diat great diffi·
culty is experienced in computing from data secured under such
circumstances die position and behavior of groups of meteoritic
particles as yet unseen by anyone; and die problem is further com..
plicated by die differential perturbations· which the massive
planets exercise on widely' scattered aggregations of meteorites
which are held together but feebly by the weak gravitational
attraction of the group on its members.
A second inference is to be drawn from the rapidity of meteoritic ablation alluded to in the last paragraph, namely, that unless
the extra-atmospheric mass of the invading meteorite is consider·
able~ there is no possibility that an appreciable fraction of it will
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survive the fiery ordeal of transit througbtheatmospbere andfaU .as a solid mass op. the surface of the eanh. lfeteors are the .
luminous shavings produced when meteorites -.pass-:tJttougb the'
atmospheric planing mill. Like p1anks~~e solid m~teotites' .'
emerge from this experience greatly reduced in size.. If they are .
quite small to begin with-as are most of.the meteorites in interplanetary space-then nothing endures to ~pe from the atn1o$phere. Indee~, it has been estimated that,
th~ average, ~ot
more than a thousand of the hundreds of billions of meteorites
that annually bombard the earth-actually drop solidsurvivor5f?n
the land surface of the globe. As for the giants among met~rite$,
thosewhose masses at impact with thegrollnd are to be measured
in thousands or even in millions -of tons, one of mankind'smost
providential (and least realized) blessings is their very low.average
rate of infall per century. Neverthele5$, twice in the last half
century maeto-meteQrite falls have devastated large but, for'\'
tunately, very thinly populated regions of the earth.
.
Itseems advisable to prefaceconsideration o£'thealmost incred..
ible destructive effects produced by thefallofsucb giant meteor...
ites by first examining the phenomena incident to the _infaU
of more typical cosmic intrUders. \Ve choose to illustrate such
smaller scale but still quite impressive phenomena by giving an
account of the meteoriteshower-of February 18~ 194-8. Thischoice
is dictated not alone by the remarkable nature of the 'specitnens_
which the Institute of ~feteoritics recovered
. from this shower
(they now serve as the type-stones of a new"class of meteorites)
and their reCord-breaking size (the main mass -of the shower.
which is now on display at the Institute~is atoncethe large.ststony
meteorite-so far-recovered anywhere .inthe wo~lttandthe largest
meteorite ofaily type ever observed to fall).; but also, by ,the wish
to make clear the desirabilityof~ and. indeed thenecessir.y for.
carryingon publicity campaigns in connection with field searches
for fallen meteorites.
A little reflection surely will convince any reasonable person
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that meteorite hunting~ unlike pure matheinaticst 'cannot be
conducted with profit solely by publidty...sby individuals comfortably seato! in annchairs. Uplike the bacteriologist, who can
brew up bis cultures at will' in a convenient laboratory. the
meteoriticist is dependent on specimens that fall so widelyseparated in space and time (and usually in such hellishly out-of-the- way and inaccessible spots) that without the assistance of a widely
distributed network of interestedand helpful ,·oluntary observers
none of them would be recovered. In meteoritics as in perhaps no
other science. further progress depends on the intelligent CO'
-operation of the layman, that fortunate individual destined
because of his. ubiquitousness not only to witness all meteorites
yet to fall, but also. sooner or later, to stumble on all those that
have a,Iready fallen. If he can be properly interested and instrUcted, his efforts will preserve for science information and
materials which otherwise would be lost irrevocably. As will
become apparent in the sequel, the Institute's success in locating
and recovering the meteorite that fell on February 18, 1948, is
directly traceable to its having conducted educational campaigns
by way of press and radio, thereby. establishing friendly and
mutually profitable relations with large numbers of military personnel and civilians.
At 4:56 p. m. CST on the date in question, the appearance of a
large and brilliant fireball startled the inhabitants of eastern New
~fexico and the adjoining Great Plains region. Two hours later,
shortly before 6:00 p. m. MST, an account of the light and sound
phenomena that accompanied the fall of this object reached the
Institute through the alertness of Lieutenant R. E. Young, then
a member of the New l\fexico \Ving of the Civil Air Patrol. AItbough the initial reports described the fireball as an airplane
falling in flames, Lieutenant Young, who had earlier received precisely the same description of the great meteorite fall of October
80, 1947, in the Four Comers region of New l\fexico, Arizona,
Colorado, and Utah, correctly sensed that the reports of February
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)8 probably also related to a meteorite :fal}; ~ridre1ayed them to
the Institute as they were received at Kit'tland Field ill: Albuquerque over theC.A.p.communicationsn~twork. \Vithinafew days,
mqch additional information-was ~uredvia theG.A.P.whose
network wu made available thronghthe courteous futercstof
llajor Charles L. PhUlips,-then A.F~~C.A.P.1iai$On oflkerat Kirtland. \Vhile the value to meteoritiC$of$~chCOOpetation.from
the military cannot be overestimated, it is also clear tbatC.A.P.-,
and similar ·units profit by panidpating in meteorite hunts, for
the circumstances attending the search for meteorites are in many
respects analogous to those encountered in airforce $earch :and
rescue work and resenible even tnoreclosely those ~that will arise
when the United States has occasion todefend itsel~against attack
by rockets and oth~rguidedmissiles•.
In addition to the data secur~ through C.A.P.andother mili·
tary channels, .helpful reports came in from persons either alerted"
by the Institute in connection with earlier field sUn'cys or inter..
estedin the' problem of locating the fallen ·meteoritet through
the large .amount of publicity given to attention-provokingrc..
leases on the fireball of February IS> kindly prepared by Dr.G.
\Vard Fenley, Director of the Public Information Office at
the University of New Mexico. There thus became available so
many concordant observations for the determination nEthe arel
in which lines of sight to the point of disappearance of the fire..
ball intersected that by March 8 i~ was possible to calculate with
a considerable degree of confidence the location of the elliptical
"strewn-field" where the meteorites -feU' (Figure 1). Although
blizzards prevented themst expeditiOll to this area; sent out from '
the Institute on ?\Iarch 24 under' the leadership of Douglas M..
Gragg, from searching this strewn.field, a~ondexpedition led
by the writer had better luck, and on April 28 began to recover
meteorites in the designated area. These discoveries raised interest in the meteorites to a white heat and soon it was po$sible to
look in almost any direction and perceive.farmer. or-their wives
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FIG. I. Locality of the meteorite fall of February 18,

1948. A·L is the horizontal
projection of the path of the meteorite. The insert abo,"e is the venical projection of the path from A to L EI and E: are points where "explosions" or
disruptions of the falling meteorite occurred. The arrows indicate observed
directions of first appearance, A, dotted; of first explosion, EI , dash-dot; of
second explosion, ~. dashed; and impact, L. solid. The elliptical area
5urrounding L is the provisional search area determined on March 3 by the
Imtilute of Meteoritics. Numbers on the arrows serve to identify the persons
responsible for the plotted lines of sigbL
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and children plodding slowly atrOS$ thefields,closelycutitlit- ".
lng the ground at their feet. Larger and larger finds w~emade, .
, culminating in the disCovery on August 1{), 1948. of the hugenneton main mass of the fall, whichhadburiedi~lf inaconi~a1
impact funnel six feet wide at the top and more than ten feet
deep. This record-breakitlgmw was excavated by the Institute,
of ~feteoriticsan~ ~e .Unh*mity of Nebraska, which had joiri~y
aCquir~ possession of the stone from lfiSsHelen lVbitney. of
Cambridge, Nebraska, owner of the laltd'
which it fell. No . '
doubt this main maS$,like hundred$ofotherspecimens. rtco'Vered,
from the shower~ would have been donat~ to the scientific illsti~
tution responsible for discovery of 'the .•<strewn-field" .had not
a commercial meteorite-eoUector cchornedinu on the proceedings .
and attempt~ to acquire title to the Whitney meteorite. This '
collector was, finally outbid by a combination of the' Universities
of New Mexico and Nebraska, but only after a hurried 'I9ng-dis'tance appeal for'financial assistance had been made to Tom t.
Popejoy. lVithout PresidentPopejoy'sproinpt ,and understand..
ing support. months of labor would have gone fOr naught anddle '
most valuable meteorite so far seen to fall would have been lost
to science.
The meteorites recovered· from the,showerof-February~8,
1948, were at once recognized as of .superlative scientific, imPQr- '
tance for several reasons. Almost all of the meteorites so far found
are classifiable into three main groups, .namely.. the irons., the .
iron-stonesl and the cllondri#c stony meteorites. SpeciIl1e~ from
the first group closely resemble fragments Qf such a niCkel-iron
COTe as the earth is now believed to possess; those of the second
group present many similarities to fragment$ of suchan intermediate zone of silicate minerals with· a' generous admixture of
nickei-iron as is thought to surround the core of the earth; and, . ,
finally, the chondrites resemble instrncture andcomposition ~g.
ments of the nickel-iron sprinkled silicate layers which m;t.ke up
the deeper-lying portions of the earth's crust. Guided by such '
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evidence, the French meteoritidsu, BoiMC and lleunier"long ago
conjectured that all meteorites are simply fragments of a single
body-the so-called Umeteorite-planetU -in size and. constitution
much like the earth, which bad been shattered to bits by some
celestial catastrophe. In December, 1947, Dr.. Harrison Brown,
of the Institute for Nuclear Studies of the University of Chicago
and the Argonne National Laboratory, was awarded the Amen. can Association for the Advancement of Science prize for a
·-notable contribution to $ciencett as a result of discoveries made
by him which strongly supported this "meteorite-planet theory.
lVhile this theory therefore seems at the present moment to be
better founded than any of the several other comPeting explanations of the prigin of the meteorites, additional diTect evidence
favorable to it is, nevertheless, urgently desired. Since we have
only indirect evidence regarding the composition of, and the
physical processes~curring in, the deePer-lying portions of our
own globe. we cannot hope to secure the required direct evidence
from study of dIe irons, the iron-stones and the chondrites, for
these meteorites, by hyPOthesis, reHect conditions that existed at a
level in the meteorite-planet corresponding to the inaccessible
interior regions of the earth. Our only hope is to find meteorites
which may reasonably be regarded as coming from a zone so near
dte surface of the meteorite-planet that the corresponding zone
in the earth is sufficiently accessible for its cbaracteristics to have
been ascertained. Consideration is thus limited to certain rare
stony meteorites, the so-called achondrites, which for chemical
and other reasoJ1S' are surmised to have been derived from the
outermost silicate zone of the meteorite planet, a zone whose terrestrial analog has, at least in part, been exposed tQ the direct
scrutiny of scientists. The meteorites recovered from the February
18 shower not only turned out to be of dIe rare achondritic type;
but, moreover, showed in slickensided surfaces, in abnormal
development of cleavage, in highly strained glassy enstatite phenocrysts, and in certain other peculiarities, unmistakable evidence
CC
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ofhaving been subjected.ttl such dynamic .metamorphbmais.
known to have occurred in the detpe$t layer" ottbe eatth·$ .~$t.
accessible.to study and which may therefore legitimately be pre..
sumed also to have operated in the 'cotTespondibg lithospheric
layers of the meteorite-·'.:
planet•. It is not tooJnuch
to say that the stones
1£01t
•
which fell in KansUand·
co..
L1...1'
Nebraska on February "8~
MOUI£4t.
1948, have supplied more
K......
direct evidence of the destructio~ of some pre-ex..
isting planet to form the
lEO 1
·.EOI
meteorites than has been
IT.' ••
..~u
provided byall of the other achondritic falls in his-----~+-------..
.. a.
z i
tory.
~I
In order to insure exIEC II
lEO .,
G~
haustive recovery· of the
z 111
•
Q
!
scientifically invaluable
g
~
Kansas·~ebraska achon..
- - I 1 - - - - - c 1 - - - - - -.......
drites and to collect as
IS"'5
• OIlY.S
-n
•
....0...
much information as pos.
e$O
17 atf IEC II
sible concerning the phe..
Iro.1 .
It
nom,ena that accompanied .
their arrival on the earth,
the Institute sent five ex~
peditions into the area of
faU. These expeditions
drove over ten thousand FIG. I. Distribution of recovered fragments of
the Norton County, Kansas-Ful'llaS County,
miles, recovered hundreds Nebraska,
meteorltefall of February 1.8, 1948•
.of fragments of. the price.. No. 18, the l!o-p<lund meteorite. No•.19, the
less but ultrafriable ach- Jooo-pound meteorite. The utire area
shown here is in the lower left quadrant ,of
ondriticmaterial, and in- the elliptical search area shown in Figure 1.
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terviewed countless eyewitnesses of the great meteorite shower..
On the ~is of these interviews,. of transit measures made from
the e~ct spots where observers had cringed during the tumultuous inWI of themeteorites, and of an instrumental survey of the
entire region of fall, it becamepo5Sible to prepare a map mowing
the distribution of the major meteorite recoveries (Figure I)·; to
construct a centtal zenith projection of the celestial sphere deter-

,
~"

-

mining tbe apparent radiant of dIe fireball (Figure 8) ; and to
derive a fairly complete picture of what was experienced by those

•

FIG. S. Graphical deri\'1ltion of the :apparent radi:ant, R, of the fireball of
FeblUOlty 18, 1948. from a zenith'projection of the celesti:al sphere. The
radiant. R, had an altitude of soQ and :an llZimuth, measured from the south,
of .7 Q •
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fortunate (or unfortunate) -.enough to witness the gi'eatestof tIt '
known stony meteorite mowers.'
Only a: brief summaryofa few of these unusual. Jtartling, and,
in one case" fatal~ experiences can be presented here..At 4:55'p.m"
on February 18. 1948. ~ Orville 1-filDning and her son. Ralph
De\Vester. were walking through 'the ba£kyardof the headquar...
ters building on the huge ?tfcKinley Ranch in Norton Connty.
Kansas. T'wenty miles west and south of'this Ranch,.• convales.cent 'shell-shocked veteran. was loading fodder on the iann of '
'VO J. Yoho. A few miles south of the YohoS, Creta CarterI'll years"
old, of Jennings, Kansas, was stretching on tiptoe to reach a
clothesline built for adults. Some ten inileseastofthe l\.fcKiriley
Ranch, thematched bay maresof J;>aleSeverns· favorite teamwere
grazing quie~y inthe pasture that had beentbeir h0niC for many
yeat'$. Less than a minute later, Mrs. lIaoning and Ralph, petri~
fied with astonishment, were gazing upwardatari'angrys boiliog'
cloud, streaked with reddish flame, that had suddenlyblossoroed'
out in the clear blue sky, and all around them the a\r' was filled
with unearthly whizzing sounds; on the Yoho farro,1the veteran
crouched in a state of collapse, while a cannonading louder than
any he had endured in Europe beat do~ from abOve; in Jen.
nings, tiny Creta, although frightened byabrilliantfirebaUthat
had almost blinded her and by earth"sl1aking tbu!lder that followed its ftight across the s~y, was yet self.possessed enough to
mark carefully where this fireball had disappeared behind one of
the town buildings, thus providing one of the best of azimuth
determinations reported to the Institute; and, on the ~vems'
farm, ·"the bay mares trapped on~eirsidesbetween theprecipi.
tous walls ofa narrow muddy gully into which they had blundered
while racing desperately away from the deafening noise, were
pawing blindly toward suffocation.."

all

consult Lincoln LaPaz~ "Norton. Kansas. Meteor:' Science Illustr.ted.
Vol. S. No. u, NoveI,'llber. IM8. andc'The Adlondritic Shower of february 18.
IM8." Publica'iofUo! the ~stronomiall Societ, .oJ the P.eific# Vol. fil. No. '5g,
April. 1949.
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.' In the towns of Norton~ Norcatur, and Obetlin~ Kansas, near
the impact ce.nte~.the noise and concussion were nothing les&
than terrifying! 'Thousandso£ penoDsdri,,-enoutdool'$ by the can·
nonade $lW, nigh over their headsl mushrooming douds compa~ed by many tothOSt that accompany atomic bomb explosions.
Few ofall these people actually AW the fireball whose flight across
the sky was the precursor of all the tumult that followed.. Unlike
Creta Carter, the average eyewitness- did not have his eyes turned
heavenward at the crucial instant. As a result, the most absurd

t'
t

If:
f

,;

'

..
f'

explanations of the "Norton incident" got intocirculation. It was
widely attributed to the eXplosion of an atomic warhead on a
rocket gone astray from '\Vhite Sands Proving Ground or fired
from an enemy cauqtry, and only dIe discovery of meteorites fin-'
ally put an end to such disturbing rumors. .
Dramatic as are-the reports given Institute personnel by those
who saw and heard the Kansas-Neb~ameteorites fall, they pale
into insignificance beside local accounts of the two great falls
that have occurred in Russia in the last half- century. Since the
startlingstories told by eyewitnesses of such large but by no means
'record-breaking falls will aid the reader to better picture what
really ,appalling effects were produced not only throughout the
Southwest, but also over the entire world when the greatest of all
known meteoritic projectiles plunged into the earth-target at
what is now the Barringer l\feteorite Crater in Arizona, it seems
worthwhile to give a briefsummary of the phenomena observedat
the tillie of one of the Russian falls, that of Podkamennaya Tunguska.1
. At eight o'clock in the morning of June 30, 1908, a fireball
brighter than the sun was seen in rapid flight from south-south- .
west to north-northeast by thousands of Siberians, some distant
hundreds of miles from the path of the falling meteOrite. At imon translatiom of. and critical commentaries on. the original trustworthy
Rwaian scientific pUblicatiom. See Lincoln LaPaz llnd A. Gerhard Wiens. Contributions 01 the Soddy for R~search on l\fdeorit~, Vol. I. No. I (1935). 19-39: Vol. I.
No. I (1936). 15-10; Vol. I, No., (1937). 19-~"; Vol I. NO.3 (1940). 103-116.
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pact ofthis body with theearth~a fieryvettic.al fountam,'COllowed
,by a huge dondot blackwokcJ tose to IUchgreat heigbt$ tha.t
'both were visible (rom :stations mote than mree bunc:lred~l. '

, away•. Sincequite<$imilar phenomena" ate observed in the case· of ,
',A-bomb expl~o~ it is~iblefrom~e convectivetheory'of :
risingatomic douds 10 make an ~tintate,oftlte eJ1eJ'gy~leasedl>y ,
the itnpattof the ,podkatnennaya'Tungu$kameteorite~iththe
earth. In this way~'the writer has reCently ptlculated that this

energy'Wasprobablyinexce$S,of10" .ergs imdnence greater than'
that released by the A·bombtest explosion ,near AlatnOgOrd6 on
July 16,. 1945. '(ThiscaIculation is only one of ,sevetat~ples
thatJnight begivep. to illustrate an interrelationbetween'uu:teor..
iuc and atomic phenomenawhicltprovides an ~xtellent reason
forestablishingmeteorltic research centet$Ul proximity-to atomic
, installations.)
,
Naturally,. the almost instantaneoUi"felease·ofsuch a 'V~quan..
tity of.energy by the Podkamennaya. Ttlnguska metcorite produced explosive andotherelfeas startling in the ettreme.,.More
than ~ightymillio~pine ,and larch trees growing ina.circular '

region of t:w<t'thousandsquaremiles concentri~with the itn~t.. ~
·area were blown down by the outrushingexplosion wave;,and
these trees~ which fe~l with tops direttedoutwarcl along lUies .
radiatingfromtheimpact-centet, werefOt.lild to haveexpedenCed
the same sort of continuous, uniform, supet!jcial cban:ingas was
later to be one ofthe mostcurious features observed onvegetation
destroyed by the transient but ultra-high temperature developed
in the central region of the A-bomb test in New Mexico.
The air-w~ve from the meteorite explosion spreading out beyond the region of blown down trees retained POWet enough to·
damage roofs and to break doofsand windows in the sina11 aU5- ~
sian trading post of Vanovata" m.ore .tbanforty miles from .the
point of impact. This same expanding ait-wavc registered itself
on all the barographs in Central Siberia and was recorded on the
microbarographs at several l}:nglish s~tions distant'motethan
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3500'miles. Similar1f~the earthquake generated by the impact
was violent enough to be recorded onseismograph$ thousands of
milelaway.
.
The effeet$ described in the last two paragraphs should give to
the scientist a dear quantitative picture of the enormous destruc.ti\·c power of the Podkamennaya Tun~sb meteorite fall; but
perbaps the general reader will find it easier to-gauge this power
from a brief account of the experiences of the Tunguse nomads
who were living in the Podkamennaya Tunguska region in June.
1908. The Tungusesraise herds of reindeer for the same manifold
purposes as our own Navajos raise flocks of sheep; a~o protect
their anJmals from the mosquitos, camp during the s6mmer on
as high ground as possible. Since precisely such elevated spots
caught the worst of the blast from the Podkamennaya Tunguska
fall, the Tunguses and their herds suffered greatly. Tho~sands of
tbe reindeer were destroyed,. only their charred carcasses remaining. The reindeer skin tents and other shelters of the nomads
were bumedup or-outside the region of thermal effects-were
blown down by the great pressure wave. To read the TunguS6t
st-orl~s of their own injurics and the dcstruction of the herds
which they subsistcd, of the fire that flew down from tbe sky and
charred their animals and melted up their samovars and other
precious· possessions. cannot fail to call to mind published accounts of the survivors of the Hiroshima combat-drop. Perhaps
the reader. noting again and again the remarkable similarity
between the 'phenomena incident to great meteorite faUs and
A-bomb explosions will offer up two fervent prayers: dle first.
that wbile international relations are strained to the breaking
point. no macro-meteorite will chance to drop in on our troubled
world; and the second. that never again while man inhabits the
earth will it be struck by a meteorite as large as the super-giant
that blasted out the most interesting and awe-inspiring topographic feature of the entire Southwest-the Arizona meteorite
crater.
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poems AfT. Murray is trying to make the -~nnet
. over toms own purpose. His purpose,-'1 gathet.". is to al.ign a
fairly elusive content with a traditional form that has been
altered to permit special tonal and verbal effeCts.
The experiment goes well. The.,poems all £eellike sonnets but,
with a difference notable in at least<five of tltem. And the difference is enough to stir our interest without di~cting U$ from
what is being said. In Polar, The Natural Cave, and Tile Fugitives, the fourteen-line pentameter has been maintained without
rime, while in The Scotograph and Laughing Boy a fairly r~lar
rime scheme is apparent in iambs of irregular line quantities.
The Coffee Ensign is the only strictly conventional sonnet in the
group.
By lightly reworking the sonnet form in this way Afr.Afurray is
free to pursue more particular matters of word allusion. Of one
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of the associative process which is part of his creative
method, he writes:

."t;

I am trying to get as much meaning and significance out of each
word as p<)SSibJe within the cont~xt of the poem. Therefo~ some of
the words are ambiguous and even more, referring forward and/or
back~d in the poem, 'Words like many faceted jewels that give a
fluid and kinetic effect both to the meaning and to the poem itself.
Perhaps I've been freighting my words too heavily but I've been trying to achieve the kind of poems that cause an endless mentalrhythm
of aesthetic experience, $Omethinglike the chain of circles that grows
when you drop a stone in a pool.
And of his parallel concern with the symbolic process, 1.lr.
Murray has this to say:
"The Coffee Ensign" was a Naval Officer. "Coffee" because there
was a strong odor of coffee on the trolley which I associated with the
Ensign sitting beside me, perhaps a bit too arbitrarily. The overall
intention of the, poem was to $how how we confuse the ideal as repre- _
sented by ~e book of Indian ~tythology I was reading, and the real,
the Ensign. For a time, he became the dragon in the myth, and as if he
5eJUed this, he "gets off." And "the dragon reassumes i~ form:' Indra
is the god of rain. In the legend he slit the belly of a dragon over the
then dry world letting the life-giving juices pour down and thus mak-

'i

. . . "ing the earth fertile.
t

Taken not as statements tojudge the poems against but as the
poet's afterthoughts concerning his intentioDS, we observe that
there is more than the impression of facility in the form to contend with. The reader must at least be wary of resting in the familiar comfon of the form widlout following the hidden signposts
of the meaning. How well he can proceed through their stabilized
diction toward a grasp of their shifting verbal allusions becomes
in a different way each reader's test of the value of these poems.

-E.R.
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POLAR .',
\Vhcn in OUt blackPacificmy lo\~ bums'
AmassoEcandles lit by wicked fish.
Receives the thinandjaggedwafer of ice.
Andbleeds thewin~rwineJ ~emowI br~athe,
Thenarewe purified, thenarewe·cleansed
Holy andchoateby-this sacrament
Gleaming the longnight in a etystalcave
\Vherewe havecacl\ed ourmysteryfro~ the world
\Vhosenorthem lights explore our iceland lore;
But as the seasonChangesweare found

>'

Bylargeamphibiouswhite~whocome

CIimbingthe pole startt:0m their frozen cliffs
To break out sealupon aHoeofdreams,'
\Vild darkimpressionsmarkingnsfordeath.

THE NATUR'AL CAVE
How much we freeze. how muchwe star-litflow.
They count. they measure by theclockofnight.
The moon. the weatherandlongitude .
'Vhere we shonldclimbfull blownupon the ~ours;
Andwhen we stalk the quanyinour cloak
Of t,ree. seamless, spun on looms~flove
So fine our nakedness is clearto hope,
They shout their maIedicdonsonthe bond .
And clothe theireyes in coarse andcostly silk
To peerforever inour·naturalcave
Where unrestrained we celebrateourselves,
The unitary beast, voracious lust, .
,Vltoserelicsline thewalls, blunt testaments,
Onwhich we pricked our namesand mounted death.
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THE SCOTOGRAPH
11te SCOtograph is septiC. lVbat iswritten in
The dark will have the darknesson it like a brand.
In fairy tales. the prince who has a withered hand
~faywearaglovesuccessfully and even win
'rhe princess; but the unlit eyes
'\Till never hide the bl~nk surprise
Ofnever having color. Spin
lVhat fictive threads theywill, their sunlitstrand '
Is negative. There is no substitutefor light
~ Though every othersense be tWice as sharp, and those
lVllo ply the useless instrument
Learning from braille what wonhare meant
To be. deceive themselves. The darkness filters through.
lVeep for the veils on every mini that never can be rent;
The blind are not a few.

THE FUGITIVtS
They searched our bodies. but their only dues
\Vere broken glintings. splinters of a few
Deserted mirrors on a heap of death
\Vher~ shadowless lovers haunted darkful rooms.
Once light. substantial. sbook the bouse of glass
\Vith bright refractions in a frieze of fire
That burned to madness by our careless flame
Lit in their ancient attic; trapped by smoke
\Ve hugged the floor like roacbes. 'til the walls
Came tumbling down. crossing our crisp brows
\Vith scarlet letters flaring in revenge;
To bite the dusty hands that fed us doom.
\Ve choked identity into the ground
And kissed our hearts into each ~ther's mouth.
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LAUGHING BOY
Thelaughing boy, wheillaughing, hasacril1lSOnthroat

~

~Oftbick(olumnal'joyuponwhich1.Jasehis~U·

Like headis balancedcarefully. Itmust not fall
Into the pools ofmeJrlment;,for heads don't Boat;
They sink into'thesandorsea
Trailing their hair hysterically
Above. Bui QncsroaU anecdote
Tohis starvedbrain within this houseof dead mayan
His body intospasnis'oferoticmiltb,
,
Tilting the swollen base until the axis breaks.
The laughing boy aliveis dead;
He can not live without bishead.If therewere hanth tQdasp the crimson throat and hold
Itst~adywithincreasingm-ength_untilthe stem wercshred
Thatchoking would begold. ~ .
.THE COFFEE ENSIGN

Thecoffee ensign with hiShair qltlong
IsaroDiaticon the trolley
He needs ashave; his caatand trousers

ear.

are

ExtremelymuS5ed,hisb~ath com~foulandsti'ong;

[
I

,

Is slightly drunk, helaughs a bit too much
And leanstoo close; his wide and wild eyes swing
Upon my book; is he remembering?
His hands unclasp, he is aboutto touchAndlatlllndraoverthedry.worlds Ripping his-bloated beny wide to sluice
This arid earth with thatlife-givingjuice;
His mindrecoils; his body then, uncurlS; ,
He leaves the seat, vacant butstill warm;
Gets~ff; the dragon re.assumes its form.

I,
I
i

l

j

!t
I
!

.,f
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THE ISLAND
son had been ~ery good to her,
.... • with the kind affection and a~tention to her well-being
that is seldom found towards mothers in sons with busy
wives and growing families of their own; when Mrs. Montague
lost her mind, her son came into his natural role of guardian.
There had always been a great deal of warm feeling between 1\Irs.
Montague andJler son, and although they lived nearly a thousand
miles apart by now, Henry Paul !\Iontague was careful to see that
his mother was well taken care of; he ascertained, minutely, that
the monthly bills for her apartment, her food, her clothes, and her
companion were large enough to ensure that 1\11'$. !\Iontague
was getting the best of everything; he wrote to her weekly, tender letters in longhand inquiring about her health; when he
came to New York he visited her promptly. and always left an
extra check for the companion, to make sure that any small
things l\Irs. !\Iontague lacked would be given her. The companion, 1\fiss Oakes, had been with l\frs. l\Ionmgue for six
years, and in that time their invariable quiet routine had been
broken only by the regular visits from l\Irs. l\Iontague's son-, and
by l\Iiss Oakes' annual six weeks leave. during which Mrs.

M

ilS.' MONTAGUE'S

294 .
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MontagUe was cared for no leu JCI1ipulously by a carefully
'1'H~ l$t.AND

<:hO$etllUbstitute.
Between .such disturbing occasions, Mrs. Montague ,Uved
quietly and expensively in herhandSomeapartm~t"following
with l.fiss Oakes a life of plac.id regularity" which' it tequited
all Miss Oakes'. competence to engineer" ·and duly reported .
on to Mrs. Montague'$son. ·'1 do think we're very lucky. deart U ,
was Miss Oakes" frequent comment, ·'to have 'a 'goo(f $On like'
llr. lfontague to take care of us so well."
To, which 'lin. lfontaguc's usual answer was, "Henry Paul
was a good boy."
r J '
AIrs. ~{ontague usually spent the morning in bed and, got
up for lunch; after the effort of bathing and dressing and -eat..
ing she was ready for another rest and then her walk, which .
occurred regularly at four o'clock, and which was followed
by dinner sent up from the restaurant downstairs, and, $hartly
after, byl.frs. ~{ontague's 'bed ~me. l.fissOakes did not
leave the apartment except in anemergencyr $he had;tgreat
deal of time to herself and her regular duties were not harsh"
although ~frs. M~ntague was not the best company in the '
world. Frequently ?\.Iiss Oakes would l()()k up from her map..
zine to find ~frs. Montague watching ~hercuriously;some. .
times ~frs. lfontague, in a spirit of petulant StubbornnesS, would decline all food under any persUaSion until it was necetsary for ~fiss Oakes to 'call in hfrs. Montague's doctor forAIn.
~fontagueto hear a firm lecture on ,her duties as a patient.
Once ~frs. ~fontague had tried to runaway, and.had been reCaptured by ~fiss Oakes in the street in front of"theapartment
house, going vaguely through thetraffici and always~ constantly.
~frs. ~fontague wa~ trying to give things to 'MissOakes,many_
of which, in absolute frarikness, it cost Miss, Oakes a pang to
refuse.
~fiss Oakes had not been born to the luxury which Mrs. ~fon..
tague had known all her life; Miss Oakes had worked hard"and

of
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never had a .fur coat; no matter how much She tried~ ?tliss
Oakes (ould· not disguise the fact thatslie relished the food
sent up from the restaurant downstairs, delicately cooked and
prettily served; ~fiss Oakes was persuaded that she disdained
jewelry, and she chose her clothes hurriedly and inexpemively,
under the eye
an impatient, badly dressed salesgirl iIi a deparunentstore. No matter. how agonizingly Miss ,Oakes debated under the insinuating lighB of the budget dress department!' the clothes she carried home with ~er turned out to be
garish reds and yellows in the daylight, inexactly striped or
dotted, badly cut. }'fiss Oakes sometimes .thought longingly of
the securitY of her white uniforms, neatly stacked in her dresse.r
drawer, but l.lrs. ?tlontague was apt to go into a tantrum at
outward show of ~fiss Oakes' professional competence, and
}.Iiss Oakes dined nightly on the agreeable food from the res-taurant downstairs in her red and .yellow dresses, with her
colorless hair drawn ungracefully to a bun in back,. her ringless
hands moving appreciatively among the plates. ~Irs. ~Ion·
tague, who ordinarily spilled food all over herself, chose her
I
'
dresses from a selection sent every three or four months from
an exclusive dress shop nearby; all information as to size and
color was predigested in· the shop, and the soft-"oiced saleslady brought only dresses absolutely right for Mrs. ~Iontague.
Mrs. ~fontague usually chose. two dresses each time, and they
went, neady hung on sacheted hangers, to live softly in ~frs.
l\fontague·s closet along with other dresses just like them, all
in soft blues and greys and mauves.
"\Vemust try to be more careful of our pretty clothes," ~fiss
Oakes would· say, looking up from her dinner to find ~Irs.
l\lontague, almost deliberately, it seemed sometimes, emptying
her spoonful of oatmeal down the front of her dress. ccDear,
we really must try to be more careful; remember what our nice
son has to pay for those dresses:'
l\frs. l\lontague stared vaguely sometimes. holding her spoon;

of
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- Sometimes abe said"I want .my. pudding' now; I'll ~. -careful
with my pudding,," Now andtben. usually when the day had
gone badly and ~frs. ,Montague wasovertited. otc:J.'OIS-tOr.one ,reason or another, she might tum the' cli~ of oaunealoVet'()nto
<,the tablecloth, and then. frequel1.dYt Miss· Oakes was' angty,.
and. Mrs. Montagne •was deprived of .her pUdding and at
blankly while Miss Oakes moved her own disltes to a coffee
table and called the waiter to remoVe the· dinner table with
~

- j

its mess of o;t.tmeal.. .
" It was in ,.the late spring· that lirs. Montague ·wasU$ual1yat
herwolSt; then, for some reason,it~edthat thestirting of
green . lif~, even under the dirty city~; connnunicated 'arestlessness and longing to Jterthat she felt only ,'spasmodically
the rest of the year; around April or ~ay, Mm -Oakes began
to prepax:efor trouble, for runnmgs-awayand JUpremeoauneal·
ovenumings.In $Utmnet, Mrs. MontagUcfaeem~ happier. be-o
cause it waS possible to walk.·in the park and teed: thc$quirreI$; ,
in the fall, she quieted; in preparation for the longwintcr when she was alm:ost dormant, like, an animal, rarely'.peaking•. and
suffering herself to be dtessed and updressedwithout rebeUion;
it was the winter that Miss Oakes most appreciatecl, although
as the months moved on into spdngMissOakes began to think
more often of giving up her 'pOsition, her pleasantaalaty,the
odorous meals from the restaurant downsttit$.
.'
It .was in the sp~ng that Mrs. Monta~e so often, :tried to
give things to Miss Oakes; one afternoon when their.· walk was
dubious I:?«ause of the rain, MrSoMontague had ,g9neasof
habit to the ball c10setandtaken out her coat, and now $at in
her armchair withthel'ich dar1c.mink heaped in her lap, ~mooth..
ing the fur as though she held a cat.uPrctty," Mt'$. Montague
was saying~, ·~pretty,· pretty:'
"\Vetre very lucky to have such lovely things,'" ~li!S$Oakes
said. Because it· was her practice t~ keep ~usyalwaY$, never to .
let her knowledgeable fingers rest SO long as they might ·be
~
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knitting a t<:arf. It was OO1y
half finiJhedtbut already MiSlOues was beginning to despair
of it;. the yarn. in the store and in the roll) seemed a soft tender
green~·but knit up into the scan it assumed a gaudl'[ ~chartreuse
...
character that made. ill original purpose-to embrac~ the firm
fleshy· neck of Henry Paul Montague-seem faintly-impcoper;
when Mm Oakc$looked at the scarf impartially it irritated her,.
as did almost everything she created..
"Think of the money:' }{iss Oakes said, "that goes into all
thO$e beautiful things, just because your son is so generous and
kind..",
_"I will give JOu this fur," ~{I'S. ){ontague said suddenly....necause you have no beautiful things of your own."
uThank you, dear/' ltliss Oakes said. She worked busily at
her scarf for a m.inute and then said, t~It'$ not being very grateful for nice things like that, dear, tp want to give them away:'
"It wouldn't look nice on you," Mrs. Montague said, "it
would look awful. You're not very pretty:'
?\fiss Oakes was silent again for a minute, and then she said,
"'VeIl, dear, shall we see if it's still raining?" 'Vith. great deliberation she put down the knitting and walked over to the
window. \Vben she pulled back the lace curtain and the heavy
dark-red drape she did so carefully, because the curtain and
the drape were not precisely her own, but were of service to
her, and pleasant to her touch, and expensive. tilt's almost
stopped," she said brightly. She squinted her eyes and looked
up at the sky. UI do believe it's going to clear up," she went on,
as though her brightness might create a sun of reflected brilliance••tIn about fifteen minutes. . • :' She let her voice trail
off, and smiled at l\frs. l\fontague with vast anticipation.
"l don't want to go for any walk," l\frs. l\{ontague said sullenly. "Once when we were children we used to take off aU
our clothes and run out in the rain:'
Miss Oakes returned· to her chair and took up her knitting.

doing fOmedling useful, $he
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"We can start' lOget ready in a fewminute$rsbe;promiled.
. ··lcou1dnt t do .that "ow~oftourse/t ~u. },{oJ1tagueuid. ··1 want to color:'
.
She- slid out of herchair,dropping'the minicoat nlt6a heap ,
on the. floor~ andwentstowly, with.her'faltering wal~.trOeI '
the' room lothe'card table where ·her coloririg book and box of
crayons· lay. Miss Oakes Jighed,set .berknitting, down, and ,~
walked- over' to pick up th~ mini coat;she<ttaped it tenderly ,
over the back ~f the cbair, and Went back and picked up her
knitting again. ~
,-,
'
-
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I
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UPretty, pretty.1t Mrs. ltfontagne crooned

f!

over .her ~loring,

UPr~ttyblue, -pretty

water, pretty, pretty."
Miss Oakes allowed a small $inile, to touch her face as she
~egarded the scarf; it was a bright color, perhaps too~bright for
a man no longer very- young. but it 'Was gay and ·not really ,
unUsually green. His birthday was tliree weeks off;· ~e·tat4 in
the box would say "To remind you of your 10y~, friend· ;and
admirer. Polly Oakes.u Miss Oakes cSighed. qUickly.
.
HI want to go for a wallt.:/' ltfrs. )fontagUcsaidabruptly.
,uJust a minute, dear," l\liss Oakes said. She putthc'knitting
doWn again and smiled at ltlrs. l\fontague. urn help ',ou/'Mba
Oakes said, and w~t over t~ assist Mrs.. Montague in the .slow
task that getting out of a straight chair alwaysentaiIed.U\Vhy,
look at you," Miss Oakes said, regarding thecoloringbool.
over Mrs. l\fontague'shead. sbe laughed.··You·ve gone. and
made the whole thing blue, you silly child." She.turned back a . ,_
page. (lAnd here," she said, and laughed again. nWhy_ does.
the man have a blue face? And the little girl in.the picture-me'
mustn't be blue, dear, her face shoul4 be pink and her hair
should be-ob, yellow, for instance. Not blue."
_
hits. ~fontague put her hands violently over the picture.
"l\fine," she said. ".Get away, this is mine."
"I'm sorry,n l\fiss Oakes said ~moothly, ·'1 wasn't laughing at
you dear. It was just funny to see a man with a blue face." She

I

I
t

t
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helped.1tfrs. ~fontague out of the chair and escorted her across
.the room to the mink coat.. ).{rs. Montague stood stiffly while
Mi. Oakes put the coat over her shoulders and helped her arms
into the ~eeves,. and when ltfiss Oakes came around in front of
her to b~~ton the coat at the neck }'frs. Montague turned.· down·
the comers of her mouth. and said sullenly into ~fiss Oakes'
fate~ so close to hers, .cYou don't know what things 4re.. really:'
--Perhaps I don't," ~{is& Oakes said absently.. She surv~yed
~fr$•.ltfontague, ,neatly buttoned into the mink coat, and then
took Mrs. ~fontague'$ rosc-covered hat from the table in the
hall and set it on ~Irs. ~{ontague's head, with great regard to
the correct angle and the neatness of the roses. uNow we look
so p~tty,." ~fiss Oakes said. Airs.. Montague stood silently while
){iss Oakes went to the hall closet and took out her own serv·
iceable: blue coat. She shrugged herself into it, settled it with
a brbk tug at the collar, and pulled on her hat with a quick
gesture from back ~o front that landed the h~tbrim at exactly
the usual angle over: her eye. It was not until she was escorting
l\.frs. Montague to the door. that )Iiss Oakes gave one brief,'
furtive glance at the hall mirrQr, as one who does so from a
nervous compulsion rather than any real desire for information.
)f~ oakes enjoyed walking down the hall; its Wpets were
so thick that even the stout shoes of }'fiss Oakes made no sound.
The elevator was self·service. and )Iiss Oakes, with superhuman
control, allowed it to sweep soundle~ly down to the main floor,
carrying with it l\fiss Oakes herself, and Mrs. ~Montague, who
sat docilely on the ve1vet-covered bench and stared at the panel·
ling as thoogh she had never seen it before.. When the elevator
door opened and they moved out into the lobby 'Miss Oakes
knew that the few people who saw them-the girl at the switch·
board, the doorman, another tenant coming to the elevatorrecognized l\lrs. l\fontague as the rich old lady who lived high
upstairs. and l\fiss Oakes as the infinitely competent companion,
withoot whose unswerving assistance Airs. Montague could not
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" live for ten minutes. MissOueS walked sturdily and .'WeU
through the lobby,b~finn'hand guiding soft little }dt$.MoiItague; the lobby Hoor was pale carpeting ·on which. their feet
made no sound, and the lobby walls were painted an expet\live
color so neutral as to.be almost inviSible; as ~Ii$$ Oakes .went
.with ~r$. }.{ontaguethrough the lobby' it was uthoughtbey_,
walked upon clouds, through the noncomtnittal at'easof in..
finite ,space. The doorway was their aim, and the' dc»nnan.
dressed ingrey, opened the way for them wjth a flourish .and
a .I'Good afternoonUwhich began by being -directed ~t, ¥d.
Monmgue,as the employer, and ended by addressing Miss
Oake$i as the ~n who would be expected to answer.. "
nGood aftemoon, Georgej' Miss Oakes said. with a Stately
SIllile.. and passed on through the doorway leading Mr$. Monta"
gue. Once outside on the sidewalk, Miss Oakes- Keered .Mts~
llonmgue quick1yio the lef~,$ince,. allOWed her ,he.d,~._
lfonmgue might as easily have, turnedu.n~pectedl'Y to~e
Tight, although they always turned to the left, and so upset Miss
Oakes' walk for the day.. With slow steps they moved into 'the
current of people walking up the street, l\fi~Oak~ watChing
ahead to avoid Mrs. Montague's walking into strangers.. Mrs.
Montague. with h~r face tu~ed up to the .grey·sky.
"It's a lovely day:' Miss Oakes said.o"Pleasan~ycool after the
rain." .
They had gone perhaps half a bJockwhen ~Irs. MQntague,
by a gentle pressure' against Miss Oakes' ann, began ·to direct
.....
them towards the inside of the sidewalk and, tbeshop windows:
Miss Oake~ resisting at first, at last allowed herself to be reluctantly influenced and they crossed the sidewalk to stand in front
of the window to a stationery store.
They stopped here every day, and, as sbesaideveI'!day,MI1.
'Montague munnuted softly, "Loo1cat
the lovely 'things."
She watched with amusement a plastic bird, colored bright red
and yellow, which methodically dipped -its beak into a glass ,of
,
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water and withdrew it. ,'VhUe

they stood watching,' the bird

lowered its head and touched the water, hesitated, and" then

''Does it stop when we're not here?'" hln. A{oJitague asked.
and l\fissOakes laughed and said "lt never stops. It goes on
.·hile We're eating and while we're sleeping and all the time.-Md. l\fontague·$ attentio~ had wandered to the' open pages
of a diary. spread nakedly to the pages dated June 14-]une'15.
Mrs. Montague, looking at the smooth unwritten paper, caught
her breath. ·'rd.like to have that," she said, and Miss Oakes; as
she answered every day. said u'\That would you write in it,
JC

dear?"
The thing that always taught l\frs. ~fontague next Was a softlycurved blue bowl which stood in the center of the window display; Mrs.. l\lontague pored lovingly and speechlessly over this
daily. trying to toudl it through the glass of the window.
"Come on," dear," l\liss Oakes said finally, with an alm9Stimpatient tug at l\frs. l\fontague's arm. "'Ve'll never get our
walk finished if you don't come on."
Docilely l\lrs. l\fontague followed. "Pretty,tt she. whispered,
"Pretty; pretty:'

·

~.
i

~,""!!j
She opened her eyes suddenly and was aware that she saw.
The sky was unbelievably, steadily blue, and the sand beneath
her feet was hot; she could see the water, colored more deeply
than the sky, but faintly greener. Far off was the line where the
sky and water met, and it was infinitely pure.
"Pretty," she said inadequately, and was aware that she spoke.
She was walking on the sand, and with asuddenimpatientge5ture she stopped and slipped off her shoes, standing first on onefoot and then on the other. This encouraged her to look down
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at neneUj.$hewas vetytaU,higbabovc h«.oeJonthe $and,

and wbenshe Ulavedit was· freeIyand·easily except for tb~(tnm" . .._
beringdo.thcs,the hei\vy·(oat·andthehat~.• Which$ltonh~
head with atallgiblc,oppreSsivc·weight.. Shetht~ the hat Qnto
theh'Ot lovely sand, and it look~·jO·olfcll$ive.. lying with its".,.
paten~y untealrosesagainK:tbe smOOth clarityofth,und,
that .$he bent quickly .and covered tlie hat with handfuls-of
-:sand;theq>at .wumore difficult tocover.andtbe $lndrandeli..
cately betweenthc haif$of-thc$hon datkrfur; before .•c bad
balfcovered the (Qat
decided toput~e teaofherclothes. _
with it, and did sp., $lippingeasil~ o~t of ~c strap' andbutto~
andcatchC$ of many gatmcnu, whlchabe temembetedudlfficulttoputon. \\Then aU· herclothC$ ~ere~Jlriedme looked .
with~tisfaction down .at her .strong white leg$,udthought.
aware that .she was thinking .it: they .ate almost the .nie·tolol"
as the·sand~ She began to run freely, with the: blue~anand
the bluer sky on hel' right, the trees on her left, and the moving
sand underfoot; she ,ran until she came back to the place where
a comer of her c~tstill showed throughtbesand. Whensbe
saw it she stopped. again and·said·*~retty" Pl'etty~" and leaned·
over and too~ a handful of sand and let it fun through her

me

fingers.

..

the .

. Far away. somewhere in the grove of tteesthat centered
island $he could hear the pattotcalling. uEat, eat" it.brieked, -.' " .,).
and then something in4istinguishabl~,andthen"Eat, eat."
An idea tame indirectly and subtly.to her mind; it wastbe
idea of food, for a minute unpleasant and as though it mC3nt
a disagree.abte sensation, and then glow~gly happy. She turned
and ran-it was impossible tomovc .lowly,on the island. with
the dear hot air all around her, .andtheoceanstimng con·
stantly, pushing at the island.' and the unbelievable blue 4y
above-and when she came into the. sudden warm shade of.the .
trees she ran from one to another, puttingher hand fora minute
on each.
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('Hello,," the parrot gabbled, ·'Hello. who', there.. ~tt"She
c:ouldsee~it flashing among the trees, no more thanasaw..toothed·
voice and a fIa.sb of ugly red and yeUow~
The grass was green and tich and ao~and··me sat down by
the little brook where the food was setout. Today there was a
great polished wooden bowl, 10ft to the touch, full of purple
grapes; the sun that c:ameunevenly between the trees muck a
high Jhine from the bowl, and lay flatly against the grapes,
. which were dusty with warmth, and almOst black. There was a
shimmering glass just full of dark red wine; there was a flat
blue plate filled with little cakes; she touched one and it was
full of cream. and heavily iced with soft chocolate. There were
pomegranates, and cheese, and small, sharp-Bavored candies. She
Jay down beside the food, and closedhtr .eyes against the heavy
scent from the grapes.
"Eat, eat," the parrot screamed hom somewhere over her
head. She opened her eyes lazily and looked up, to see the flash
of red and yellow in the trees. "Be still, you noisy Ueast/' she
said, and smiled t9 herself because it was not important, actually,
whether the parrot were quiet or not. Later, after she had slept,
she ate some of the grapes and the cheese, and several of the
rich little cakes. \Vhile she ate the parrot tame cautiously closer,
begging for food, sidling up near to the dish of cakes and then
moving quickly away.
"Beast:' she said pleasantly to the parrot, "greedy beast."
\Vhen she was sure she was quite through with the food, she
put one of the cakes on a green leaf and set it a little bit. away
hom her- for the parrot. It came up to the cake slowly and
fearfully, watching on either side for some sudden prohibitive
movementj when it finally reached the cake it hesitated, and
then dipped its head down to bury its beak in the soft frosting;
it lifted its head, paused to look around. and then.lowered its
beak. to the cake again. The gesture was familiar, and she
laughed, not knowing why.
She was faintly aware that she had slept again, and awakened
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wanting to run) to go out into the hot. sand' on the beac:h and
run shouting around the ~is.land. The patt9t was gone. itt cake

ran

a mesJ of crumbs and ~g,onthe pund. She
out onto
the beach, and the water was .there,and.the.·JkY•. For .a. few.

minutes she ran, ,going down·to the water and then swiftly back· .
before it could toudi her .~.' feet, and then she d.ropped
luxuriously onto the sand and laytheie. After a while'me began to draw a picture in.the sand; it was a round face· 'Withdou,for
eyes and nose and a line for a mouth•.•IHenry Paulr'she Jaidt
touching the face caressingly with her fingers, and then. laugh..
ing, J1le leaped to· her feet and· began 'to run again. ,around the
island. 'Vhenshepassedthe fac:edrawn on the and Iheput
one bare foot on- it and ground it away•. CtEat"cat:· she could
,hear the panat calling from the trees; the parrot was afraid-of

I

'i

t

the hot5aJ;ld and the water attd stayed always in the .trees near
the food. Far off. acrossthewatet, mc(()uld see the sweet, the
always comforting. line of the horizon.
lVhen she was tiredwithtu~ing she Jay down again on the
sand. For a little while she played idly. writing wor~ on the
sand and then rubbing them out with her hand; once ,she drew'.
a crude picture of a doorway and pUl1ched her 1jstthrough it.
Finallysbe lay down and put 'her face down to the ~ndt It
was hot. _hotter than anyfhing'ebe had ever been, and .thcJOft .
. grits of the sand slipped into·her moutb,.whereshecoutd taste
them. deliciously hard and grainy against her teeth; they were
in her eyes; rich and warm; the IaIld was covering her face and
the blue sky was gone froma:bove her and the sand waScoolet.
then greyer. covering her face, 'and cOld.
'

-

.iNearl'J home,uMiss Oakes said brightly. as they turned. the
last comer of their block-lilt's been a nice walk. hasn't itt" She tried. unsuccessfully, to guide Mrs. Montague quickly
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past the ~ety, but Mrs. Montague's feet, moving against Miss
Oakes- ptessurefrom. habit!> brought them up to ,stand in front
of the: bak.ery window.
UIdon't know why they leave those fly-specked eclairs o~t
here." Miss Oakes ~id irritably. "There's nothing less appetizing. Loo" at that cake; the cream is poSitively cuf'dle~."
She moved her arm insinuatingly within l\lrs.. Montague's;
"In a few minutes we'll be home'" she said softly, uand then,we
can have our nice cocktan, and rest for a few minutes, and· then

dinner."

•.

<;

f

"Pretty," Mrs.l.fontague said at the calc.es. HI want some.';
Mi. Oakes shuddered violently. "Donlt even $(1.'1 it,'!> she implored. ·'Justloo1c. at that stuff. Yould be sick for a week."
She moved l\{n. l\fontague along, and they came, moving
quiclc.er'than they had when they started, back to their own
doorway where the doorman in grey waited for them. He
opened the door and said. beginning with Ma. l\fontague ~d
finishing with l\fiss Oakes, "Have a nice walk?" .
. ··Very pleasant, thank you," A{iss Oakes said agreeably. They
, passed through the doorway and into the lobby where the open
doors of the elevator waited for them. "Dinner soon:' l\fiss
Oakes said as they went across the lobby.
MiS$ Oakes was careful, on their own floor, to see that l\frs.
Montague: found the right doorway; while Miss Oakes put
the key in the door ~frs. ~fontague stood waiting without
expression.
,
~fn. l\fontague moved forward automatically when the door
was opened, and Miss Oakes caught her arm, saying shrilly
"Don't step on itl l' Mrs. l\fontague stopped. and waited, while
l\fiss Oakes picked up the dinner menu from the floor just inside the door; it had been slipped under the door while they
were out.
Once inside. Miss Oakes removed Mrs. Montague's rosy hat
and the mink Coati and ltfn. Montague took the mink coat in
7

!;

,
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her anns and sat dOwn in her cbairwith it~ amOodUngthe fUr. , _
MissO~es llidout of her own coat and hung it, neatlr in the
c:1Otet, and_tliencame into the living 'room. tarrying the dinner,
menu.

,

"Chicken liver omelette,lt ·MiD Oak.es lead as She walked..
"'The Iastdme it·ms a trif~e underdone: 1 ·could.mention it.
of course, but they neverieeltt to pay much attention. R.oast
turkey. Filet mignon. I reali, do think a nice tittle piece of.. .. ."
she looked up at ~lrs. 1.f9utagUe and smUed. ··Hungry?"ahe

suggested.
"No," Mrs. ~fontague said. nrve hadenoughr
"Nice oatmeaI?i. MissOues said. Hlf you're",,' ·goodyou.. '
can have ice .aeamtonight...•
"Don't want i'Cetteam,U l.frs~ Montague said.: .
MiSs Oakes sighed, and then said•. U\Vell • .. ..•" pJacatingly.
She returned to the' menu.uFrench ~ied potatQeS,tt me Aid.
"They're very heavy on the stomach, but I' do have m.y hean
set ona nice little piece ()f steak and some French f:riedpota- ~
toes. It. sounds justrightl tonight.u
"
"Shall· I give'you this cOat?" Mrs.ltiontagueaskedsuddenly.
'Miss Oakesstoppe4on her way to the phone an~ pitted Mrs•.
Montague lightly on the shoulder. "You're very generous, dear,"
she said, "but of course you don't really want to give me your
beautiful coat. \Vhat would yourdearson$aY?U
~{rs. Montague tan her hand over the ,fur of the coat .dec,
-- I
tionately. Then she stood up, slowly, -arid the coat slid to the.
floor. "I'm going to colorJ"she announced. '
~fi5S Oakes tum~ back from the phone to pick· up the~oat
'and put it over the back of the ·chair. "AU Tight'" $he said. She
went to .the phone, sat so she could keep an ~ye'on Mrs.-Montague while me talk~, and said into the phone ·'Roomserviee,,"
Mrs. ftfontaguemoved across' the room and $at down at the
card table. Reflectively she .tUl1ledth.e pages of ·thecolonng
book. found a picture that pleased her, and opened the crayon

;J
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box. Mia Oakes hummed softly into the phone.. "Roomservice?" s.hesaid finally.. "I want to order· dinner sent up to Mrs..
&fontaguets.suite, please: f She looked over the phone at Mrs..
~1'ontague and said, ··You all right, dear?'·
. lVithout turning, Mrs.. lfontague moved hershouIdel'$ impatiently, and selected a aayon from the box. She examined
the point of it with great care while Miss Oakes said, UI want.
one very sweet martini". please. And Mrs. ~fontague"s prune
juice." She picked up the menu and wet her lip', then said,
"One cra~meat cocktail.. And tonight will you see \that Mrs.
Montague has milk with her oatmeal; you sent cream last night.
Yes, milk, please. You'd thinkthefd know by now;' she added
to ~frs. ltfontague over the top of thepbone. "Now let me see/'
she said into the phone again, her eyes on the menu.
~ Disregarding Miss Oakes. Mrs. lfontague had begun to color•
. Het shoulders bent low over the book, a vague smile on her'old
face p she was <:levoting herself to a picture of a mmyard; a nen
and three cbickens strutted across the foreground of the picture,
a bam surrounded by trees was the background. Mrs. Montague
had laboriously colored the hen and the three chickens, the
bam and the trees, a rich blue, and now, with alternate touches
of the crayons, was engaged in putting a red and yellow blot
far up in the blue trees.

:-
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.The W.tXJdblockAtt of
Gustave Baumann

By JlincentGaroffolo

sense..

()F THE gr,ap.hie arts sc.ems to c.~mbi. ne. the
.of an ancient craft with the urgency of a contemporary
. .medium more insistently than the art Oaf· the colored
N
woOdblock.. Out of the great technical knowledge and -control
which this medium requires come interpretations and insights
bea~ng unfamiliar sensuous force. It is a medium oftheaaft&-.
man-artist.
The colored woodblQCk speaks in an idiom of choral Color, like
the voices in a ~tic drama. :rIte voice~olors are notpiued
against each other, clamoring for attention. They partake Gfeach.
other, and thereby prolong our interest and propose.identifica·
tions of our own. In this medium the profoundest technicalcon-

.()NE
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trol is unmistakable. When 10 much of our plastic expressions
setmsto''be empty of thissense ofcraft anddevonon to the organic
life of the medium. it is useful to recall that craftsmanship is not
o~ly a virtuoso use oftnateriai.lt is the most vivid un~entanding
of the forces within a medium. and the mOlt intimate collaboration between the anist'$ vision and the imperatives of the

medium.
Thecolored'woodblocks of Gustave Baumann are expressions
of an intimate universe. intimate but Dot withdrawn.·lt·frank1y
invites. it does ,not inveigle. In Baumann's work. the intention,
nevertheftuke nor the. expectancy ofacddent dominates' the
work.. This does not mean that Baumann acquires force of design and expressiveness by robot-like, step-by-step certainties. He
know~ and· speaks very candidly of how much Clworking blind" 'thereu in hisprints. He neither denies nor conceals the unexpected" unpr~editated effects of line or texture in the print-making
process. But he insists that his art neither depends on nor beseechesthe accidental. His woodblocks exert this conviction with
clarity, confidence, and humility.
One of Baumann's oldest and most persistent recollections reflects 'his urgent sense of craft and the importance of the tool. As
a very young boy he once found himself with a quill pen and a
bottle of Higgins ink. Some imperative instinct made it necessary
for him to walk very far into town to acquire a finer pen, a mote
essential tool. To have the right tools, to be able to know and use
these tools, was prior to everything else. Today, recalling this
episode. Baumann, still infatuated with the importance of the
right~ tool and the importance of a reverence for the physical medium, is able to dec1are_ unselfconsciously, that '"then· the tiny
pen carried the essence of art:'
Yet this artist is not merely a toolman. not merely a devoted
craftsman. From the very beginning he has known the desire to
searclt out and set do,m not what is always directly seen but what
is indirectly demanded by his imagination. When Baumann had
his pen and· his ink he also had something else. This something
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else was a need to make a drawing of the Bay of Naples. The e$'o",
.tentialtool was notenQugh. It had to be a«(ampanied by an int..
pulSe to draw a particular place.. patticularbutnnviSit~ and unknown. In an elusive but significant tense he ~ been~stetth.ing
andexplot'inga.panicularbutn«eaaty BayofNap1eseverlintet
As long ashe is haunted l),y the MeditettaneanJkyandwatet
(which he bas yet to see l his work will (ODdnue toover8owintothe art which
andsu~new perception,sofouroWu.. .

arouses

In a deceptive sense the woodblock an of Baumann isan arlol
place~ with its affectionate, sometimes vibrant{tecQrding -of·a
~rticu1ar C1i:tve in rlver".IXlovement. a particular ntomentin a .
perspective of a mountain or deaert road, a partiCUlar ponionof
a garden's growth. Under the pressuteto makeeitherobvioulor
pseudo-serious judgmenu1 it would beeasy~ andmmeading. ".to.
consider thetwe~ty.five}'earsof .Baumann'$woodblockaitasa .
. documentation of hislife and ttipi in the middle westJ the$Outh..
west, and along the ea'ifornia c~ Baumann 'is a trip maker;
his sketch 'bookrecords'vel'$ions of his perceiving and tonceiving
eye; and a good many of his:printsare.recor<lsQf intimate, d~ply
feltencountm wlththe:eolor and structure of theunfasbiQ-nably
familiar world of things direalyseen. ButthislsinsuBkientl inadequate to the gifts of this ulWfected artist~ .

If Baumann'scolor'woodblocksweremerc records ofplacesahd
objects seen, mere transcriPtions of moments in a journeytthey
would quickly and deservedly shrivel. No artist is_ (ontentto
transcribe: It is what the artist inscribes and invests that counts
and that impels our interest. Baumanndoes notmerely see, he en·
visages, and he unashamedly urges us to partidpateinhisdelighteel disclosures of the explosive fertility,ofa desert spring, the force
ofdesign in a tree, the density in the.simplestgrowth. He un aho
perform what is often the mOSt considerable ~viden(eof artisity:
the premonition and the awar-enessof mystery in the common..
place. Look atr-enter into hisuUopiCorn,u where the yellow
and black seem to be devouring the ascending and exfoliating design of the stalks.
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FDr the. inattentive, the delectable dec:orativesunace& of !Jall-'
mann·s print$may Jeem.lacking in dimension, wbolly dependent.
-onthegentlc movement of tolar. Thi$ is to ntUswhatis perhaps'
,Baumann·s subtlest and most ~bsol'bing power. Out of the
dpline and delight in his Wfeand graver has come as(:ulptura!
quality that inhabits many of his most$Ucce5$ful, prints. Out of
the colors,and'harmoniesof the scpat';lte blocbcomes a compell·
'ing carved diInension. The shape and strUcture of a 'tree, ,as in
uApriJnand uR.edwood" for example, are conteived not merely
in terms their flat decorative value, but in all their CUrving, in·
tricate roundedness. This sculptural quality isalso evident in the
recent color woodblock, "San Miguel de Santa Fe" in which the
full solidity of the adobe is registered, in terms of prottusiontas
though the past became immediate thrusting pressure. In an·
other print. notable for other reasons, "Cochiti Ensemble:' the
modelling of the miniature figures against an immensity of space
is most striking. In this print Baumann seems to share the wo~ld
of the SO<a1led primitive woodcarver, in which the rendition of
tbe: pigmy-like figures acquires its peculiar EOwer £roman intimate care in the modelling, accompanied by aosense of essential.
minimum movement. Apart from his lavish, undulating color it
is, this sculptured undercurrent which makes many of his prints
so unfatiguing and so memorable.
This sculptural quality in Baumann's prints acquires greater
relevance as one sees his other, less widely known wo~k. Outo£
the substance and forms of gourds, for example, this artist has .
carved and created extraordinarily fanciful and deco~ative shapes.
These. gourd-carvings, inventive and instantaneously arresting,
revealanother aspect of Baumann's plastic control, and are clues
to the modellingcharaeter in his prints. No one who hasseen Bau·
mano's.marionettes can fail to sense the remarkable wit and imaginative clarity that has been brought into these vital creatures.
(Someday someone must tell the story of the Baumann family
Christmas marionette shows in Santa Fe, and tell us, too, why so
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many chitdx:enand .somany adults"witba thild·sdeligbt·in the
wor1d,of ~nationbavebeen deprived of enjoying tbis :art.)
Baumann".' matione~tes "are not independent of ,:hi.l,woodb1Qck
arultty. They ate not ~pal'at~frol1l his ttndednglQf place and'
moment. Their fancy, their miniatut~-humanitypervad~bis.
printS, like elves, visible ,only totheeyewhidt tejoieesinthe in..
finityof simple objects.
"
Too little isknowno£ Baumann'$ book, FrljolesCaft'10nPlcto;.
: gr~phsleith~ as example of the bookmakingart,ot' as:addi~
donal eviden<;eof'therangeofhis own atti~an~ ofhi$se~Jitivi .. "
ty to ather pictol'iaIe~ptession. He bas takcJltbese ,Soo-yeat"Old
tavedrawinglof thePajarito Plat~au. :peoples,and withhis'W'OQCl.. .
'block art, in remote greens, textured tans, and white j()t(et'ou'
lines, recreated on the page of,a book-the _~Ul1Wl·.ndanimal
forms he found on the wallsof taveS,northaf SatttaFe. . .
These 1Yoodbloeks of pictogtaphdesigns-are tran$late<J.notout '
of any respectable com~encyjn reproducingcXact figur~and
,movement. They aretra.wationsout ()E~ $piritthatttndemanets
intUitively the designed forcewhichthe!e drawings:eontinue to
carry into our own Vuualexperiences.lt isastQnisbingh~w the '
colored Woodblock both retains and reasserts the curious power
of these archaic, but livingforrns. '
'
This b;ook suggests that a considerable :gUt-of Baumann'. hal
, -been lost~() the art of book illustration. where thearti$tbrin~a
genuine independence of craft 'and<aparticipati~g mood"taa
bookandtoothermater~. It:luggests,too, thatthe-colored w()Od~
block can bean exciting collaborative ,art.C)ttending and-deepen.
ing our awareness of certain narrative works, poetry, and forms
. in, preindustrial cultures" In this connection~ Baumann',projeCt.
ed book of woodcuts on New Mexicosat1tosand oneofSouthweaem Indian pottery designs will ton6nn this aspect of his technical
cU,1d imaginative'endowments.
~ .
It is more"and mote questionable whether the biography of an
artist is to be found and truly known anywhere except in his
GUSTAV~.AUMA,NN
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work. As pedantic teteUChes goon in the certifiable"moments of
the artist's life (wberche studied, where,hc Jived, what he said
to the newspaper reporter, what be wore) the difficult insights
. and distinctions in according 'Worth to the work itself disappear~·
The choices and decisions of the. artist ucto be found in his
work, not in his wardrobe,. but his opinions win occasionally
as guideposts. 'Vhen Baumann speaks of Paul Klee, for example,
much is rcvealed of histedtnical and aesthetic interests. Here is

.et

r

"

admiration, clear and simple, without the gush of the anxious
imitator. Here is understanding and pleasure with the 'Work ofan
artist based on an appreciation of what e\"ery artist seeks: .variety
~d an unmoDotonous curiosity of spirit. Baumann has also recounted-ajourney into Arizona wberc he visited ~Iax Ernst. Here,
too"is an ~xpression of fraternal und~rstanding and resPeCt for
an artist whose work, lilc.e KIee's, is so far removed from his own.
If the world of Baumann is differently'ordered and differently
discerned, it is so not out of hostil~tyorunawarentss. It is because,
in Baumann, it is shareable immediacy that is desired and
projected.
In our time the unpromoted and unpromotable artist, quietly
working at modest and occasionally extremely evOcative rendi·
dons of an intimate. shareable physical world becomes a suspiclous. if not wholly neglected figure. The work and commitments
ofsuch artists deserve our attention and our pride. ifonly to fortify ourselves with their insights into the mutuality of our experience, abd not into the unraveling of some exclusive internal universe. \Vork which is done without pretense, with everyexcellence
of craftsmanship and devotion to an expression of a direct encounter with the natural world. is work to be honored. if not
hailed: \Ve ignore such work at. a crippling expense to that part
ofour nature wbich unfolds wh::never the familiar has been lucid·
ly and ab$Orbingly felt. To this tradition and, to this commit·
ment the colored woodblocks of Gustave Baumann unmistakably
belong.
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of the world, second only _to num'ber and to >geometrlc
form~ brings us directly to the role wbichviSion-innef "
and outer-plays in ~e orlentatiori of his 1ife~ To begin with,his
world-frame is a form circumscribedabouthi$own body, and deriving its generative points from projections indicated by hU own·
skeletalstructure, with the east as ..the before" and the west as
- "the behind:' a mode ancient fur all_mankind~ But why-is the
east chosen ~ the first of the cardinals, ,once.the Middle-Place,
the center of this world, is established? The answer isvery-JimpleJ
and indeed ~ contained in the rival names ·'QrientUand "east"; .
for oritfJt is from the verb or&1i1 to arise,. and e~t isac;ognateof
£0$, the dawn. It is the rising point of the sun, theligntofthe
dawning day, that establishes the fiducial primacy of the-east
among the cardinals, and also introduces the ditnensionsof time
into the static planning of the world's spaces.
hfan in his abode, his mid-earth stauon, arises from that night
which is his S}'Dlbol oi chaos and negation togrtet the tint ral's
of the momingsun, This is the hour of hi,daf$Q'eat~on,.ndthe.
hour also of cosmos, of order, in hi$ life. He loob to theeast.
and names it the before or the arising; and' bavingestablished
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this,.t1Je. first radiU$ of his. universe. from his station and hiS own

, t
~.

upstanding po&tu:re~ hegive$ to his awakening world ill orienta...
tiOD, itSeastering, and perceives it as a fi~ld; of action. ~{any a
traveler among'the prairie tribes has beenimpressed.by the hequ~t ClIStomof gt'eeting the ruing sun erect and fun';face~ that
the mnfsfint ray may give strength and valor-for the day. Tem~
porary ceremonia11odges and permanent shrines and temples
have alike this characteristic, that they open to the eastern hori·
zan, either. to the seasonal point of the equinoctial rising or to
the $>15otial station of the sunrise. The Old 'Vorld, of course,
knowsthi, WIle hr"ancient adoration, for it springs from our
essential habit as creatures of the day. Fiat lu~ is, in a more universal sen$e than the writer of Genesis could have guessed~ the
law of·our world's creation.
There are many rites-ana myths in Indian lore elucidating this
fundamental metaphor, which lies at the root of SO much of man's
philosophy and reHeets perhaps most of the greatness ofms understanding; but among these none more vividly combines the symbolisms of form and color than does the Navaho parallel to the
Greek myth of Phaethon-the tale of the creation of the sun. The·
tale continues from an account of the asCent of the First People
from the underworlds of Navaho cosmology. "The first three
worlds,"'so runs the narrative,1 "were neither good nor healthful.
They moved aU the time and made the people dizzy. Upon ascending into this world the Navaho found only darkness, and they
, said, ·We must have light: .. Thereafter two cosmic women were
summoned to their aid, symbols of East and \Vest. The Indians
told to these women their desire for light. On white shell beads
and turquoise ~ads one of the women marked faces; and from
1 The legend of

the creation of the sun is taken from the account gi\'et1 by James
Ste-.·et1tOn, "Ceremonial of Hasjelti Dailjis and ~{ythical Sand-Painting of the
Na\'-ajo Indians:' Eighth Annual R~port 01 th~ Bur~4U of AmeriClflt EthnDlo&'b
(or the lear 1886-87, Washington. ISgI. pp••75-.85. This version ditrers considerably from thoe recorded by Washington Matthews in Ntn!.ho Legmds (Memoi..,
01 th.e .fm~rican Folk-Lor~ Society, v) • Boston and New York. 1897_
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these beads she finally prc>auced a light. slight atm-st, but 'be-.

I

I

GIV£&OF LIFE

.

""

coming brighter. The light still was' ttottnougb,1O $he drew_
circle a1'ound the beads with a ~'dippea';itt polIen~:after
which she held theetyst~l9vertheturquoi$Cbeadface. Soon it
b1azed,and the heat became SO, inteilse tbatthe people were
forced to retreat", but the heat W~ still unbea~ble~Then two
rainbows were seen, one palling from northtoJOlith,t1te other
from east to west. First Man and Fira Woman c:ameto help. First

I

i

I

.~

Man. with the' rainbows,sun~ms, and ~e,c:rystal,1iftedthe:Jun

"nti! he could lift it no higher. Two poles of turquoise and t~o ,
of white shellwere made and placedbeneath the sun. lVithtbe$¢.
twelve men from each of the four cardinal poi~t$ raised it further. Butthe people still burned. So the men bleW attdblewand '
stretched the' world untiltbesun was, highenougth 'I1lcn theae
men were sent to the east. $Outh, west, and north tOJUpport'the
heavens, which task they still supposedlyperfonn.
The NaVaho myth of the creation of the sun of our world
leaves us with the perfected aeationof zenith day; GOd,saw the '
work- of his hand, and it was good. But the \Vhetlof Day. which '

is also dte 'tVheel of Time. does ~otceaseits l'evolutionl with
morning and n()()n.~{oming, as we have said" i~"the moment of
invigoration, when new life ~wakens andalltreatiott isastir--is
indeedtreation itself. an "lnthe .beginningU;for just·ai a man's .
_ awakening, after thatlapse into the nothingness ofcltaos which
is sleep, is daily a birth. so the dawningTay ,of thc sun B daily-the
emergence, of a world out 'of cbaos--uatbingvery myatriousr
said Tahirussawichi,~ "although it happens every 'day~" .Sc> it is
that the red man greetsthe dawn with -raised palms. with aprayer,.
with a pipe. eager to receive into himself that power' and Ufeof
which 'its first ray is the bearer. So it is also, in~e great myths,
that each l'enewed age of the world. each great histonc"Sun" of
t Alice C. Fletcher. ~'ne Hako: a Pawnee cerembny." notft~.s«otJd Anttvclllf:-

;on 01 the ltur~.u 01 Amtric4ft Ethnology, for the year 19ot.. Wuhil18tOD. 1904.
Part D. p.

115.
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dme, astbeaneienhof )fexieospoke, began with itsown creative
dawn, when a greater and more glorioU$solar disk, awaited with "
vigil and prayer. Brg broke above its horilon.
But beyond the white light of dawn i:xpaitds the blue day of
our "actionallife" noaned with achievement and upwatd zoned
'to -the circle of Father Heaven himself; and .still beyond: this is -, '
the fated descent. as the sun sinks from maturity to age, into the
fires and reftectionsof evening. Night, too. sunless for us.. beyond
themargim of the west marks the hours of the sun·smore pallid
journeyings'through the caverns of the dead. our spiritual antipodes. Such (Onceptions belong to old Egypt and Babylon' and
Greece, to Sandiriavi~and the l\fongolworld, and -not less to

'thepeoples of America. Irt.Indian imagery this \Vheel of Day is no less vivid with color _
than is the disk of earth. The wheel and dart game. like the ball
game tlach tli I of the Mexican nations. is built upon solar symbolism, and it is to the point to note that it is in many cases a quadrated wh~l which is used. each of the four sections.-being webbed
with its own cosmic color.'The four points of daily time which
men first note are morning. noon. evening'. and night, and it is
perhaps inevitable that the number imagery which is born of
our skeletal form. creating space. should receive its flesh of color from that visual flow of light and shade. of tint. intensity. hue,
which the· great hours of the day changingly yield. Light gives'
us form and color. we say; light gives us also that union of rigid
and defined space with fluid and transforming time which is the
reality of a primitive no less than of an Einsteinian physis: physi- ,
I

1

I

1

j

1

1

j

, J

1

Tlachtli# or tlaxtli, is the Nahuatlan name for a game played with a rubber baIl

,1

which wtlSstruck with the thigh. head or shoulder of the contestants. the object
being to hurl the ball through rings afti.'I(ed well up on the sides of a court. such
as the famous Ball Court of Chimen Itza. The game was a sport and much favored.
but that it was abo a ceremony with COItllic significance is abundantly testified by
tI'.lwtion, by its place in myth (as in the Popul Yuh). and by its s}1nboliunin
the codiCC!. Cf. T. A. Joyce, Mexican· Archat:ology_ London. 1914. pp. SOl f.: E.
SeIer. uEiniges ueber ~e naturlichen Grundlagen mexikanischer M}"then," Zdtsdtrlfl/. Ethnologie, XXXIX. 1907, pp. 1-41.
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~1 Nature isHrsteol1ceiVedby'bones andq~ funcrioningin
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Not less does the.'\Vheel function in man'$ufe. For theconcep-. tion of the revolving mlY is again the. simple and inevitable
blem and portrait of both the dail, life and the natura1li/~tiir"-t.
For the Egyptians Hannachis, boy 'and physician, wastbeiUI1....

em..

j

rise; Horus was the victor youth of tbeascendingsun:Re Was the
lord of noonday,. king and tuler;andTumwas·tbeoldman of
the western horizon. More bloodily the Aztec conceived Tona..
duh. the sun disC, as the aVatar first of the heart of his.satdficed

I
I
I

I
I
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herald. the Morning star. Ted withnew-tIuobbing life; thence.
at he J'llOUI1ted.tO the %tnith. he WQa war<apt;'in bearing in his
·tram ~e hpst ,0£ thOle who had perished in the vigor of battle.
gloriou.uSollnvictlU. Buthewasodragged frOQl hishighthro~e,
down toward the dark horizon of the west, by theanguiahedand
vengeful claw. of the Dark-Mothers, the women who had died in
cbnd~bi~, in life-giving. Here i$ the hanhconcept of a daily
birth and a daily death of the Lord of Day. But
all Indian
. thought is of thb grim cast. With the nations of the prairie$, and
with all who are.imply natural, the IUn of morning is the lifegiver; tbesun offull day and of noon is the lord of high deed and
full vision; and the sun of the vanishing day is the father of re-

not

flection and of mind's meditation. "Farewell, our Father, the .
Shining One-farewell whither thou goest! Thy thought this day
thou hast given us:' This is the essence of a HuiChol songprayer
ofevening.
~ also of life itself, which is but a greater day in-which yean'
count the hours.. From the dawn comes generation. and birth. .
Love, Valor, and the 'Vooom- of ~I~cine-life's three great
treasures, ~ Indian myth ~es them-are all gifts of the day, and
of sunward-d~ectedprayer
.. But the sunset is the blazed and
streameredtrail into the 'Vest, which souls must follow, where
the Master ofDay. ~theringabout him his clouds and his visions,
vanishes into the dark. In 4merical) Indian. myth generally the
Morning and the Evening are Heroic Twins: one is lord of this
life and of the illuminated earth; the brother, caught by underworld demons, or thither banished by fate, is ruler and companion of the dead. The duality takes many forms: those of Sapling and Flint, earth·s vegetation and earth"s rock; those" of ~fa
nabozho and Cbibiabos, the hunter-sun and his hapless brother;
those of the two diminutive giant-slayers, the Twin -Gods of
. \Vat of the Pueblo peoples; those of the morning and evening incarnations of Tezcatlipoca and of Quetzalcoatl among the Aztecs;
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but the ulti~teimage'whichunderlies all fUndamenWlythat
Of the image of the daily $UXl' in its .unplecotrespondence With· -

waiingandsteeping. with life anddeath.. No more px:ofound and,
at the same time Uollital mytIi of this meaning ii to be found
..than is ~betale-already impresSive to the mind$of :the fintJesuit
.miaionaries in Quebec--of the fourseekel'$who joumcyedtO the sunriie lodge of Manabozho,the.'Yhiteaare 'pf Morning.
thereto implore divine gifts. The:fint prayed forhunterl $ aiIl,
-and this was granted;' ~esetOndfor suc~ inlove, anddus Wd
.granted; the third, for skill in.metUcmeand healblg and in the .:
preservatio.n of life, and this 'Wa$ gtailted. Butwltel1'the fourth
asked of the Life-Giver .freedom fromdeatb,' life ~temal:. the
favor came ~·the only form. ';which :the gods could grant: he ~.'
transformed into unchanging stone.. In the end the Sun·, coune
is the Course of Destiny..•
- .
The Discof'Space ~dthe\Vheelof Time, the endrclingquar..
'ten and the revolving year$, are,Natute~.twain circunlseriptipns
of man's station ~nd nm~ . AU peoplet baverCduced them to
'ritual and emblem, ofwhicboUl'asttophysical science i'conly the
last-Q)me form. American,Indian ritualevetywh~e follow,this
comnion' prescriptive plan of our .humanity; atthc'wne tim.e it .
gathers into itself those experience5whicb :wercdistin~veof'
America andwhich make
_ . .of
. -the Indian's ritual lifc'a New World

!l

I
I
\

!

~

-

.

o

.

poetry and a New \Vorld wisdom.

I
I

rimty !'eniODl. It is Itter~to intbe
Jesuit Rtlatltnu~and fuller versioDI ate to })e foUpd inS. T. tland, u#JHl$o!
. lhe 1tficmacf~ New Yode, 1&.K~ 1)01. x. xxxv, xlii; JV. J.HotrJu.n,"The)lenomint .
Indiana.n F01.&rteenth "f""ucl Report,01 fhe Burttiu oj "fmtric.,,£.IhM1OQ, ,.pp.
118. 206. For an interpretation. H. B.' Alexander.. ··LivinJ Solid "Fat!::! M.mIo
Mau" New York, IgtG.
.
4 The tale of the qUe$t ofetemal Ufe bas

I
i

I
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HUNGRY
MORNING,

.0' ·. ··.

~

ear~.YI.sa

~.eCOld·~.

NE
...MO
.. ll. . lN. G
.. too.
in. thC.pa.tio..
'. ,.a long while and walted.to be given breakfast. Near the
- .' .' , open drain. Rosa. was sCrUbbing linen with a yellow

brush. The sun bung high over the arbor and shone oil the vine
leavesand thewhitegrapes. The fatcooksaton her heels, $lIloked.
hummed ~d scrubbed. '\Then the comleaf cigaret~e.bumtdown
and began {okink and spark in her mouth she spat out the butt.
·'PuU. pull.. oxcart driver,

~

Pull.. pull • • • neve.r stop • • •
Pull for the orchard of old man Ampuero,
Pull for the hot bread-man • ••
A:Y si ay-ay-ay • • In

Resa' sang ~e words of this cueca-song and washed. The sun-hit the great washtub. Rosa put the straw hat on her head,. lit
another cigarette, hummed the tune through her nose and let
the smoke swirl about her. She lifted the dripping scrub brush
and winked at me. The ground was cold and damp and I felt
hungry.
AleU's bedroom door was shut. \Vhen she was up she always
saw that I had something hot to drink the first thing because
she was my nurse. This morning I had got out of bed too early,
afraid of missing the servants' breakfast. \Ve would have ulpo
porridge, warmed over beans, and mate in the painted gourd. -

822
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The Jilate tasted aweet and bitter,
burnt your tongUe a little
a$ you sipped it throughthebOfttbilllJ.
No lOund came from the house. The painters-with their big
Bat brtuhes had splashed pink paint -on me tlirnbetaontlte
wa1~. ,1tly b1'9thmandlistcJ:$, and my Mama were all ulet,p.
!.{y Mama. 'would stay ·in her 'bed untilthetannon IOUnded
,at noon. A maid had said, ~ITomak.e ~iiora &perania. tise you netda pair of oxen:· Another girl had .said, ,nOnly an eaft1t.
quake can wake her in them9ming:' -" Pancho was away.. He bad driventhecaniapfQr ,1tlyPapa~
-They hadgQne to the farm. If PancboWa$ here be would find
twostalc-rolband some little onions, which we liked ·toeatwith . HUNGI.Y MO .. NING,

and

Ialt.

-

.

.

.

._

The servanu--except for Rosa" who took uo,ides-wtteall for
myP~paand againstJJ1yMama~ It- was my Mamaf d!ough, who·
most approved of my staying ,in -the patio behindthehou.e~ ,
The free. air made a -boy ',strong like Andino' thctook.'. 'boy.
My sist~ Elena was w~k and hadJo begi'VCl'lgtjat'$ milk.. The
other cltildren ~cept for Picbita and thcbaby had -to remain
indoors 'almost altthe dme 'because- ~ey tooklemnsfrom
Lauriata. 'Vhenthey- were set free thcyauneoutand played '
amongtbemselve$.
Grownup$ se140m came down to -the ·~Ck. patio. Oneqy
Godm~therToblashad suddenly appeatedin. thepauo whe,n
-Andino and .I were on our knees eating with our hanckfroln
a split watermelon.. Th9ugh I had wiped my face and swallowed .;
- a moutbfulof seeds, she had notapoken to U$ but limped' ~ck
into the hou~.disgusted•. Godtnother.TobiD 1'1;\$ alway*tatdl..
ing tne doing things she didn't believe I ought-to do.. _She ~d
it again.st Andino. She didn't believe I ought•to hewitb him.
One bot day Godmother Tobtas-had come ~ut while Andino
'Was doing something be .wa$ not $Upposed to ,do a aD..
was .
up in the tank of drinking water bathing"
Andino was.a wild boy. On Friday moming$ when Pancho

He
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beacb to buy fish" Andino would go with him.
While Pancho did the bargaining, Andino dived·and swam in
the .ea andttied to catchfUhby hand. One °moming Pancho
.had brought him home weakandahivering"He. had always
auttered a little but that day he could not say aword. Had it
not been for a fisherman who had gone under the' water and
fished him out, Andino would have drowned. Rosa never let
__hiDlgo to the beach again but pretended not to see when he
got into the water tank in the patio.
Iremernbered the hot day Godmother robfas almost caught
him. She WaJ talking to me $() 1 could not signal. to hi~. Then
he stood on the edge of the tank, naked, saw her and jumped
back. into the water. Suspicious GQdmother "Tobias stayed on
and Andino remained hidden in the water so long I was afraid
he might be drowning. Suddenly I called out loud "Andino!1t
Went tO'the

Godmother Tobias could not understand why I had to yell
and asked me if I was sid. I called him again and ran to the
stairs. \Vben I came back to the patio I saw Andino was up
a tree drying himself with a kitchen towel. Godmother Tobias .
called from a window that I ought to play with ttlyown brothers.
l\{y Papa stayed more and more at the farm. \Vhen he was
home, he would come down of a sunshiny morning and sit on
the mill stone.
"Good day, Don Pedro:'
"Good day. girls."
R.osa the cook. the chambermaid, the dining room girl and
Aleli, would all talk with him about earthquakes, miracles,
and"thieves. If AleU said something they all listened because my
Papa favored her. She liked to talk about the thieves and fights
that the policeman on the comer told her of. Once she, who
always wore shoes, showed my Papa some steps of the cueca.
She raised her skirts to show him the)steps. At the heel tapping
and waving of the handkerchief, my Papa clapped so loudly
that Rosa looked in the direction of the house and signalled
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him to keep thedapping down, He put up hb

han4s. to his.'

black beard and made- a face~ My, Papa was ~ .eri~. he al..
waf$ mac;1e us laugh.. AfterwardsAleli aid.uDan Pedto is •

.finegentIeman:
-,-'Youought to know,girl1 u .id Rosa. They all teaJedAleU
f

"

-

.

and laughed at her.

.
.
-MyMamawould seldom let herself be seen· in the patio.. If "
shedid, it was to tatkto Pancho about lO$ething.. He ·waJ· devoted to my Mama. Holdblg ~ ~t in front of hUnt be would
listen to her :while the maids *topped- what they were doing
andltared from a- dbtance. ~use my Mama-'s name was Esperanza; after she had left, the maids would nudge each· otlier

a.nd say. tlIJQue espet'an1A!-'Vhat chance have we;girllr' Pancho liked to tell how he had come tQ °work· in our bouse. .
'Vhena youngfeUow, he had be$.•• daredevil and a dUcken _
thief. One evening he deScended into our patio' and_he ~rted
to make 'away with a pair of hens, ·MantacaiQ,eout with.a gun .
and,ordered-him to cliInb down the waU. At lint he believed thesenorita was only fooling and kept climbing up. But wben he
had reached the top of the wall, a bullet hit one ofdle ·dead
chickens. After a bullet had gonetbrol1gh the ttownof his bat,
Pancho dropped back into the patio. My ·Mama mad~ him
chop lOme wood and afterwatdsforgave him and 'let .him &t
with the maids in the kitchen. H~ stayed on and became the
coachman. Everybody said that he would give his- life for ·my
~{ama.

Pancho had a beautiful voice. He lilt~ to sit near AleRand
sing. '''Look at me," he said to her one day.. "Thissong iJfor
you, Alelf.tt HDon·twaste your tune on me, man,'· she answered.
The girls giggled" They knew Pancho was foO~h about AleU.
One Sunday aftemoonwhen Pancho .was·1inging in the pa"
tio, ~my Mama asked him tOling for the. company in the bouse. ,

I

'" I

1

:

He turned his ~.ark face toward the open windows of the $eC()nd
floor and sang.
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"The love of my nag and my girl awaits me yonder.
Dh • ,. .. glorious land of Argentinal
lIang to $CCthee onceagain:- ,

The maids teased Pancho. ··If you've got your nag and your
girl over there in Argentina, man, you must be- a Gaucho and

not a·Chilean,"

UDon't be foolish. That'sonty
moved away in his creaky boots.

;

a song," said Pancho and

}fy }'fama asked him to teach me to sing. He would bend
down with his friendly, hony smell and say, ·'Listen, Uiego,
like thu. . . :' And u he patted my shoulder keeping time to
the tune, I tried to follow. It's alI tight fora bots voice, Seiiora
Esperanza," he would say to my ~{ama. "But he's got to sing
louder to· be heard up in the house."1 wished I had a voice as loud as ADdino·s. He was not good
at talking, but when he sang, his voice was as loud'as a butto's.
Pancho taught us to sing ·'Beautiful Fruit" together.

"How pretty the fruit looks up on the branchl
If I throw a stone, it's got to drop.
It is not mine! I know it's' not minel
Yet I want to eat that beautiful fruit."
"Kids, you sing ·Beautiful Fruit' just like water," Pancho had

said.
. It was a long time since Rosa had removed the copper auld..
ron. put, the kettle on the fire and taken two trips to the kitchen.
The wind· blew among the trees and shook the cold dew onto
the grass. The big kettle never boiled and Rosa never finished
the Washing. The kettle sat on the red bricks like the black.
broOding hen. Andino was up. After a run beyond the little
yellow house in ~e rear of the patio. he was crouching beside
the kettle. He stuck- kindling between the logs and blew from
below until the wood gave off sparks and flames. The _kettle
spout began to hiss.
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uRosa" RoRta" make the 1l1po~ please!" he pleaded.
Rosa shifted the w~ight of her body.
"It's go~ to boil first, "iifo}' abe said.
I wondered how'much longer we would ha'\rcto wait~ ~
she slapped and squeezed the linen ,she was wash.ing. she turned
her round face tome and smiled.
uThis is the last water, the water of the bluing"·
She lifted her two hands full of Water and let .it. dripintQthe
tub to show the wat~r With the bluing. '
The good smell of burned beans came from the kitdten.'ROia
stoOd up ,a$ Andino ran to the kitchen~ His tl1otherstoppe<lhim
at the doort chased hima~ayand. he leapt back to blow and

,pant underthekett1e~

.
n

"'Ro$a, Rosita, lookllt's whistlmgl besbollted.He looked
over his shoulder to see if Rosa hadgon~ back into, the ,kitdlen.
Andino was. 'afraid of his mother~use·she batfal~eady been .'.
drinking wine.. From the distance hemanted,' .
-

.

.

~.

.

leThe tailless'hen laid.,anegg in the kitchen. She ,laid. one"
she laid two, she laid three, she laid four, she Jaidfive"sbe1aid
six, she laid ~ven. she laid eight and !begOt br~d andJhegot
cake."

'-

Pancho, who had taught us uThe Tailless Heili'aaid you
could ~dd any number of eggs as you grew up, up toa hun¢lred.
Rosa tilted the great tub and the bluish wa~et ran smoothly
into' the drain.. Soon she would 'besqlleezing underw~a.nd

bedsheets. and talking of snakes' ailddragons and baJlging them
og the-line. But as she looked down at
and. up at the long
clothesline. tied to the avocado tree, the mbnosa,tbealmond.
tree and one leg of the large iron water tank,. ,she $hook her
head and began to pile the squcczet!linen in the tub. .
Ul'll hang the snakes a~d dragons on the rope after rvegiven
Diego his papita," she said..
Ulpo wa~ wheat flour mixed with hot water and$ugar~ \\Then

me
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they gave it to me they called it papita because I was small.
Rqsa wu the one who toasted the. wheat in. the earthenware
dish. It smelled sweet. Rosa would put the toasted grains on·
the· flat .$tone, ttoucbover and. grind them with thc$tone .
grinci,er. If 'somebody made her laugh when she was grinding
the 'flour,. it would fly up in a ,cloud and her brown face and
bosom got powdered with it.

I heard the sound of windows being opened. The maids
shook out the feather dusters. I was cold and I wished I was
indoors. Soon my brothers and sisters would be in the dining
room. There would be a cup of tea with hot milk. and a but·
tered roll before each one.
Rosa, who came out of the kitchen to fetch the kettle, said
on leaving:
U\Vhat's the big matter, ~)y? You certainly got the hunger
face this morning. You'll get yours now-now, Diego:'
Breakfast was getting nearer.
,
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3t9,..
Soon~r than IeX~ed, Rosa:sbigfigtltecame0outofdte .kitchen. She was Walkingtowald me at a$lo~ pa~witha_bo~l.
of ul;o. She Churned ~esteamingbowlwith the.spoonand
smiled. I wanted tOHalld upandgoand~tit but I didn:'t-lJe,.
came I was wet and betause>thesound"Of wild f.eetxunniJlg in
the ho~ -had upset me. One-morning mybrollierAntonio'
had_ -caught me walking with 'my pants.muddy.:with" mimosa
Bowers'stuck onto. them. He bad called. the othm"-andthey
BUNGltY ¥OltNINC

I

,."

I

i

I

bad cried out:

·'Lookl He's got flowet$on his behind:'
I had-blushed and run. They bad chased me and laughed.
"Diego _, climbed the cherry tree! Redcherriesl _Hefsnptliecherry treel"
AIelt had come to therescue~
,The sun had disappeared and the trees had grown dark-The
air was colder. '
.
".
"
Rosa moved slowly and she wu -about to C1'05$the board

- !

bridge over the drain when the bowlflewfrotn berhands.S~e
fell on her knees, beat her breast and cried out.
«IThe eanh is trembling~ 0 LordI Have merq,'have mercy on
us~ LordI"

The ground pressed under me~ I jumped up. My legs
wouldn:'t carry me, so I seized the trunk' of the mimosa tree. I,
held thetnmk tight. the branches,swayed and Itrerilb~ed. with ~
the tree while a shower of deep yellow mimosa fell aU over.
Aly Mama's, shout "Children run straight to the center of
the patiol u filled the air. I turned round. They were aU rushing
out. As my ~fama emerged, from the, bOU$e,dles fell from the
second story roof and broke 'B.bo.utherfe~t.·At last AleU(amc
over, I threw my arms round her neck, and we quickly joined. '
my Afama and the children in the 'center of the patio. -The
servants were there ~.oo. They were all praying.. 1\ly l\fama·s blue_
eyes were wide open as if she wanted to see us all 'at once. Her
brOlm hair covered the whole back of her beautiful red dressing
,
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gown. \Yhile Melt bugged me, my ?tlama tum~ ber big white
face toward me.and kisaed me. She abo -k.isIed Pichita and baby
sister. who were held by their nUrses, and asked -them if they
were all right. I broke into tears.. Other chlldren were crying too.
. \Vben my. )fama said. "It's all over, childrenl" everybody
scattered.Alelt put me down. Palomo, the· black dog, was
frjghtened, and trembled and sniffed the graSS. A few of us
lingered around sister ~faria, who looked with great interest
at· the fioripondio tree that _grew from the middle of a thick
adobe wall. She picked up several of the funnel shaped milky
white Howers which had fallen off and said she loved that perfume. "Lookl" she said pointing at the roots of the Horipondio
that shOwed through a large crack in the lower part of the wall.
uThey're like a net."
Soon all my brothers and sisters had gone back to the house•.
The maids gathered near the kitchen to eat. Andino and I got
fresh -bowls of ulpo. Aleli set the steaming bowl between ~y
legs. The first spoonful burned my mouth, but this ulpo was
sweet; beautiful "lpo. I tried to imitate Andino who could make
such a big noise with his thick lips. UI make it sing, see?'~ ihe
said. Rosa had put her straw hat on the ground close to the
dark ball of her feet and was sipping m,te.
As soon as I finished my ulpo AIeli came over. ICIt's drizzling,"
she said and piCked me up. She asked me if I wanted to take a
little siesta with her. I was cold and tired. \Ve ,went into her ,
room and AIel! shut the door. The room was night dark. Aiel! un. i
dressed me and put me to bed. Then she undressed and got into
bed with me. I was supposed to take my siesta in my own bed but I
still liked to sleep with my nurse.
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CARL HERTZOG,· .
PRINTER
since 1987,a.smalland varied collection of finely printed boob has been coming quietly out of an EI
Paso printsh<Jp. ··Printed at. the Pass on the Rio Brav(i' oruCarl

----

THROUGH THE YEA,RS

Hertzog, Printer, El PasO, Texas," .saytheir~lophoD$" The printer himself will say very little about their excellences and much
about their flaws, for he-is a true perfectionist. Then.· wary of
praise"be adds-Texasaccent slowly dragging the words-, "Don't·
tell anybody rmgood. jUst tay I'm trying." These notcs,there..
fore, are a record of Carl Hertzog·s trying.· .
This. tall, spare. nervously intent printer -could rightly be
called bookmaker to the Southwes~ if that title did not unduly
stress his regional quality at the expense of his broader absorption in the craftsman's universal probleD1$of design and harmony. Southwestern items. are, it is tr:ue, the major burden of
his output; but it does not take long to discover that these .boob
have been chosen simply because Carl Hertzog'liked them
enough to spend his skill to clothe them well, not because he
wished thereby"to gamer" up small glory in the frogJlondof
regionalism. His. story belongs among the best of all: .it is the
record of an artist responding unselfconsciously to the material
and the environment he loves because they are one with-his

0

•

-

• Printer"a Mark by Tom Lea•
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mind and $pil'it, not because he chooses to .parade them asa ,

/'

professional Southwesterner. The distinction is basic-at).d, t()()
often unregarded eVen by some who scorn the thundering herds
of the hone opera" From training under Porter Garnett at Carnegie Tech,thl'ough yeats of work 3$ a commercial printer when ':
Jinebookmaking was for him a costly avocation, Hertzog has
grown steadUy in the craft. Now, in varied association with
artists Tom Lea, Harold Bugbee, and Jose Cisneros and with
those twoo£ the Peripatetic Press, E. DeGolyer and Elizabeth
Ann McMurray, he has become a key figure in Southwestern:
book production, still apparently unaware that he is nationally
as well as regionally recognized. '
He works 3$ he always ha$~ a book or two at a time. He plans
with infinite care the type, paper, format, binding. Page by
page; letter by'letter, he scans the type and husbands the press
runs :with tireless, critical survey for shadings in the ink, minute
imperfections in the weight of imprint of the letters. In earlier
days he kept a notebook for each book he printed, in which he
filed the preliminary sketches, early and later proof shec:ts,and
all related correspondence. For one book, J. Evetts Haley's
Charles Schreiner~ General Aferchandise: the Story of a Country
Store~ which he printed in 1944 for the Texas State Historical
Association, this correspondence with editor, author, patron,
pUblisher, typefounder, bookbinder, and papennakers' ran to
over two hundred letters. From these files Hertzog draws a wealth
of anecdote, much of it informal and salty, as the author's off~e-record comment happens to run.
Like all good book designers, Hertzog has a lively period sense.
The design of his current book, The Journey of Fray Marcos
de Niza, by Cleve Hallenbeck, which he has printed for theUni~
versity Press in Dallas, should not go unremarked by the his~
torically minded. Because the type was most accessible in a
complete range of sizes with all the accents, Hertzog seta trial
page in Baskerville, with a title in other letters reminiscent of
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the English setretatyhattd of the SixteentllCentury.. 1'he-,effect
was good-dear and stl'ong and '4ignified. Qaau$faction to. 'tile
, mote than casual eye. But to Heruog'the time was o~t ,of joint. ,
~ "Too British," he say$, n tOO much English Eighteenth Century
in the Baskerville. John Bul1a~l oyer the.page. finn an~$Olid.n
.And so
change, to a type mote cosdyforHertz<>g.was made.,
The book now stan&inCentaur, a Bruce Rogers de$ign based -.
on the Venetian type of the Fifteenth Century, closet to Fray~far(o$ by two hundred years, by half a continent otspact,by
the whole of Latin culture.. Its vexy aspect on tile page i$ explora- .tory andadveh.turous~Study the oblique cut ofserif,tbe nervous
push of land. '1 and h, theclrlselcd stroke of every line-and picture once again those otherletters, cut inroek: .fPas6 porflquI-/'
Then compare them with the type upon this very page: Basket..
OAlll.- llEJtTZP(;, ~Jt.JNTE'&

the

viUe-and "Anglo:;
For the.F'ray Afarco$, JoseCisnerO$; anEl Paso-artist who often
wOrks closely'with HertzOg"i has provided the hand~wntitles"
in simulation of the old Spanish'text letter.-The special paru :0£
the book are-set in the ATrighiitaUc"acalligrapbie de$ign of.
Coronado's time. selected by Rogers togO with the Centaur.. The
use of the type is itself climactic, from tbe fouttecn..pointCentauremployed for introductory matetial-andedito~"$ analysis
to thesixteen-po'int for 1tfendoza',instruc;tionsto. the friar.. to the eighteen-point for Fray _Marcos· narrative·.-itself--all en-·
livened by the occasional~Uigraphicpages. After a stndy,"of
medieval papertnaking. Hertzog had' made to order a modern'
counterpart of the old ~edievalantiquelaid, mcOlor nothing
so much as the caliche of the Southwestern soil•. in texture tough
and interesting,. with broken laid lines glancing through as the
paper is held to light. The binding was a problem. Hertzog
wanted a- material to suggest the grayish·brown of the friar'·s
habit. For a time -he toyed with a'two-color binding. the $pine
in the indigo which the New \Vorld friars were said to ha\teU$ed -.
for lack of any other dye. But the combination was 'WtOng. \Vhat
~

.

-

'~

~
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he finally chose was dose to the later Franciscan brown, and. he
got itbyusmg the reveneside of the shiny 'farithmetic. book'~
doth which wore so well on our old eighth.ograde copies of Wentworth and ,Smith.
Others of Hemog" boob show· the tame instinct·for har...
mony.. The design ofChatlts Schreiner, Generalltferchandise .
suggested exactly theBavor of an old country store, with the
f'horse and bUggy" type of the chapter titles, the' ~dy, off-color
"dun" paper, the brown ink.. For this book and also for Some
Southwestern Tf'ails (1948) ,the drawings by Harold Bugbee.
caught the tugged, casual spirit of the men and the land. The
latter book. printed on Atak Tan paPer in Intertype Baskerville,
is an eight and one-half by eleven·inch size, the spine on the
short side. The story of each one of twelve old trails is told on
a tw&page spread, one devoted to illustration, the other to a
two<olumn comment, with a simple, dusky-red line map of the
trail for marginal decoration' at side,· bottom, or center page~
Here again, paper, type, and illustration blend with subj~matter; here the Baskerville may be as Anglo-Saxon as it chooses.
For A..
Neville's The Red River Valley Then and NoV}
(1948) , Hertzog ordered from a Rhode Island firm a binding
cloth "the color of Red River mud and texture of old homespun." He got exactly that, his order having been filled quite by
chance by a Rhode Island ex-G. I., who spent part of World
\Var II ina camp in the Red River area. Tom Lea's Peleliu
Landing (1945) is clothed as fittingly in Marine herringbone
twill, the combat dungaree cloth.
Two unusual Texas items designed by Hertzog and illustrated
by Jose Cisneros are handsome period pieces. The Journey 01
Three Englishmen Aaoss Texas in I,68 (for the Peripatetic
Press, 1947) is a facsimile reprint, with an interpretative essay
by E. DeGolyer. of a little"known narrative from the first edition of Hakluyt"s Voyages. The facsimile, which includes the
tide page of the first editioJ! of Hakluyt. is in offset, Mr. DeGoI-

'v.
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,335

yer'. ~y in Gamnond,elosely resembling tb~ pagelfro.J1?Hak.

luyt. Jose Cisneros'ftontupiece" his map of the jour;ney. ana'
,jacketilluSttation add vividne5$tOthe ~tive(lf the.th.ree
seamen from John Hawkin$~ thir-d expedidQil, David lngwn,
Richard Browne. and RiebardTwide.. ,wbo tn-adea joumeyon
·foot from the G~ of M'exicotONew Bnuuwick~Thepapet
is imported .cEnglish handmade·" al ilahoWtl in the watermat'k

.un.dc;r the faaimi!ereading ULondol1, 1589:' ,The cover il a
rough gray paperiroued by a few foo~prints in datketgray ink;
and the jacket is e.peda11y handsome: a rldttem. ~ot~ antique
paperwith the picture printed(lveralwninumink. The deputies

JX. ~_Ift~_~"~

10 adlIrt. Nc\'Cll~Oce.xar;t'" oft roup _~ ,,
, ~ tMc a 1acaYr taI~. W~~J{cDce
it . . . . . . . <1 ~<I~.ll':UddIof
.
meat. _ CfIUt1 SIl.•tatde
~
ceatk
r1ab cl.Te:ut illtil bomcbJ .......,." of.... ,
WIa. a.dca'~'docicWto ....... ~ .
w1IeJ oft1lc ~ - Pueblo. .. II75t

I

tlIat_..

ttl
From The Heraldry oj the Range, 1949-
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.of Christopher Barker,. Clprinter to the Queenes mO$t excellent
tnaiesfie" in J589~ gave to the first edition of HakIuyt no more .
fitting form.. £1 Sal del Rey. by"\Valace Hawkins, (for the Texas
State Historical Association, 1947) is illustrated. by Cisneros

too. with map~gold on blackfor the end papers--ada'ptedfrom

.

theauthol'f$ oil-eompany blueprints to conform to territorial
style in cartography. The book is an account of the Spanish and
Texan mineral law and the role played in its history by the salt
lake, Ei Sal del Rey.. Striking elements of the design are the saltwhite cover set with a Spanish crown in gold, a handsome title
page with coat of arms in five caiors, a jacket with the shadowy
words and scenes of the old Texas land patent, showing that
Texas acquired lands only by force in battle, lingering behind
the flashing red ,of the title. Hertzog's attack here is bold and
rich and striking, without any of the garishness which this description might imply.
"
Carl Hertzog's actual execution of a page can be sChpainstaking as to inake one wonder if he would not be an easier and more
comfortable man if he could possess at least the "tolerance" for
error known to the engineer. To watch him at work is to understand that he has no peace of mind with anything short of per. reedon. He spent endless pains on the Centaur type for the Fray
;AiIarcos volume. The capital J' followed by a as set in monotype
producc;s the illusion of misplaced space. He had special letters cast, giving the a, for example, a slight overhang to the left
to fit up under the VI and "justified" the rest of the line elsewhere with thin copper spaces. Specially cast thin apostrophes
took care of what were to him similarly displeasing spaces in
possessives. The sixteen- and eighteen-point Centaur had no
accents; and since the mats for this type are made in -England, he
'faced a delay of three to eight months before the accents could
be cast here commercially. Again, by sawing off the tops of the a's,
c's and o's and inserting tiny accents he solved his problem, page
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by page througp.O~t the text. H~()ncedestroyed a whole firSt
'printink for an edition ()f The fJnpublishedLetters oj ddolphe
Bandelier, (1942)beeause theimpressionwaJuneven•. The
Third Hunger and the Poem Aloud, by R.obert.P.Tristtam·Cof..
&,.(£or the Texas State CoU~ for \Vomen" 'J949) was'half

printed When a vital typOgraphical error was exposed: "Spencer'"
for ~'Spendern in a list of berated poets. For the sake of Coffin $
t

friend Theodore Spencer and Carl Hertzot$ -sense for pertee...
don, no mere "erratum" was noted; thceottecuonwa.$ made in '
the-text, although four pages had to be~utout ofa settionby
hand, reprinted, and' insertedtoeliniinate thc'mor. nut Hen..
z~J$ sense for rightness in a book gOes far beyond such exac~g
accuracy as this. Tbevery building of a book is instinct with' it:
note the position of the last paragraph ,of Tom Leat $ A Gri%%l,
from tile Coral Sea {19«) . l£i5 an afterword,attually, and it
•

-.

.

I

-

'"

..

~'.. .•

lies in the printed text where it belongs-all alone 'on ,the.final
page. The casual reader may think. this ptacingan acddent;actually it was achieved "intentionaliy by remaking the previous

I

I,

i'

l

Il
ff

t

I
!
I

ten pages and inducing the artist-author to draw anotherillustration.
A survey of the thirty-odditems'which,rompdse the bulk of
Hertzog's output since 1987 quickly reveals the long association ,
between the printer and his fenow..townsman~. the artist Tom
Lea. Outstandirig are the early items~The NC,teboolt.of Nancy
Lea {lg8?) • George Catlin~ J¥'estwardBound (1989), !.ea'sown
Randado (1941), then'his two war 'pieces. AG1iuly from the
Coral Sea (1944) and PeleliuLanding (1945) ,and6nally,after
the war, in 1946, the beautiful Calendar of Twelve Travelers
Through the Pass olthe North, which had its beginningsaseaI'ly
as 1938. Hertzog's recent tribute to Lea in the Saturday Review
. of Literature. on the occasion of the publication of Leafs' first
novel, The Brave Bulls, tells between its lines the secretoftbis
partnership: the complete respect of one hard-working artist for

\

,(

""I

:

II
f

I.
[
I
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another. a.bared undentandingof tnateriaI. which have sunk
deep into' both men. TwelveT1'avelers ,is perhaps the c:apitone
TH E WAR RIO R of their work. The' book is
~

,DJ-~

.r.".

.'

printed from handset Caston
Old St'C1le, on Geoman laid .<'

Iv9~

'\~T
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large on the folto page5. The
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rst 1t1on, sponsor "y e
El Paso Electric
CompanY
was
.
'I' .

From Twelve Travelers Throvgh th~ limited to 865 copies. Two edi..
Pa$S 01 the North~ 1947.
tions in offsetfacsimileonsmaller size pages followed. the second of which, in pamphlet form. was
distributed to all high school students in the valley of the Pass of
the North from Las Cruces to Sierra Blanca.
The treatment of Lea's two personal narratives from his war
experiences, A. Griu.ly from the Coral Sea and Peleliu Landing,
is as diverse as the accounts themselves. The first is a sensitive
record of men aboard the Hornet in the Coral Sea, gentleness
and nostalgia mingling with the tension of a General Quaners.
Again design supports the narrative: the corals and blues of the
illustrations are soft against the Chinese paper; the old Scotch
Roman type is taut and masculine. All the agony and shock of
the ~farine landing on Peleliu Island are in Lea's othernarra..
tive. The black and white of the sketches he drew ubefore my
hand steadied" are stark and poignant beyond the paintings
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~e later made· front "them for Life magazine. ~Tbe nervous 'tnem'
of the Centaur. tyPe reinforcel tbetension .o.fhisat0fY:blatkoll
dead white it stands~boundincombatdoth. The ritddywords
"Peleliu Landing" on. the title pge and the biginitialM)· a
single bloody splash of an opening letterintenJify, rather than
J;eli~e.thenote of battle shock.
.
To atreI& the Henzog·Lea-ptoduction is not todeprecat~ the '.
work of Henzog. with· ollier .iUustrators and editors and for .'
otherpubllshers. Many titles"bttd·out,for ~mple RwCal·
vin's River 01 the Sun, designed for the University of N~ ~fex",
ico Press in 1945J~hich was one .of the mcmthly seleaions of .
...the Trade Book Clinic of.the Ameriean·lnsututeof G~phie
Arts. ?fany other books. such as J. E. ){cCaulefs4 Stove"UiJ
Cowb01'sStoryfor the Texas Folklore SodetyRange Lite Series.
in 1941St might be placed among those already cmentioned here..
It is,a satisfying outputto study,ID this ate;t so far off the beaten
trail of the United States Qook trade.
Carl Henzog's}atest tangent ·is satisfying. too. At present he is
beginning his third year of part.time teaching abOut printing.
books,- and bookmaking at Texas 'VesternCollege, El Paso.To
those who cry out against his squandering of valuable' artist's
time on the rank and file of students who may or may not ·:recog..
nue the calibre of his product. HeruOg has a mild anddiftident
defense: "I've always liked," he says quietly. "to tell people
about the things that intemt .me-to $how them. .what 1" thirik
is good:' To him it has simple as that. An arti$l:-craftsman
with his skill and integrity can afford to dispense with academic .
complexities. It should be -good for students to listen to a man
with Carl Hertzog·s record for "trying:'
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CHESS
as good a player at chess as I should like
• to be has caused me an unbelievable amount of anguish.
, . This is probably the hardest confession I have ever had to
make~ because though I have made some pretty disgraceful ones
. before this~ the one I am making now seems above all to be silly..
Silliness is worse than disgrace. for when one is disgraced one has
at least the excuse to suffer but the exposure of silliness cannot be
assuaged except by self-mockery.
But perhaps if I could make clear the reasons for my pain at
not being an expert at chess. it would all be more understandable.
This really leads into a tremendous field. From a purely literary
point of view. I have found chess to supply me with the most figures of speech.. If I want to understand something in life by an
analogy. or to explain what I understand to somebody else. I find
dlat there is nodling so useful as the game of chess. The only,unfortunate thing is that here in America it is not a very popular
.game and so most people cannot understand exacdy what I mean•
But they shake their heads anyway, because dlere is an honorific
distinction about chess being a very intellectual game. and intellectuals are still honored even wh,en they are not understood. It is
too bad dlat dley do not understand my analogies between life
and chess, because even though I must say so myself, dley are always good. Perhaps I am Hattering myself, but I ~ink that I am
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.abetter literary man than-achess player. This is notu ittll1lodm
as it appear~because I could hardly be worse.
1.Iy self-consciousness in conl'essingtheimponanceofthegame
-ofchess is not something that is peculiar to me.:Thegreatest play..
er who ever li\"ed snffered froItt the same feeling probably. and it
may ha,oe been what eventually drove him out ofhisntind.Atany
rate, .that is the impression which I have of lUm.. I ,ant talking
about Paull.forphy, who defeatedev~ry important player of hb
time when be was hardly past twenty years old. A prodigy of genius-if ever there was one. The only trouble was that he didn~
respect what he excelled in most. He wanted to be a l;lwyer,a
respectable man, not a gamester, a "d1ess bumn ast}1e real ~ficio.
nados of the game are contemptuously referredto,S?Ittetimes 'by ,
themselves, sometimes by the lukewarm amateurs whoean take
the game or leave.it. Put }1>urself in the place of ~forphy and feel
what a tragedy that conflict must have been_for bim. To find that .
what he 'WaS brought into the 'World especially to do was lOmething that the w~rldandthereflection of its conventional opin..
ion that was conditioned into himself could not reSpect., It is as
badas'being boma poet in an age interested in ,science 01' being
bom an experimenter in a time dominated by dogma.
'
As much genius may go into playing the game of chess into
any of the pursuits of mankind-politics, war, art, literatuie,.chao.
ma, music-any of them. And the pleasure which theevidenee of
such genius gives to me asa beholder is as ecstatic as any other.
The invitations to hero-wo~ipareno greater in any other field
than in chess, for the astonishment whidla heaven inspiredintel.
lect produces there makes us realize at one and the same time our
own limitations and ~e range of possible endowments,forthehu..
man mind. It makes us humble in ourselves and ptou~ of the
.human race we belongto-and these are the feelings. leading to
identification with one of our own kind. who is ,superior to our"
selves. This we call hero·worship.
Chess is no batde of annihilation, like checkers. A player may.
I

as
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pestill in the posaestion ofbuoriginal complcmttlt o£~en, white
·bis opponent may be in possetaion of few- of his# and yet the fb'st
player may be lostbecause hiskingiscaptuted. Theptime quali..
ties requited. by thi$game, then, become subtlety and ever ready
watchfulness.. No player.. not even the greatest, tan afford to nod
for an instant. because that instant may give a clever though los--ingopponentthe opportunity to reverse fortunes.
No one, I believe, knows who invented the game. Butwhoever
itwuwho invented it must have ~ a prettyshl'ewd criti~o£the
world and of the things and people within it.. It may have been
some courtjester who thought it up for the amusement of hisltird

,"\

. d~

')

,

..

~

-a jester who had to justifyeach move and rule with a new piec~
of wit.. ,\Vecanimagine hisdclight at the idea of makingthe queen .
the most powerful piece on the ~d and of leaving the king,
whose pride was appeased by .being made the emblem of victory.
little more power than is possessed hy the ·most humble pawn or
foot soldier. Howhism.aster, if he wasgood·natured-andhis good
nature is argued by his. jester venturing such a jest.....must have
been amused by that. Hurt a little too by the home truth undetneath the humor and recognizmg the excellent imitation of the
relationships of this world which man has always called art. But
the subtlety of that mythical jester. goes much further than this.
For the queen who is all-powerfUl and can perform ~very move of
the other pieces is yet limited in one way. She cannot make the
oblique. sidelong, indescribable and awkward hop of the knight,
whose specialized ability makes him under certain circumstances
even more powerful than the queen. so that, when the Pawn
reaches the last stage of the game and is entitled to promotion. it
may be more advisable on rare occasions to have him become a
knight rather than a queen.
And take that power of promotion in the pawn. How our jester
must have enjoyed that. for did it not argue the latent power of
greatness in the little persons like bimself; and again his lord
must have acknowledged the justice of his imitation and been sad..
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.'denedbythe l'~ettiononglQryand thetqmitory~tuteof'.•ll

things which it contained. nCltolidtOOkistbcbulwatkof the
lingdom.Uehastlotritbor.subtletieSWhatsoC\1er.SemovelUp .
. and doWn and right andle~ in$traightlines. He is ahuvypiece
andju~ the~ostpowetfwontbe boardwitlt the exception of
~e 'queen, thoDghhispowcl'S; liketh~ofthc pawn, ar¢.not al..
lowed theirgreateJt acopeuntitthelattetpattof th~gaJne.The
bishops. which Bank the tingandqueen.are light. adU10bile
pieces.~Theirvalueisalmostequivalent'tothatofthe knigb~:and .
they JXlovealongtbediagonalS-:-uence theil' name..'for dlcwbite
bishop moves along the squares Qf tlte white diagonall andth'e .
black bishop onilie squaresQf the black diagonals. The ectlesiaJ·..
tits are the inditeet.. crookedfeDow50f the pattern. They are fast.
, they can be treacherous, and they always have to ~carefully
watched. Apparently our jester was not'fond ofdteChurcb. or
whatever th~central religioUs. institution of hiScoufttry was call..
ed, for chess goes back much further than two thousand ,-em
Some have thought that it mighthavecomefto~ancientPwia-..
for the Gennanname of the game, ushach'· ~u~ts·aconneetion
with the name the Persians give to their ruler.....the· ushah:' .
\Vhen the game is played greatly-and these are ithe games .
which are a part ,of the literature of ehessandwhich ha,:~an int..
mortality of fame as secure'asthat of the products o~ any art, the
struggle hinges not only on the position of~e king•. perhaps not
even mainly-on bis position. It ~gesaroundeverypoint.e\"ety ,
pawn. and every piece on'the board. For in a greatgame. itauffices
that an adversary gain only the most mmuteadvantage,'forhitn
gradually to increase it until he presses back the mind of his op;
ponent to dekat.
But' there are other reasons for the, game's .attraetiveneas, ana'
some of them l'carideducefrom my own experience. There j,a the
attraction of the absolute faimess antlopenness of thegarne. ,Unlike even the most intellectual games of cards. there is no element
in it of gambling or of secrecy•. Nothing is tested but power of
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observation. and of linked. cotl$eCutive thought which is cllled
planning. Nothing is at stake except intellectual pride, and- there
is the rub for me b«ame my mind has always been stronger than
my body and to be defeated, therefore, on such favored terrain is
especially painful.
.I have always had a great and inexplicable aversion to gambling. and this in spite of my skill and luck at all games in\'ohing .
chance. and deception. Even when I was aboy, I was.able to win
at games.like poker and rummy with extraordinary consistency.
Though ordinarily expressive. I have, in playing a game that allows for bluff, an ideal type of poker face. ~fy nerves are steadier
during such a game than they ever are under other circumstances.
It seems that I was born to play poker. and I hate it. Perhaps I.am
a little like )'forphy in this. I do not respect the game in which I
excel. Luck and blulE have always seemed to me subintellectual
advantages. I despise what is not based upon a complicated skill
and entire openness.
Now so far as success in life itself is concerned, there is a much
closer analogy between the conditions of life and the conditions
of poker than there is between the conditions of life and those of
chess. In life. too. luck plays the greatest role and there is endless
room for bluff. Rarely do the cards in life have to be put on the
table because the bluff has been called. Only those who are nervous, or too blatantly outrageous, or stupid in their timing have
such an awkward misfortune visited upon them. Chess, on the
other hand, is not related to the world as it is but as it ought to be.
It is the refuge of the reasonable mind from an unreasonable reality. There, the rewards go with the most perfect fidelity and ju~
tice to those who deserve them most. No man can bluff in a game
of chess. Every man's true face is seen and every man's depth isaccurateb' reHected in its lines. It is my better, my more philosophical part that responds to chess. If the material of the lVorld were
all in all to me, I would stick to poker-which is what most successful politicians and business men actually do. It fits them for their
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ta$ks. They learn through it to despise the tational qualiuC$ of .
man and to respect his lowest onC$, biS undeserved luck ~d his
,animal cunning. ChesS. on the other hand, unfits one for practical
success. It makes one admire roSe intelleCtual betteD; it deJtro}' ,
rank and reduces king and co~onet to one status.. which is the
status given them by their brainpow~lIA~emotalizinggame,01>v~ously, for practical men. The opposite of life. ReaKlnrules in
chess; these i$ no room for accident cir mistake. It is Plato's ideal
universe.
I first became acquainted with chess through one of my He-.
brew teachers. Pretty soon I was leaming more dtess. ftomhim
than Hebrew. He was a middle-aged man with a luxuriant black
beard which he always thrust against my face:Whenhewastalking
to me $0 that the bristles irritated mywn. There was a 'COntinua!
.rain of spittle when he talked, and'though I had muchalfection
forhissweetnature (he was more to my taste than any of my other
teachers of Hebrew, he stayed with -me }oogest,prepared meior
my Confirmation, and when years aft~ard I heard of his death
I was moved) these two things, the beard and the spittle put a
great strain upon Die so that I naturally pre,ferred a game where
there was little occasion to 'talk to a studywhich consisted largely
of talk. He astonished me with his ,abi1iti~ Such unsuspected.
stratagems, such depths of puipose as he revealed'befpre my unsophisticated eyes made me breathless. It was a new world of inti.·
nite possibilities. I was caught. Then came the laboriou$learning
pains, but unlike Hebrew I learned chess not becauseaomebody
else thought I should but because I myself wanted-to. It made a
great deal of difference" I went to pains of study and application
which otherwise I should scarcely have done.'
'
It was not long before I passedfrom a considerationof the game
itself to being intrigued by the romance which surro\lnded it! history. I learned all the great names and what each one stOod for.
){orpl)y and StaUnton, Anderssen, -Steinitt, Lasker, Rubinstein, .
Nimzowitch, Capablanca, Alekhine. lVhen in the rooms of the
CRESS
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ltfanhattatl CheaClub I saw an old print of a match between
Staunton and another player, I actually breathed the dusty atmosphereof that longforgotten room and stood among the faded
costumes of the period. Time gi'ves a wonderful iridescence of
earth colors to. the plainest piece of glass in some city buriedthous.ands ofyears ago; its spiritual effect of .transformation is no less
.obdous, I wasmore excited by that picture than I was by thelpec- .
tade· of the players actually about me at the moment. though
these were some of the most celebrated of our time. Age had given anwterful varnish and consequent illusion of transcendent
greatness to the older picture.
\Vhen as a child I went to Lakewood with my grandparents. I
usually derived my pleasure from the pine woods and from horse
and buggy rides, but that year I remember going to the localli..
brary and taking out a book dealing with the possibleoperiing
moves of chess and studying it during the ten days of my Christ...
mas vacation~
I soon .discovered the limitations of my Hebrew teacher and
joined the chess club in my high school. There I realized my
strength. which was not greatt and my limitations. which were
many. The discovery that I was not going to be anotherchampion
naturally dampened my ardor somewhat, but never quenched it
complet~ly~I was just good enough Ill,yself to appreciate the greatness of others, and that after all was something. It is what the
whole educational process should lead to when itis successful, but
unfortunately so rarely does. I reached the height of my powers
when I was able to win a game blindfolded from a fairly strong
opponent who had sight of the board. That was the test ·of tests
for me and I am still proud of having passed it though I doubt if
I could repeat it now.
The mention of playing blindfolded introduces us to one of
the most astonishing features of the game of chess and deserves to
be dwelt upon. I have said that the genius which goes into chess
is as great as that which goes into any of the more "serious" pur-
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suits of life. and now I should like to pro,'c it. Thegameu ('Ont".
plicated and difficult en~ughe\'en with full'sight of the boatd.
Think. then. of a man who can ,play blmdfolded-not one game
(as I did) but thirtY-three games$imul~neoU$ly andwiumoStof
them. But perhaps it is not cleat to one notfatniliar with the game
how this 0lIll:Je at all. \Vhat happens is that each of the aixty..four
squares of the board is identified by meansofa letteranda num~
ber which correspond to the 'crossing of th~ horizontal andverti..
cal1inesthrough it. A player who is blindfolded$then, is t()ld
verbally the Dl!lve of-his oppon~nt,visualize$" it, T~members,it,
and gives hisown verbalteplyto it. In the casco!a man whopla)'s .
many games simultaneously (or more accurately speaking. one
move at a time on each board) he sits-blindfoldedin tbecenterof'
the room and as each successive board is identified by its number.,
he listens toa description of the move of his opponent and follows
it with his own move. And the sweat pours out of him in buckets.
LotS of towels are kept ready. Thirty..three'boards visualized .i.."
multaneously, and some of the games last as many d,ixty movesl
.I know that all this is trueJ I know it with one part of me, a~d yet
another part of me still thinks it incredible. Koltanowski, is the
man who"holds that record. and I wonder what general of statesman or artist ever had to work that hard with his mind for hisim:
mortality. And he i$ fonowed very closely by the fonner world',
champion, Alexander Alekhine, who gave a blindfold exhibition
at the Chicago World's Fait' in 1982 in which he played against
thirty-two opponents at the same"time.
.
The great eighteenth century French chess master and musi..
cian Philidor astonished contemporary -society by.playing three
opponents while blindfolded.. There habeen progress. Hewasn't
really maininghimselL NOlvadayS, I should say that the strain
'was almost at the breaking point.
But all of thissucc~ possibly in fillipg some people only with
impatience and contempt instead of with,woitder-as it fills me.
It is only a game! '\That a pity. what a waste of time and talent!
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These are~e biddenwhisperswhich
drove Morpby out-of his mind. And
life? ,\That is that? 'Superior to a
game? It is timetocountentuack. the realists. \Vbat have 'they eversutceeded in aecomplishingexcept tQ prepare the way for games? The master·'
buildersare followed by the playboys
-the rhythm 'is inevitable. 'The pir~ _
,ates give way to the philanthropists.
JohnD. Sr. to John D. Jr. And as between the Hutton (or whatever his name was) who founded the
fottune and Barbara who frittered it away on European playboy
nobility-who had less social value? It would be hard to say.' Life
isa game too-one of the inferior ones in which the more 'Worth..
less the blackguard, the greater his success. L~fe is the game in
which it is possible to cheat with the, least chance of detection.
And every philosopher who has ever constructed a system by
which men could live well and in harmony with each other, every
founder of a religion that emphasized justice and love, every writ..
er 'who has castigated the vices of his age, and every artist and
musician who brought delight to mankind instead of misery and
pain-every one of these has had more in common with the player
ofa "game" than he has had with any of the realistic business men,
politicians, and militarists who have undone his work. Life remains what life always was, a dirty game to which only two understandable answers can be given, contempt and escape.
The great age of games is waiting in the wings. It is ready to a~
pear on stage. Once again, as it wasunder the Roman Empire, the
great con~ns of mankind will become bread and games. Juvenal
used the phrase with ~isgust, lipanem et circenses: but it is perhaps the better alternative after all in a world in which the other
alternative seems to be a combination, in varying proportions, of
1
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war, poverty, and oppression. Playinggarnes~to benotonly
, the most pleasant but the leut hannful thing one can do' in. the
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world.,

-

.

Take the question ofanti-sdnitism, {or ex.arnple. Iftbereuone
place in. tbe:world from which it 'wouldseem lobeexelndedit if
thedtessboard. Frointhe board itself, itis indeedexduded. Two.
world champions. St~initl,'Who .isthe foimder of the modem
gam~andEmmanuel LaskerweteJewish,~dsoweresuchgreat

masters as RubinStein and Niwowitth·and Reed, and tOday I.eshevsky, Fine and Botvinnik. But the wotld. outside the board
preS5e$in-uponitand$Om.etimes$U~inilirustingitsuglfvis

age into the men who play thegam.e.l have _already mentioned
Dr•.Alexander Alekhine; lyho was twice champion of the world _
and one of the greatest players after ?\lotphY in the histot)' of the
gante.Such intellect.as he displayed in hisgame would have done
credit to a Napoleon, a- Caesat, an Alexander, a' ~ewton,· a Pas·
teur,a Beethoven, oran Einstein. \Vho could~ve suSPeCted him
of the possibility ofbeing infected. with the su.bintel1~tualmad..
neSs of Hitlerism? Th_at most logical and1utidof aU brains that
wasAlekhinets, it would seem, should haverejectedtbeirrational
obscu~tism with disgust. But the world is a dirty game, too
dirty to leave even its brightest intellects unsmirched. Alekhine
was both. a chess player.and a man. As achess.player, he was: beyond all praise. As a man. it would be more charitable, now that
he is dead, to be silent,
it not.forthe fact that his vice is in..
"structive not only about himself Dut about the world and the
game of mess. It was during the late war 'that the.news came to
America that Alekhine, who had been stranded voluntarily or in.. voluntarily in Europe, bad written an anti"Semitic article in a
chess magazine in Holland. Eventually, the artiCle was tfanIat.ed
into English and printed, as a Curlositjr, here in the.United Stites
in a magazine ofehess edited by·a number of unselfconsCious
Jews. I was struggtingat that time with the painful fact of the -

were
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. anti-semitism ofmyfavoritc French 'Writer, LouiJ ~erdinanda
'line.. a tnan who in tbe more subjective reabn of literature occupied in myeaimation a place similar to that occupied objcctively
. in the cbess<ga1axy of thewodd by Alekhine. Naturally the prob-lent, especially since I was J:nyself a Jew,interested tn~ consider..
ably..
,;
I think that I $hall never be able to look at one ofthemaster~·
pieces created by Alekhine on the chessboard withoutthinkingo~
that article. Not that my pleasure in his genius has been entirely
.poiled~l should bea poor man spiritually nthat had happened
to me. But the contrast between one and the other is so- over-

\

,

j

whelming!
Brie.fly, Alekhine set out to .show that there was a Jewish way of
playingcbeu. which he said was of course cowardly, and an Aryan
way of playing chess, which was brave and aggressive. Simply to
state the theme in itS bare outlines is to evaluate and pass judgmentt>n it. He had $Ome difficulty naturaIlyin disposing of the
Jewish champions, but left open the impticationthatthey were
simply thegreatestcoward$, who had pushed timidity to the point
wbere it' had led to the downfall of the more admirable ATyan
Siegfrieds. It could have been a satire on the whole Hitlerian the.
ory of tace superiority, but unfortunately it wasn't. It was deadly
serious. It contained not only the grand theory itself (the reductio ad absurdum of its German inspiration) but some incompar-

~,

able little vignettes of life among the great minds of chess. He told
a story dea)ing with Nimzowitch-presumably it happened during some tournament in which they had both exhibited their unbelievable intellectual accomplishment. Nimzowitch is supposed
to have said to Alekhine-the reason not being given as I remem·
ber it-U\Vhen I call you a Slav, I am really saying etymologically
that you are a s.lave." And Alekhine. drawing himself up to all the
six feet of his Russian nobility. is supposed to have answered:
"But when I call you a Jew. there is nothing more to be said!"
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IftbetetWOJDUtet'lhad mademove$ on the board a llldtoen
as thoeedumq insultttbeY IItould havebeen~"ded]'.romtbe "
good clrcIt$ they occupied in ,chess iuunediatelyJ "

The uClU$bing"opjccdon which isUsua1llmad~ to m1xeuon.. "
inguI do about,cb$iS notadiretttefUtatlon but proceedstath..
:er by way of an analogy. My mtit.~y beginJ.·to talk. in hy.
perboUcal terms about football,' baseball. boxiDg,buletbaU, .kc' .
hockeytChinese dted:~ orwhatevere1se he
appealJto
• him u much as thea does to m.e. Tbe idea u tored~em.y 'Claims '
to foolisbnea by extending mycl3,bns to all games instead of restricting them to one•.Two things ~Y be~d:about this.FiM.
that not all gamelareof equal value--asl have tried ramow in' ,
passing by comparing the q-ualides of Chess,
lee them. with
those of .uch gaUlt$ uchecker~rununYjand poker. The second·
point is that lam wIlling to allow, if P~t thetharmlof other .

dam..

uI

games and to ~ow their claims to'-aomeofthe IUperlativecom.'
parisons to life that I .have atttibuted lomesa. A .Brta.tbaseball
player is an infinitely more bea,\ltiful example of nature,'than
. most P~dentsofthe United Statel.And wrestletQrooxermay
perfonnfeatsoffugenuityand strength whiCh pute-vcnacombin. ~
ationin chess ,intoJhadow.. rn follow anybody into'any kind of .
\Vhitmanesque raptures that hepleues to indul~ ,about .potU
and their beauties and the enthusias~s which they at~capableof .
arousing. I'll surpass tbemevenintheirdithyrambS.1 have.said
that the great age of games is waitil;tg in the wingsofhistory,anci
I did not mean to limit my predietionto my own'taste:fbtcbe$$.
Finally, Jtowever. we (ome toa point where chetJ is 'seen to be
not so dUferent from life after all.·That point uthe point where '
all things eventually lead-the point that. EcdCliastes reached
when he said that,everything. was vanity andaanving after,
wind. the point that Juvenal reached in. his Tenth Satire' on the
vanity of human wishes, the point that Schopenhauerreached.·
Everything comes even at the :end. The multiple zerocanc.eIsout

a

i

i
;
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all desires. which ina way is consoling to me$ince I sha1Ialways
be frustrated in my ambition to be a good chess player:"The .
.theme of futility is already sounded by ·the· disparity between
. Qles& maSters as player. and as people. Alekhine behaving like a
child.. Morphy letting a foolish world talk him into despising,
wbat he was best fitted to do in the world. And the end i$ always
. the wne.. l have mentioned the madness which closed: Morphy's
.L .~briniant and abortive career.· I shoul~ mention now the.piece of
. -' . meat that slipped accidentally oneday into the windpiPe of Alekhine as hewas dining alone in his hotelToomm Lisbon, Portugal,
aroundtbe time of the war's end and choked h~ horribly to
. death.....a very rare but not unparalleled case in medical annals. .'
How many masterpie<:esof chess genius that piece of meat-the ~. -paperSga.ve its exact length in inches after the autopsy whichremoved it-robbed the world of! How much ple~ure he wu yet
~
capable of giving to amateurs like myself. '\Vewere all looking
forward to his prospective match for the world championship'
withltfichael Botvinnik, the Soviet champion and a Jew into the
bargain, the secondgreatest player in the world. Now throughout
eternity the question of what would have happened had they met·
must'remain open-like' the tantalizing questions about the p<>tential poems of Keats or the unwritten symphonies of Schubert.
Andwhile I am still here on the subject of mortality, there was
that othetworld champion of our time, the prodigy who defeat~
great competition at the age of five, Capablanca. '\Vhat was· his
.
end? He
walked into a chess club in New York one day to watch ~
a ,game and as he was watching he collapsed. A brain hemorrhage ,
. killed him-like the one that killed Franklin Roosevelt.. As '£Or the
Jewish champion, Lasker, his history ·is familiar. Driven into
exile by the nation whose name his exploits honored, his picture
appeared in a manual put out by the Nazis. As unable to understand the reason for his greatness as if they were baboons and he
an Einstein, ~ only thing his Fatherland found to remember
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. ~- about him. was the sitapeof hil nO$e. He died in poverty itt the, "
CHESS

United States.. I healdhim lectute;at the ,end in aamalldirtyhall , '
, on SecondAvenue in New Yorkto earna littlemoney for himself
mdhis wife. The spectacle cost fift~n(ent$.Whenhediedt.tht
New York Ti~escatrieda two a>lunin obituary ,about him,
which~astheIongest'thatITem~berforadteuplayer4' ,
.1 mean by all this to indicate tbe place and importance ~hicb:
agalne like ·chess shouIdholdamong men. 'In a world· where
nothing Bofany ultimate importance. there isnol'OOm for <Ii..
paragingdistinctioU$.That is what I have'really been trying 'to- ,
~y ~lalong. ,Ches$is as good as and better thanothertbings i.n .
life. itserious"and lesssenqus. but what if there is nothing'really . ,,",
good life?·ltwould~eagenius'greatertha.nM:orphyorAlek ..
hineorCapablanca to figure out that one. Justuhe wasgetting.
$Omewhere, aheanattack would cut hitn.short.I feel thatnothing
, isworthwhiIe until someone (anugureout the problem ofexilt..
ente,itselkhow to make, us live 'forever, or at least verymucli
lqngerth~ is possiple'now. It is usually timctodiebefore we
have had a chance to live. at)d to'lea,rn" $Ometbingeven about a
game like chess. Till that time. leave me wi~ my thes$board, my
books. paper, pen and plenty of.ink.There is my private idea'of
Nirvana or Paradise.

,-

,-

in
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fashions orchesuated soundclouds over mountains that grow
from spitted blue flutepoints in the far fjords
makes out of woodwind and brasswind a woodland.
from. pinewood wilderness forests of chords;
l

vibrates viola tone for river-rotted treeroot
and deepest viol voicefor tottering cliffs
cleft by a glacier butleft here by trombone
clarinet and piccolo. cracked clean as stone;
heaves without harmony avalanche on dinosaur
'and draws the dew wet deer down tremulous from timber
into muted meadows with melodious stringsong:
poised frozen sound branching velvety antler;.
can like a sudden peak break jagged and jangled
splitting with ~gled rock a starsinging night.
crack wide the darkest northern sky with cello
and splinter light everywhere with one violin.

, t

HAROLD

j

I

i

EVEN EVENING

1.

v.

WITT

HE~fISPHERES

Even evening hemispheres,
Halved of nostalgic. yellowed quince, .
Retreat from ripeness since
I may not purely mourn mortality.

•

Sky puckers green, then seedy black;
I snort the odor out.
Seraphic sadness, I do not doubt,
Is myth that"s piped by birds.
354
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Afterperfonning an the. pities. .
1 with levity make a bettetguest;
Fot I became uncertain lest
I sought
sbrewd1.JformJ~lf ..

them

>

My first.Love's leSIOn has matured;
I've Ie~rned how unyi~lding I must be:
He coaxed me pinHi~tQ a tree .
And tet His blood@finn my bravery.

>

Of late He bas grown delicate.
And His family's heard that 1 carouse;
Ther'will not let Him leave the house, ' .
But I think He pines for me.. • ..
MILES WHI1;'E

THE STONE
Sorrow stands tall and firm.
Naked, alive, unsad.
The everlastinggerm
Qf waking girl and lad.'

Let the great bUnd bell toll
Its seal upon theJ1)orrow.
Todaywill still unroll

Sadnessaway from sorrow
As angels Tol~eda5tone
, And the unburied man
,\Tho had been left alone
Awoke. arose. began.
WITTER B'YNNER.

,.,
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CHILDREN'S PAINTINGS

.i "

Blue moon, striped bird
and pastel horses charging
over the nervous meadow:
dues. with a dear touch
bewiIdering young eyes,
like dean lines snaking
through the wild fields
to the circles arid edges
of ice-cube night, talking
to it with sweet-mist cries
that echo through
their wildemessof whys.
Now the daubs mirror
easy phantoms who lie
in the white pathways
of the spotted world-. '
The delicate painters
listen to the chatter
of elephants and buildings,
while their hands want~nly
flow thr-ough
the innocent glass.

1[

I

I~

!

'1

I
-1

JESS H. CLOUD

A LITTLE GIRL
LOOKS AT A CLOCK
It's today time
And yesterday
Everywhere.
Six o'clock
And two ounces,
Now, tomorrow
And yesterday.
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.Half past ,
,Sbto·tIock.
l1ikeit"
" Very 'much, ,
• Todaytime.
I

Nowyou say it.'

I

CHAaL£SANGOFF

A

ST~ADY

-

PR.AISE

,From one I·have learnt '
to break tbe$hellSkiUfuUy.
andkemel relish;
'nei.tlter to harm the outer ,
brittle skin whe~ it already
of itself utnal'ked-' bya line,
thoughwavel'ing,Whereto be broken;
and the meat tQ keep whole'
.for its first "look,"
.though I squeeze witbthe tongs of tecltniqut'
relentlessly.

I

i
I

~j

'c

.-

It is ~e whole lOok that sets -the appetite
to race after the vision- ,
like the star thatth~ws its image
upon the night, Iettingan'eyeSee
a complete eye gazing back ' .
upOn it; which shall mean; it is as we know
from the liver, the spleen, the heart
. andguts~

Oh life, you area complete one
inyout jumble, curved, rutted,
crooked and devious, as the inner
. matter 01 the shell.
We pay homage by knowing. .

,

,

DAVID IGNATOW
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THE PRIMITIVE IN GER TR UDE
STEIN'S HMELANCTHA"

.v·.

I

'

narrates the histories pf three women in
. .
humble stations of life-these under the titles of "The
.
.. Good Anna," "Melanctha," and "The Gentle Lena:' In
each of these narratives Gertrude Stein employs repetition as a
principal element in her style; but it is in the middle story, "hlelanelba," that the various forms of reduplication in words and
sounds are most effectively utilized. For this reason, and also because the heroine hfelanctha Herbert is negroid, I have chosen to
examine this particular novelette as a revealing illustration of
Stein's employment of primitive syntactical devices of narration
in the development of a cbaracter who is not wholly civilized.
l\felanctha is not, on the other hand, a primitive aborigine, nor
does the story exemplify primitivism-a belief that health and
happiness are easiest approached by recreating the conditions
of simplified early societies. hfy use of the word primitive in
this article, as a literary method, concerns mainly those technical devices which characterize all art in its beginning stages.
The fact that l\lelanctha has known fewer of the fruits of civilization than either Anna or Lena automatically renders her an
appropriate personality for depiction in a language that is akin
to primitive poetry.
H REE LIV ES

858
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"lfe1ancth~"Gteek.for "J)ark·flowet~tJ ~.was -'writt~'l at ..
period when Geruude Stein had beeotne Pored .withttu4yiQg.
brain anatomy. in. ·the. m~cal cJChool. Qf .The JobnJ·Sopkins·.•
. University. Earlier -at Radclilfe abe had leamed1ro~lViUiam
. James respect forlcientific analysis•..Perhapsthis lit~ WOt},__
a. treattnent of primitive psychology. served as an esQlpe from .. '
. advanced studies, a$ an antidote' to 'ber ·laoorat0lY- la1)otl On
the hwnan brain.,
.
-<Aceordingto The Autobiograph,<Jf .tf.llceB~·· Toldtl$l the . "
man\UCl'ipt was typed by Miss Etta Cone, a distant connecti()n~
and then 'ubmittedtoa Utemy agentin,.New: York. who Was
unable to place it. Similarly, Bobbs-Merrill.. thollgh at. tbetime
briefly interested,' finally Teportedtheir -inability to publish· the
'. work. Asa result Gertrude Stein made aiTangemenu with the
Grafton Press, of New York. She adwnced a sum of money of·
heroWD, the book being finally pUblished in 1909. This is the'
inauspicious background ,of 'a vo~umecontaining the notable
account of the Negress ltfelanctha Herbert. Since its pUblication
in 19o9~ it has grown steadily in popularity. Editions have appeared from the presses of John !:me. the Doni Brothe"~ and
.. the Modem Library. In 1946 the Dial Press isaued at New York
a text for college students called Gr~at Am~rican Short Nov~ls;
and in this -book William PhilIips,th~ editor.,selected ..ltfel..
ancthat • for inclusion oJ;lc of the $~ most ·celebrated novel··
eues produced in the United States.. Thu$ Gertrqde Stein'., un";
usual $tory has begun to achjeve a really creditable reputation"
.The novelette, whose full title is uMelanctha-:Ea.ch One M
She ~fay:' has for its setting Bridgepoint,aname apparently lug..
gested by the realltfaryland village -of Bri4gttown.TheOO1tral
figure is, Melanctha Herbert, who is described as haUwhite,
although actually her mother is yellow .and ,her father black•.
There seems' to be little plot: Melanctba bua number of','
colored women friends, in particular Jane Harden, with whom
she has- erotic relations. She abo has a colored gentleman friend.

as

,
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, named Dr. Jeff CampbeU, but she is unable to retum hi$ love
by Joyal devotion. 'Vith the exception of Dr. Campbell, all the ~
cb.aract~n are underprivileged Negro folk. There are augges-.
-dons of sexual perversity; )felanctha.is controlled by lOme
generic anxiety; her promiscuous behavior undermines her
health and brings about her death. The motto prefixed to Three -.
Livt!s is a quotation from Jules Lafargue about the prevalence
of unhappiness in the mind irtdpective of the individual him·
self or of his environment: "Done je sub un malheureux e{ce
n~cst ni ma fante ni celIe de la vie." The statement aptly ex-·
plains poor ~felanctha's deep disquietude..
Gertrude Stein's narrative is winning a high place aIOOng the
short classics of American" prose primarily because its treatment
of the Negro is perhaps the best example of a type of primitiveness "in contemporary fiction. As a study of primal natures,
UMelancthaU is almost wholly preoccupied with the subject of
$eXt perhaps an inevitableconcem for simple people with little
else to ~ think. about•. As for its technical structure, the narrative
is written in a rhythmical, repetitious language-a style obviously appropriate for unveiling the unfettered reacti~ns of
the dark heroine. The psychological effect resulting from this
matching of idea with form is impressive; and Stein's cadenced,
echoing style becomes an artistic medium for describing erotic
activit~es. The truly revolutionary aspects of cc~felanctha" are
even more apparent in the primitiveness of its style than in its
subject matter.. It is interesting that the lack of confidence in
Three Lives displayed at first by pubIish~ even by its printers,
the Grafton Press, was their objection, not to its narrative con·
tents, but to its stylistic innovations.
The complete omission of cultural features in the novelette
is definite evidence of the primitive. Except for the references
to unspecified books read occasionally by Dr. Campbell. Gertrude Stein's work contains no mention of music, literature, or
art. Instead, it deals with what may be termed the primal con·
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cerns of man and animal' alike-that is, with .itknetI. fighting.
and mating.. The.tone u,ata bask level: without, the l1ightest .
perturbation of abockl the ,Characters admit in~ the pitch of .
their livingtcenesof bru·talitY~·$ucb as bite ~ngt • though
these were customary. even expectedaetions-a pm indeed of
their own nature.. Melanctha Herbert. entertalDl'no '~' at
all for tllOral ttaditionsor toclal coovenUonJ. tn being.unfai~", ,
fu1 toDt. 'Campbell,sbe ~ no v1olationof the ',codefotttUe.
loven.me JUnplycomplies 'with a eompelling inner.u~ which
lite regardsu' completely natural ~entitely without bearing
on love trUe or. false.. Her unreasoning obedience tothb ba$ic
i~ct is thespontaneousattion' of a primitive tnentalit:y~ Xt
is only Dr~ Cantpbel1.tb.epbpician, 'wboseeb 'tq tegqlatehU
life by reason;· and' in doing;so he becomes a nUs6t among his ,~
colored brethren. The ·ttiterioll of behavior 'fOr the othetl is always instinct. intuition" feelitig-:--the natrQWt lin1itedwotld
. of,the aensel.
The existence in aboriginal. societies ,of-irtegutar '.~ habits
has its counterpart in the abn<mnal departures 'dUcussed, in
Gertrud~Steinltsnovelette•. Although Melanctbatended t.owards
.bisexuality. it is her wantoDpromiscuity wbichQuses her to
become lick withcoDsumpUon .and to die-The inference-may
be that a 1$ primordial individual 'Would haveobletYed mod..
eration.What led Melanctha intO exce$Se$,w~ that the.sexual
. experience, somehow never fully gratified her~ ,As the novelist.
expresses the idea, Ifitall had" no·exc::it~entfot her:ltGerttnde·
Stein-. ~Slions Idea primitiv~ess, a1~ in the '.attitude
. taken towards sex, for"the'cbaractera are depi~edas ;being like
savages, innocently umnora19 There is certainly no attempt on
the part of-the ~uthor to delineate the iexualcompulaon as at..
tractive; however. it is never describedu ugly andatwaysas
natural.
The sex Ufeof thiscoloredgirlisditlkult to uacewith exactness because of the novelist:s use
euphemiHicexprasiom.

of
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The uneducated Negro avoids UIOclating the sex act 'With any- '..
thing tepubive by.the employment of words with pleauntconnotation; that is. ·Iike the uneducated ··genteel," he· eteapeJ .
frontal contact with reality by building up .p~es."Mel.
anctha.n is thus a lexicon of euphembtns for' JeX.such .as
~nU'ouble,u ('wandering." "getting excited," ··power," Ctkindneu,u
.
"wisdom," these wordfbeing at tUnes qualified by adjectives
like Ctmysteriousu and ··uncertain:· Some kind of innate, de.
COfUDl may be the foundation of this refusal to discuslsex if} any
other than pleasant terms or hints. But in HMelanctha'" verbosity
and indirectness ate the characteristic diction whatever thesu~
jett. The mabllityofthe apeakers to move quic~y to a 'point
and to explain this point with briefness JDay be a characterbtic
.of simple people, whose tendency it is to embellish and enlarge
upon the plain truth. As for J.{elanetha. Herbert, Cla11. herUfe
[she] did not know how to· leIla storY Wholly ~.•• for when· it
came to what had happened and what she had said and what
it was that she had really done, Melanctha never couldrem.em. her tight.uN'o 'wonder her narration is cloudy. rambling. and
,chaotic. The overpowering attay of euphemisms in··Melanctba,'t
is absent in the two other stories in Three Lives. it is therefore
good evidence that in her treatment of the Negro, Stein con"
sciouslyemphasized this element of primitiveness in her style.
Ofcoune repetidvedevices
constantly occur when the primi,
tive literary technique is adopted~ Repetition appears among
the D1cthO<b of the American poet Vachel Lindsay, whose poem
"TheCong<>~' depicts the aboriginal Negro in his native African
habitat. The most individual characteristic of rudimentary
poetry is, indeed. the, recurrent refrain-the dominant feature
of barbaric battle songs and chants. :hofy friend Professor Arthur
K.l-foore, of the University of Kentucky, recendy gave me a copy
of a chant used in an intricate file dance for twentieth-century
Papuan performel'$ (from the Biak Islands of Netherlands New
'Guinea) -where reduplication is the dominant trait:
\
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- Wo-ke-ke _
Wa-te-ke
T()-bo-po

Wa-ju-jQ .

·Wai.ja-JO .OJn-f()ori

-Wo:ke-ke

,\Vaiia·ao .

Itls'ignificant that-fortbe luddity.~nd brevityofdvDizedJllr",
ration, the NegrOes in c&Melanahan liktWise aubltituterhytbnt'· and -reiteration. The_.itnpre$$ionso (l"eatedgraphitally Je'Y'm$ the poetic bases of primordial- tbiJ)}ing.Obaetve~ -'for example, -Gertrude Stein·s· description of Melanetba 'When aged eighteen:
And 10- Melancth began once moretowandet.. It wuall'n.ow--lor:
herveJ;y~ifferent.lt wastlever rougher men now that lbe ulkedtol .
and she did not care much now tok~ white men nfthe,forher,
very betterdasses. It wu now lOmethingrealer that Melanttha..w.t..
edt $O~thingthatwould move berverydeeply.lOmethingthatwould
fin het fully with the wisdom.tbai wasplantecinow withinber.and
that she wanted badly, $bould reaUywholly fill her.

Even Dr.,Jeffeatnpbell, far Jitperior inedu~tionto his bumblecolored patients. $uccumbs,when excited. to an instinctive pre..
dilection t~ repeat himself: .
•aBut I certainty do admireandttUst you a whole lotnowt Melanc..
tha•. I «:enaidly do,ror I certainly never :didtbink I WU hutting you
.
at all, Melanctha.n
.
{:
.
-

,

At the beginning of his speech Jeff _CampbeUemploy. -aneepansive doublet. a familiar' loCution inelexnentarY language.
ae declares: J·~ood Lord and Jesus Christ. Melancthal" Also, .
in his letter replying :to' °Dear Mela.nctha,"Dt.CampbeU re-.
sorts to meandering .vernacular innis use of anedtowotd.. as
follows:
.
.
"I certainly don't think you got it all juittighdntbe letter~ljust'been ::
reading. that you just wrote me. I certainly don"t dUnk you.a.re just
fair or very undentanding•••• "
.

One ,further-stylistic device demonstrates Gertrude Stein'•.ar" .
tistty witJt primitive syntax. lathe use of adjectives the author
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is noc'(ontentto use two or three; instead. she customaiilyem..
ploY' {our or more, the achieved. result being a type of rhetori..
cal,pyramiding. Perhaps the difference in effect may'be mOte
clearly perceived if a conventional use of adjectives isfint
quoted in a 'passage {tOm Henry Jame$' description 'of Mrs.
Mont~meryin ··'Vashi~gton" Square": ··Shewas asmaU,
plump, £air 'Woman, with a bright, clear eye, ,and anex~ordi..
nary air of neatness and briskness:' Compare this With a pas. ~
sage ,te.ferring to Melanctha Herbert: "She tended Rose, and ,
she was patient,submi~ive. soothing,. and untiring, while the
sullen, childish, cowardly, black Rosie grumbled and fussed '
and howlecI and made herself to be an abomination and like
a'~imple beast." The foregoing quotation is not isolated.: rhetori.. , .
cal pyramiding is found throughout the narrative. It is a form
of'ruclimentary syntax in representing, as the next catalogue of
compounds shows, quite possibly the easiest method of description: Melanctha "was a1~ysfull with mystery and subtle move..
._menu and denials and vaguedisttusts and complicated disillusions:'
Gertrude Stein has relied on syntax rather than dialect to
create her realistic imptessions of Negro life. By using it she
reproduces the actual, rhythmical talk of primitive people.. A
good illustration of this cadenced speech occurs in what Rose
. Johnson, a friend, has to say to ltfelanctha about suicide:'

'.

I

don't see Melanctha why YOU should talk like you would kill
yourself just because you're blue. I'd never kill m}"Self Melanetha just
'cause I was blue. I'd maybe kill somebody else l\.{elanetha 'cause I was
blue, but I'd never kill myself. If I ever killed myself Melanctha it'd
be by accident, and if I ever killed myself by accident Melanctha, I'd
be a~ful sorry:'
. (II

. f?

'Vithout recourse to folklore, superstition, spirituals, or dialect-the stock-in-trade paraphernalia of the regional writerthe novelist has with her original style limned in full detail the
humble background of ~felanctha Herbert.
,

I

/
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The experimental namdve of ~elan~·. tragitftusttation
has become .one of the masterpieces· among ··$hOlt American
novels. \Vheliit fimappearect it wasfavotablynotieed by Catl
Van V«hten, EugeneO'NeiU, .ap'd Sherwood·Andenon-aU .
three of wbom$i~cantly later'wrote on the subject of the
American Negro. As an exampteof superb style) it is trulyte..
, markablehoweffettivelyGertrUdeSteinbu ·exhibitedthe.

vernacular of.colored people withoutonceresQtting· to their
.dialect. Her lengthy, winding sentences reprtsentthe unfolding
developments of life iuelf•. Her procedure· is $Oobjectlvetbat
one is aware of the characters, not ~apardculat face.,of tnan,
b~t asa simple, unevolved people. Thisdetacbedtreatment
promote. neither sympathy nor disapproval,thougbit is paui..
ble to become immersed in the atmosphere of Metanttna,Her..
. bert's own tragedy and to recognize that certain deeply abiding
truths exist in her .inner life•.
"Melanahau is the longest and the .most powerful by far of
the three narrativesC9mprismg Three Lives. Besides, it fiist
introduces Stein's revoluuonarytedtnique. Uniquely-· r~t
ing the thoughtprocessesofthechataeterstlttough. 1'eduplica..
dve, .rhythmical langilage. it is.not surpassed by ber later art,
where these poetic devices do not always fit so admirably the
natur~' qf her subtler subject matter. Her stylei$ not "outdone
1>y the work of any other American novelist writingonthe$ub.;
ject before or since its publicati~n. I~ psychologica1effect ."Mel~ ,
mctha" is superior even to··The Simple Heal'tnby J!la~bett.
He wrote his narrative as the second in a collection. entitled
Three T(Jles~ so that it is pos$ible that Stein'slmpnlse to Write
about a lowly seryant girl came from her knowledge of PIau..
berts short masterpiece on the Ufeofa French Dune.·There is
a final good and important reason for remembering Stein'sworL
Among novels about the American Negro by both white and
colored writers. "~felanctha'" isa· nonpareil in itS total lack 01

race-consciousness.
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SEE THE F'UNNY PEOPLE

"..
1]

. 1UUtE AkE two billion people in the world, and perhaps

\

.... '. one hun.dred, andforty-e.ight milli.on in the United States.
, ,Throug1.t history. a few thousands here and a' few hundred
thousand$-in the world at large have been.engagedin the business
of leading the millions or at least in thinking about them and try.'
ing to understand them-or to manipulate them.
Understanding has come slowly, if·at all.. Among the few who
have really tried to understand, two approaches are mainly discernible: (1) to study people and dleir ways ·Jobjeetively," attempting to set up formulas which will explain people; and (2)
to court such experience of people that from it develops intuitive
comprehell$i9n.
Among the former are the scholars, a group of social scientists.
Among the latter are the leaders of men, including the politicians,
the traders, me publicists. Between the eXtremes are men who
partake of both characters.
Recent years have seen an upsurge of interest in the workings of
the People. Demagogues like Hitler and Mussolini and Huey
tong spent lifetimes studying men and ways of handling mem.
Businessmen have developed approaches for selling as much of
their product as possible to as many as possible. Henry Luce and
others have instituted studies of somedling called communications. Men like Gallup and Roper have develoPed controlled
methods of testing people for what they think:~ and the campuses·
social scientists have busied themselves with endless analyses•
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_Indeed. among the scholars there 'ha, $ptung up.number

who devote their lives to a field k:nownaspubUc opinion. a new
-kind of cc~enceu.,whichattetnpU to probe the mass' tnitid ud
mak~ senseout ofit, and which prodQcesillownpropagandapub.
lication.. Public Opinion Quarterly. Aniong dtevery neweR and :
the tnostetlgIO$Sing ofthek ptoduetf'ilthe '1S",page book of Dr.
Frederick C. Irion ,of the Uni-venltyofNewMexico: Public()pin~_
ion 4nd ProJHzg4nil4. •
Hi$ devotion to.the subject ~lts in ,3 pr,Oduet of~tion,
to one wllose relationships ytith the public have been tboseof
the uinstinctive" group,-the 'gJ:oup which through experien~e,
with and contact with reaetionsof tl1a$Se$·of ,people hope$ 10 get
to know-what people .maydounderchangingsetsofclrcumstanceJ
or stimuli.
lVhich side is likely to db better in its comprehension is bard
to sayftatly. But the more one reacis.il\ lrion,thcmore lIlonumental the pile of data and quotationsan4 i~onnationbeco,mes,'the
Dlore uscientifie" and ·'objective" the' approach-then the more

wariness develops.
.
This does not mean that what tb.escholars are dOing is noto£
interest and value. Irion's book is intenectually Milll:ulating" and,
it would be hard for the practical joum~torpolititian to read
it without coming out of the experie~cemore thoughtfuI-an.dlesa
sure of himself.

Nevertheless, that instinctivist is almost certain -to have the
more wariness from the 'beginning~ When '-an opening :$entente
says that Uit is the belief of 'the author that for an l1:ndersWlding
of human events in the United States toc:J.a.y.an appreclauonof
the inftuence of public opinion ·is 'perhaps. the most .important ,
prerequisite." your instinctivistcan but be -confounded. For' flU}).
lie opinion ;s opinion. No other "opinion", has anything like the
same order-of consequence- as that ~f the people. The degree of
public acceptance of the opinions of leaders i&the ultirnate gauge
• Thomas Y. Crowed Company. 1950.
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of the importance and validity of those opiniOl1$. Public opinion
is not molded-it moltb; and all the people, including dlO8e who
~inithey can mold the massei, spqng £rom the masses and owe
everything they have to them.
The businell of Itudying public opinion as a kind of adjunct·
to the' life and actions of mankind is little more than an inter..
esting pastime. Man in general leads men in particular. ~he few .
do not manipulate the tnasIe$ except in flashes of time,ut,tless the
masses deddetheywantthem to; the intel~jgence ofaU the people,
g~ven enough.time, is so far superior to that of any audent or
group that it is almost presumptuous to try to analyzeit.
You could get an analogy in the attitude of the truly religious
man toward effort5of this or that leader to explain and categorize
. God. The mass mind bears and uses the wisdom of history and of
men in so ultimate a way, so pervasive a faSh.ion, that one person's
work with it is puny.
Oft~n brilliant men follow preconceptions of their own intellectual kind in their studies of people. Moreover, they are convinced of their own superiority over people. They look upon
people· as somehow cheap, venal, stupid, gross, animal. They
know that thereis somethingwithin "superior" men which makes
their reasonsclearer, their comprehensions quicker than are those
of the ordinary individual: and they assume that, because of this
obvious individual superioJ;ity, they have also a superiority to the
masses, and a kind of celestial right to treat them as inferiors.
The politician must think of himself as a servant of the masses.
The scholar in public opinion tOO often cannot, or will not. Despite the fact that in this book there is a genuine high.mindedness,
an earnest wish that men could rise above themselves and lead the
lives of the gods,. there is the constant attitude that nearly everything which people do en masse is wrong.
Here isan effort to summarize some of what Irion thinks:
People do not think for themselves-they respond to the demands of
custom. Newspapen set up stereotypes of thinking and action which
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ue concerned largely with .ensationalbna.and the mlintCnam;e of the
status lJ"o. Radio serves the people. but ita dieap. The movie$ pic...
lUte a Puritan (i. e., trammelled) .Amerielnconsdence. Pamphlets;.
the arts, boob are betterltrongholckof r~ntthln thethitJ8S~e
people love in large nlltnbers. The dooc ·'CindeteUaand Mother"
are strong in_the Ametican ramny and the concept. lead 10 ittI.tion.
alities. . Churches enhance autJtority~ddepteci.te teuon. The
schools. too.. use ttereotypes to preserve thesfafauqflo. BuPrleslunot
interested in man's welFare.. Labw's vision is Ibnitedj although it xuy
become "dynamic i.n molding pub1itopinion:~ Govern~nt1:QOnQpO-_'
lizes men', thinking in war. Courts are lhe people's protecUon.-inst
themselves. Our highest values lie in the pursuits of wealth and preto
tige. The pUblic-is willing to hlveeitherwaror peace. Polls area
majorsoclal science invention of our age.
.

Is there nothing good in the people? Do people never break
with custom? Are newapapel'l interested only, in profits? Cannot
the people have a dghtto whatever~erema¥be inlbe movies
and theradio to assuage theirsulferingi Hasourpuritanbmgiven
us no strength to counteract its rigidness?
Could ~ot the la,ck of popu~arityof pamphlets, .the ans,and
" books sometimes indicate their defect in not representing-people'.
needs?
I should hate to see a life in which Cinderella and Mother 10K
all their sentimental value, in which the values set up bydlurches
were always treated as depreciators ofl'cason, in which there were
no traditionsin the schools, or in which busmessfailed to pr¢uce
usable things ina society whithinsists upon usirigthosethings•..
I should dislike an inhuman labor movement with Vnlitniteci
vision, I should fear the outcome of a war -in which the government-did not try to get iveryoneto participate in lOme faShion..
And this would be a poor~ country if no one in-it could seek
money -and prestige..
The· public opinionist, who scorns what he callsthepeopleYs
pattern thinking. appears to have some patterns 6f his own, lOme
assumptions that may arise from his asentia1 dislike of popular
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taste rather than from his euential understanding of people. It .
is fashionable among these experts to state that comic books, for
example, arc bad things; and Irionseerns to agree.
At lea.t two in1temgators, Katherine ~{. \VoIf and l\larjorie
Fiske. have decided that comics are merely considered dangerous.
They "1 comic boob arc actually fairly harmless and may be of
considerable benefit for lOme children who need. some kind of
such ima~tive reading.·
I think, nevertheleu, tbat Dr. Idon·s achievement is ofa higher
order than is found in other books of its kind, or for that matter
in most boob ofan academic nature in other fields.
It is uninterruptedly interesting, it is packed with information
and opinion organizedso as to keep the reader in a state of excitement and fascination. It is a superb job of organization. animation, and criticism of materials, done with personal honC$tyand
coutage. If 1 have been quarrelsome bere, it is not so much with .
Irion as with the many scholars he quotes who too often seem to
me to be motivated by a desire to prove that people are fu~y.
Contemplating the adage, uBoth men and women sprang from
apeS, but women sprang the farthest," the e~pertin this 6~ld is
likely to make it read: "Both people and specialists sprang from
the people, but the specialistssprang the farthest:· ..
\Vhich would be true for a newspaperman or a man in public
life only if it were ihterpreted to mean that some of the social scientists can appear to be about as far removed from the people as
it is possible to get.
• KutherineM. 'Volf and Marjorie Fiske. "The Children Talk abou~ Colltics:'in
Conununications R.esearch, 1948-1949; edited by ~aul. F. Lazatsfeld, professor of
lOdology. Q>lumbia University. and Frank N. Stanton. ptesident. Columbia Broadcasting System. Harper & Brothers. 1949. Comics, they dis((n'el'Cd. satisfy a real de~elopmental need in normal children and ate harmful only for children who are already ti)a1adjulted and susceptible to harm. They add: "Why comics Greromidered
dang~us and whethet their influence could be more nearly univenally beneficial·
ate but two of 'the main questions which, by settling more basic questions, this

study leaves to fulure in,"estigators:' There is reason to-IUSpect that ac.tuaUy no further in,"estigations are necessary: that comics are considered harmful because a few
l}-ped intellectuals have decided they are.

..
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over some of the tremendous tomes-

amount of'reader dmethey havecf;lnsumed. The authors have
worked. hard to provide reader interest (and ha~e frequently Jut, '(ceded) bilt the artofarou.singinterest and. the art,of rC'Oi'eating
a way of tifc·in,a paSt forgotten day are nottbe satJle thing. Few ,
oftbese modem literary, behemoths of history and;romance have
yielded the end,product,Idemand in fiction, which ista bringme· .
,the philosophy of an·age, the mora~andethi~lpatternitlthepe· .
dod, the ttlotivation and incentives for people to'Uvea. they did.
'VIlenone carriesaway koma book the knowledgeofwny people
worked to build the civilization of their ,era,what ~theyset
(over and above the need for·procreation and Jelf-preservation).
what ideals were in their minds, what incentives lay in .tbeir
heans-then as a reader he feels rewarded. Some of the sameaub..
stance that shapes our daily thinking andactinglies in'that book. '
As literature the book becomes one with ·tiving;in fact, it ma}!.
be more real,than living itself.
Conrad Richter bas been ten yeats writing threebooktwbich
deal with pioneer America. The latest is The Town$·. published
in March of the present year., 'the T1'~uappearedinthe.prin~of

",1

,

'~... '

• Alfred A. Knopf, 1950.
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(!MO" TlzeField.rappearedin 1945.Th~eeothersbottnovel$W'ere
written bytbesame aU~Ot in thisdecade. but never did he forget
, the._. PennsylV.ania~O~iO., scene of th.e Lu.ckett.. an
.• d. '.~ee.ler. '. £ami.

lies-,t)!pical of the people who were clearing awildeniessthere in
the eighteenth (en~ry and laying the foundationsofcontemP9raryAmerica. lV-orth and JaryLuckett. in The Tf'i1i!s, arethef~re
runnc1'$ of the clan: w~folk, hunting-folk, cabin builders.
Chauncey \Vbeeler, in The Town is the latest and ripest fruit of
the vine: city-bred, school-taught,. radical champion of lost ~usts.
Linking the pioneer to the parlor pink is Sayward fCSaird") Luck..
ett \Vhee1er, the staunch daughter who raised the younger Luck.·
.ett! after,their
mother had died and their .
father'
hadabandoned
' .
them all, and who- stood by the renegade New Englandatistocrat
who married her, guided him to his career as a judge, brought up
their chi1dren,one son to be governor, a daughter to be titled
Englishwoman. The Story of Thi1 Town is the story of Sayward
\Vheeler, but so is the story of the two novels which were the
Town's prede.cesso1'$.
Although the books form a trilogy, each is complete in itself•.
Reading anyone of them is likely to send the reader off to read
the other two, but that is the highest tribute to each. I believe ·The
Town is the finest of three fine achievements, for it brings to the
reader the gist of Conrad Richter's meaning in writing the other
books. Sayward \Vheeler hasseen the mother, Jary, die in the dark
woods of Ohio.\Vith her husband she has cleared a space for fanning. and made the earth productive. She has lost one sister to the
Indians, one brother to the frontier, and has built the rest of her
family into the fabric which makes a city. Her youngest and favorite' child repudiates her. as reactionary and cloddish. Yet she
never releases him from the strength of her affection. nor from
the support ~hich her material means can give him. To all-to her
unfaithful husband, her undutiful children. her patronizing kin
-she remains loyal. tolerant and kindly, appraising each in her
own terms of value. which have been fairly constant from her
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"youth. but whidl.arenot incapable of dtange,~1$wittteaher ~ti. .
, '.tudetowar4,thetrees.Shegrewuphatingthem. bttauset11eyshut
out'the sun and werejealoU5of th,e eattbmenwa'!itedto plow.
BeforeSattd dies.she.toob upon thettees as ()newith hcnelf.
something-that gripstJl.e ·eartlt,s!telters"hoU$e$,andunutishes..
She replants trees in the Square where once she l!adbelpedto
clear theniaway.
.
.
It is dear that Mr:R.idtter intend$Saird Wbeelerto serveasa .
symbol of dle' mainstream, of .American. tife. Her ·quiet, .steady
strength, her conservative thrift and her practicalconunonsense.
her $anereUgiousfai~, her lo}'altyto.her.famUyevenwhenth~
cost wascruel....thesesum up the virtues of the aristocratic middle
class ofAmerica. unabashed by-more elitecultures but notimperviousiotbeir values. Saird doesrnove with the times, but deep
down she remains the- unpretentious $hre-wdsoul she was as 'a
child. I believe-Conrad Richter·strilogy isbu,gteateSt achieve..
ment,and The Town the most engroS$ingof tbe three novels. In
the- light of twoof.bis other notable works,. The Sea ()f G7'Q$S and
The Free Alan, this ishigh praise indeed.
1

'

.

.-

. ,;:

Edward F. Castetter

.
B

P'IMA E'THNOBOTANY
explanation of the deceptive dde-By the
Proph.et 01 t~e Earth ··....;it sh?uld be~.inted o~ttbatthis
book IS a miscellaneous topical treatise-on PIma ethnoY WI.. Y 0 F

. '.

botany, artsand industries, games, legends and beliefs. The work
purports to be a treatise-on ethnobotany but actually only sixty• L s. M. Curtin. By The Prophd of the·&rth, San Vicente Fouridltion,.Inc.
Santa Fe, 1949. (A DOte on the San Vicente Foundation was gi\'et1 in our Winter,
1949. iaue.)
.

h
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tbreeoftbe one hundred fifty-eight pages are de-voted directly
this subject. One cannot refrain from wishing that the author. in
this book~ bad confuied her effom exclusively to Pima ethnobotany. ~ngtheningtbem by a much; more complete COV~
of the historical data. and had reserved the other unrelated sec..
dom of the work for a teparate treatise.
Pima and Papago speak the same language with but slight variations. They are combined under~ single name, The People, dif·
fetentiating themselves as Desert PeOple (papago) and Ri'e/tr
People (Pima) ,and it was not until after the mission period that
those changes were initiated which resulted in the formal Separ:arion of Papago from Pima. Because of their isolation, the Papago" otiginall)' far less numerous:than the Pima to the north and
east, survived numerically and culturally to a much greater degree than did the latter. Dwelling in a barren, inaccessible and
inhospitable country, thePapagoremainedrelatively isolatedand
have retained intact to the present mO$t of their aboriginal culture. Hence it is still easy to find many oldPapago informantswho
can report conditions as they were at the middle of the last century.
The Pima situation is quite different. Beginning in 1825"26 ..
with the entrance of the Patties, followed by two military expeditionsalongtheGila in the 1840'S and the goldriish days in 1849,
the Gila Pima were subjected to increasingly intensive white influence. The result has been that, since 1840, Pima history has
been one of pronounced cultural decadence. Dependable old
Pima informants, therefore, are not numerous and it is to Mrs.
Curtin's distinct credit that she has been able to recover so large
a store of ancient ethnobotanical knowledge.
Afrs. Curtin spent four seasons among the Pima, and during
this time she came into close personal contact with these Indians
in the field and observed directly the subjects on which sheTe-ports. As a result. her dat~ are painstakingly gathered and accurately recorded. This applies even to the presentation of botanical
0
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namesandinfonnation,in which sbehadtheasaistanee"of acapa~
hIe botanist, R.. H.. Peebles" Fortunately, too•.not only the botani·
cal but the common and-the native name isgiven for eaclt plant.
1.1te book also containS a bibliogtaphy and,agood, workable in.. '
dex. It is an excellent jobof beautifulboobnaking with fhlefot",
mat, styling and design; and, it is written in a 'warm,altthing
style.
Al~ough other investigatofShavefrom time to timepublUhed '
more or less niisceUaneousethriobotanica1dataon thePi~,the
author has brought together underonecover'a ,somewhat detailed, although topical,trea~ento£ Pimaetb~obotany. In aU '
she discusses approximately eighty plants from the pointo£ view
ofsuch assorted use$ufood and rneaidne"
.
In reading the ~kJone geuthe impr~ion that the investi..
gadon, in its inception lacked a unified purpose ud a well..
defined objective. This is RtOWll in the amountofdetailed diacuf.,
- sion devoted, in a chatty~ discursive manner,'tothe eighteen"page
section on informants and the inclusion of wholly unrelated sections and topics.
Despite the fact that the book is an eXcellent contribution to
the field of ethnobotany, it would have performed a much greater,
service if certain-extensions had been ,made. ,One wondel'$;for·
example, why the harvClting and utilization ofwheatshouldhave
been discussed in detail, pumpkins and ,gourd$-very' brieRy, and
such important crops as maize, teparies, tobacco-and, cotton tom..
pletely ignored. The author also makes the cC?mmon mistake of '
consistently fa~ing to give ,any'evaluation of specific-wild food
plants in terms of importance in native economy.. For ex.ample~
mesquite is discusseci"in SQme detail in its variety of uses, yet one
looks in vain for ~yranking inPlma subsistence of~isextreme.
ly ~mportant f~ plant, or any of the other plants discussed.
-~oreo\'er, it is very unfortunate that no'attempt has been made
to draw a line of demarcation betWeen aboriginal and bjstorie
uses of plants.

'.

t

(

-
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SCJENCE AND THE
EXTRA-SOMATIC CONTINUUM

_

when so much "is being said about the necessity
.
of tutting through barriers that separate the existing~·
. . .ences of man in their academic setting. it is a little difficult to know what to do with a serious proposal that a new..and
distinct JOCial science is neede<LThis suggestion is the basis of a
new book by Dr. Ldlie A.. '\Vhite~· chairman of the anthropolgy
department in the University of ltfichigan. and it makes the book
of more than passing concern to social scientists and thoSe others
who watch expectantly from the sidelines for the levolutionary
developments which will make the social sciences the oPen sesame
to man's long~elayedUtopian Future.
Dr. '\Vhite wants a ~ente of.tulture, to be called C~lturology.
Neither the idea nor the name is original with him, as he ac·
knowledges.. The name was coined about seventy-five years ago
by E. B. Tylor, noted British anthropologist. and recently. has
gained some popularization through the writings of Robert H.
Lowie and othe~ American anthropologists. The idea of the new
sdence has had some discussion in recent meetings of both anthropologists and sociologists, many of whom share Dr.'\Vhite's
idea that here is the obvious means of gaining more rapidly and
efficiently a systematic understanding of the cultural forces in human life•.
In a recent catchall review of the new flood of books on general
sociology, Floyd N. House observed that they have in common
principally their use of and emphasis on the ctcultural. approach:'
And cultural anthropology. with the same emphasis, has long

£

A TIM E

.

• The Science 01 Culture: A Study 01 Man and

Civili=ation~

Farrar. Straus and

Company. 1949.
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dcnninated anthroPology. Dr. lYhite. ,however. insistlthat -the
study of culture is not properly the wkot either the anthropoto-gist or the JOclologist_ For- it to be done pl'f>perlYiculture mUll be
. ~pai-ated ftoms«ieta1 concepts and treated althougbit.bad an
,existence quite apart from. human being$. Culture. ~,~••,. .- the
extra..o.matic c»ntinuum pfsynitiol·bomeevents. is not the ,Ja'qlt
thing at all ua tlasaof 1:eactio~ofhu~organisml(()Jwdeted'

individually-or collectively; • • ...the iptetaetion o£cultutal ele.
mentsis not the same thing as the reactiQIll.,or 'intetlcuons.of

humanorganisms.u
,
The whole book develops tbi$theme:what is 1)eeded Da new
and more restricted JCie~, to concentrate llporithestudyoftul· "
ture. In this it contrastS with the l'ecentwritings,oflOme ..th~O
pologists who claim that anthropology i$theJOC~l dence capable of giving usan understanding 01 human life for the very tta·
son that it is a catholic dence,. u$ingseveralapproadl~the physical, the historical. the social; as well udleCulturaltand it coil..
, trastS ~with the now outmoded view of pioneer sotiologists who
held that theirs was-thesupersocia1sciencedestinedtodiSplace
and absorb the' more pamculariwe sci~ces sudtas hbtory,eco..
n~mics, and political,science. ltcontrast$ as well with the move.ment taiing various £ol1l1$ in colleges and universitit$ in'thedi..
rection of interdisciplinary ~pproachesto~estudy of social and ,
cultural phertomena....the survey course. tbe Alllerican Studies
program at the graduate level,the intedield departmentalexpeti..
menU ,like that at Harvard where anthropologists,sociologists
and psychologists join forces in an instructional 'program,' and
Isuch developments in research a$lhe area study whicbeombines
the talents of cxj,ertsfrom various fields in the anatyal of a given
locality.
"
"
,~, Yet both impulses of this ambivalent trend ,stem from the same
JOutce-a deep-seated feeling among many ;social .scientists dlat
they are not doing their job well enougb;this, combintdwithtbe
inviting notion that there is aomew4ere a neat and-,ea.syaol"!-tion
{

,

,

,

",

r "
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suCh asletting Up a new science, the combining of existing social . scieocC$,orthe exaltation of one social sdence over the others.
'this deep-seated feeling is, iii many casesl so~ething quite differentfrom therauonallelf<riticism:which is a part of the growth .
process of any science. It often contains in it astrongnonrational
emotional element which is- obvious in the tone of the writings
di~ssiolis in which it is expressed. It may be explained in .
part by the tendency of the social scie~ces to attract manystudeilts
'who are temperamentally unfitted for scientific:: pursuits, but who

and

are pfUnarily'interested in u causes" and human uplift, who are
~·interested in people" not from intellectual curiosity but from
sentimentality. Such persons, in later professional years. find the

tedious pursuit of verifiable knowledge frustrating, just as they .
probably would finel work in the physical laboratory unexdting•
.Their ow~ frustrations then become generalized to the social sciences and are expressed as· impatience with the plodding pedestrianism of scientific method.
Dr.
is unhappy with his own science-anthropology.
. 'Vmte
.
<

Measured by this yardstick. anthropology has retrogreSsed considerably, especially since 1980. Science attained the culturologicallevel in
anthropology.. This is anthropology'S distinctive achievement and
mission: to formulate: and develop a science of culture. Tylor and
Dutkheim formulated such a science. Kroeber, Lowie, lVissler, and
others have carried it forward. But many students bearing the professionallabel of ffanthropologist" have been unable to ascend to the
culturological level and grasp the concept of a supra-psychological
science of cultural phenomena.

He is unhappy with sociology, a field of which he seems to know
a great deal.
Thus we see that sociologists think of culture as behavior, as social
process or interaction, as a factor in human behavior, or as a byproduct of human behavior. But they seldom, if ever, rise to the level of
viewing culture as a distinct and separate class of supra-psychological,
supra-sodai phenomena: as a process sui generis with its own laws.
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Yet, twO pageslatet. he quote. 'Wi~utl$tintedapprovt1T,lor·.
d~ti()nofcultute as u • • • tbatcomplex wholewbith includes '.
<

knowledge, belief, art. morals" law$, CUHQlll,andother (apabili.. ..'
des and "habits acquire« b,manos4 n,aemberof$ociel1(italiC$

"

·lDineJ.~·

. It it on the apparent failures of anthtopology and aocl..,logyto .
ftas<:end" sufficiently in their viewpOints tb~t J)1".\Yhite ~opoaes
.to erect a newadence, to do the job better. It wiUdeal not with a
distinctive subject matter·butwithone which already isa pICot..
.' c:upationof social scienti$l$l but it will deai with that sarne,ubject .'..
matter 4Sthoughitwef'e distinctiw. It wilIpr~videa,diftetclll
frame ofre£erence. from which will be e.xcluded"$uch substantial
realitiesasBesh and blood human beings and their behavior. This
frame of reference, as Dr. lVhite indicates, isnQt anewonc. but
is one rather that h~s~n used" and tested intmt $tageso~anthropological andsoaologicaldevelopment;andrejected hythem
as ··mysucism." It is at that point ofrejection, says Dr~ \Vltite,that "
pl'esentsocial $ciences began to retrogreSs.
"
"MoSt social scientists of today would beindined tQ Jee the mat· "

.
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ter di~erently.~n their view, it was at the point wb~re they t>egan.
to dispose ofthe mystical disembodied concepts suthas"thegroup
mind, national .spirit, and 'purely abstract culture that they :Cpo.
ened the way for scientific developm~nt in their various fiel~. As
the social scienti5t$ R. T. LaPiere and Paul Farnsworth write in
their Social P,sychology (arded., 1949):
It is now evident, although long overlooked, that there can be no
group life apart.£rom the individual hpman beings whOJe«luUng "
togetJier.forms the group. It is now alSo evident that there·~ be no

individual hu~n being apart fromthegroup$ in which and tW:ough
which he lives. There could be no pattern of family life if it were not "
for the existence of actual.Mr. and·Mrs. Smiths and their IOns and .
daughters••••

This paragraph is not describing the...e~ion -of the sodat
science!, but pointing out what its authors consider a mark of

~.
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progress. in the efforts of social scientists to master the material
'With which they work..
Getting down to *>lid earth may. not be very exciting. but it is
lCientific.. It is doubtful if a return to mysticism is going to be an
.answer to anything except, perhaps, the personal frustrations of
those who are a.ttracted. to it.

Nor does Dr. ,\Vhite seem particularly attracted to as completely a disembodied culture as he prodaims.. l.fost of his book
is sound, and should be very readable to those who know liitleof
anthropology orsociQtogy. In fact, the book deals with much that
is taught in every introductory sociology course.

Cumulative Index - * Back Volumes
Work on the Cumulative Index (Vols.. I-XIX, 1981-1949), previoU$ly
announced, is progressing. lVe expect to have it ready for distribu. tion some time soon. Because of its bulk, the Index will be published separately. but using the same paper and size of the Quarterly,
so that it may be bound in. Copies will be mailed free of charge only

to subscribers, and on request..
Back issues of the Quarterly are now available except: Vol. II, No. 1
(195l); Vol. III, Nos. 1,2,4 (1988); Vol. IY, NO.1 (1954); and Vc,I.
XIII; Nos. 1.2 and 4 (1943). Single issues: $1.00. In orders of four or
mote: 75 cents net, each, postpaid, insured. See announcement elsewhere in this issue in regard to the out-oJ-print issues. The price of the
the eight rare issues therein listed will. however, be the same as that
given above. The Quarterly is willing to stand a loss on these issues in
order to supply them to libraries and collectors.
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ACUIDE TO' THE LITER.ATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST XXXIV
7

,

.rT\ns.anSLIOG, ltAtaRY, aservi~ 0, th:Uni,\1eni,t1, of Ne!,,'

~, M~ICO'$ Research Bureau on utin Amenta andCUltutal Re.
lations in the SouthwestI' the Scboolof, Inter..Americ:an Affairs. the
Department of Sociology, and the New ~~"icoQ.utlTlerl,~ attempts '
to list. with $Uchthoto'Ughne$s "~ tin1e-' and resources pennit,alnent
"materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southw~t,as h.ere. de.
fined, includes all of New M:exico, Araona and -Texa'" and pUts of
Utah, Oklahoma,Colorado, Nevada and California.
,
The symbol (F) designates fiction; {J)b used to indicate inatenats
on the jU\1enile leveL
In order. to consen'e $pace and avoidneedIess repetition; :recurring
items of a general nature will be lis~ed only once ayear, -and for '~e
same Iel$On items from: periodicals that are indexed in theRe4der~ ,
, Guide to Periodical Literature, the £ducation Index, and the International Index have be:enelimina.ted. .
,_,
Included in this .issue ~ mainly thO$C titles which were p~blished
or came to our attention between'hfarch land June I, 1950.
f,

BOOKS
AD.uu", KL"NETa M. Portfolio o/litho- ,
Vep!u. Albuquerque, Univenity of New
MexiCO P~. 1950•..$6.50.
'
AuJlNctON.. lUCHAJU). D. H. lAwrence:
1'Orlrait 0/_ ~ilU but ..... New York..
l>uel1.S1oane~ 'Peatce, 1950. $3.75. "
AMsDEN, cn.w.rs Avuy. Prehi$toric
SoI&th",nterneff from ,bautmdff to
pueblo; with an inttoduetion by; ~
V. Xiddef.,loI Angeles, Southwest Mu·
IC:t1m, 1950, $••15. (SpedU Publication)
ANIlUWI". llosuT DoUGLAS, RuDy~
Gr~d. de'] in the mot"i"&:. itood; New
York, Q)ward·McCann,195O. $!·50. (F)

DeD\U

! •

~

..

in 1858 and dUl'ing the.Civil

Wu.·

•

,

~.
!

AsIlTON" '\VtNnnt J. Vokt i"-thcWat;

biO,,geJ>h10,If II ptoneer ftetlJ$jJd;tr:,'.,_ New
York, DUell. SlOan ,Ie Pearce, 19501 $s.oo.
About the Deseret News.
BwNCTON,S. H•. NIIV4jtX, pit" lind
tpmfom,r. New York, Gteen1)Crg, 1950.
$5050·
,.,
koDIE,S. DAN. U ,ears::q" ",htt.Ccli/o,.
nle Ditliron.. 1882"1948; ITt' hut~ol
/0016«11.' the UnititiJit1 DI Cf!li!orni..
JJerkel~.Olympic Publi1hmlQ).. 1949.
$5~

,

881

i

b
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CAl&T, ltOlP'rJ. The 'rexu boTtkJi

1Om~"

e""

the Sqvthwtttm. St.ttl; • report of til.
lC1t4 t~u~ fJrrJitd." Chapel
Hill. UnivcnityolNortli CUotinaPtaI..

rt~ottM

boT4erlinm. JndiaJJapolil, BobbiMeniU. 1950.. $5.00.
"
Q.n...\....!># ltOJUT GtASI. TAil r81clm
breed 01 Wlttt",the f~len4 fur IT.·
ers 0/ 'fie $outhwtlt. New Yotk, ~pf.
1950. ' ....00.

$1.00,

the ~I?J?WGil. end Huteo e~4S in NnJ
M~ieo ,nd T~xu. Cambridge, Peabody

the Paci6c~ 1950, $5.00. (California Hia-

O»c1o\~, ~~s Bl.~TON. C~

of

MU~Di,

1!K7, $6.25- (Pape" v.... No.
t)
.
Czu.~QWSkJ, Ltratt K. Dentts of tltl,

Ctzli/omicd4ys.Palo Alto, Pacific Boob,
1950, $s,QO.

DA

C\ltAaA,

XATHLUN. Lar~do on. the

Rio Grande. 8m Angelo, Naylor Co.,
IM9- $5.00..
DlL'U, KALMAN J. Problems of tRlnsi·
'tion itt Pomona J"tdley. ClamDODt,
Foundation for Regioilal Economic
Studie., Claremont ~ten·. College. 1950,
'1~5.

Et.WOOi:t, Mt'altt.. A~tdnst the lide. IndianapoliJ. Bobbl-Mc:rriU, 1950, $3.00.
(F)
FL"il"<tU" PRYUU R,UD" compiler. COf,I)·
boy', cowboys, cowboys; stories of feX'nd·
ups .nd rodeos, br.nding and bronco..
busting. New' York, Franklin Watts,
1950, $1·50~ (J)
FDCCS$ON, llu"n. Gr.n' 01 iif!gdom.
New York,. ~rorrow, 1950, $S.oo. (Ii)
GAl.'li5l!:V, MODIS E. America',. new {remtier; the mountain West. New York,
Knopf, 1950, $5·50'
HAt..U."iuC&.. CUl"E. The journey of
Fray Marcos de Ni:a. Dallas, Uni\'c:nity
Presa in Dallas, 1950, $10.00.
HE.'''Y~ ROBDlT SELPH. The story of the
Mexiclln W.r. Indianapolis. Bobbl·Merrill. 1950. $4.50'
Hon~ C.UOL. 'Johnny TextU. ChiClgo.
Wilcox &: Follett. 1950, $z.750 OF) Texas in 18S4.
HOU50MD, HAIOLD~ ed. The
and
economic significance 01 land tenure in

soci.,

19$0. $6.00. _

".
HouSE,. BovCE. Tau 1'1l,lh", .nd other

poems. San Antonio, Naylor Co.. Igso,
"

..

"

HUNT, R,ocsWtu., ~II. Ccli/omic't"
stetely httll 0/ filmt. Stockton. College of

torieal Foundation. PubUQtlons••)

JAMtJON, WEST. The

'.nd oj the So14tll-

wtst. Sat1 Antonio, Naylor Co., 1950,
$1.500 Poems.
MANGOLD.. Iu
Cl." McGuire.
New York,. Rinehart. 1950, $1·75-- 00

eo.....u.n....

'MEANs., Fr.oatN«Z 0tANNnt.. AND ~
M£M"J. "The rilt.'tr flt~ce. PhUaddphia.
Winston, 1950~ $I·SO· UF)
O·.K.Mtt~ 'WALTD. CouJNs. Sura. in. Jhe

sly, the HoPi Indi.", ol the Athon&
mete ltmdl. Norman. Unh'ttSityof Okla·
homa Prest. 1950, ${.oo.
PECIC.. ANNE~IEunlA.".
Southwest
roundup. New York, Dodd, Mead &: Co.,
1950, $1·75·
.
PHELPS, M.u.cAUT. G.rtl ad Goldera
Boy. Philadelphia, Macrae-Smith, 1950.
$1.50. OF) Eastern boy on ArbOna

ranch.

Pouo, Er.I.A WJU.lAMJ. The wind's in.

the west. New York. Macmillan. 1950.
$1.50. (JF) Arizona.
. .
RmCHAJtD, GLADYS AxA.'"'])A. NU'Ghonligion; Clltudy. in symbolism. I vol. New
York, Pantheon BOOb; 1950, $7.SO. (Bol.
tingen leries. 18)
SAUNDnSOS.. MOST H. Wt'.stem land' .nd
water use. Norman. Unh-ersity of Okla·
homa PfCSI, 1950, $3.75.
S~(fmJO HEnv NASH. Virgin land: the
A.menctln Waf GS symbol and myth.
Cambridge, Han-ani University Prell,
1950. $4'50'
Wur~ RAv Bn..'EDlcr~ Roc1cy Mo"ntdft
cititS. New York. Norton. 1949- $4.00.

PER10DICAL ARTICLES
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
Cutv:t"c" J. "State department of agriculture:' CdlifomilJ Citrogr.ph.. 55: 148150. Feb. 1950.
ClLUiO, C. W. "Effect of long-time aop-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss3/1

ping on IOn p'ro~nie. in northeastern
New Mexico.' Soil ScimceJO 6g:559·,68,
l\fay 1950.
FUI.LEJt. V. "Acreage limitation in federal irrigation projects with particular ref-
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to the central Valle1 Projett in ' Spri~~Arl. .!' .Pl.'taw,. It: at..
california, with ~:. 1011,""'01 61. April 1!J50_
. . . ..
.f'UIlt£t'ottomkt.J'I.PL2;~,Ncw. ~tlfJf Q.AU~~ .ulo'wl·md •.u-1949.
.
tOWS,. Itr Ilf1Jlt~kq" Itt SG-GG. Much..
. . - .. : .'
JACUONI'.J<m;-tB. 'I'qte pueblo . . . April ••950<- '" .
eteQ(e

~"$otllhJ&ft$tR~j. 35;' l07"US, ~~, !DWl."N.~1)EIt$I..)t.Q:o. "fA
, SprIng 1950.
' ,
.. pit boule titt ·beaf ]kIm, New ld~.·'
lttur, W.. P.. 4."lDOTHDJ. ··SoU ..1intt, ElPN.aoi!17~ f0-41• Feb.lgso-.
in Idationro irdptioo:· Hilprtli418:

GM-665, 1949.

~..GtON~&L""~'.tiQtlZUn..

mit N~N~~koPrtJJ~l$U»MlEtt&a~

XtttNlW&Y, ht:MosT.l-TCIi-doUar..b o.
nUl toltoo." N", Mtxito" 28: ll-I'.4!May 1950"Lh'eStOCt ni.lmben... ,Fttltr.l Rtstn't
&ltl 0/ X.tuU' City. Mcm'hr, RtviftJ,
35: I-S, Feb. 18, 1950'.
".People"s land: should U~Ie' Sam re..

.-...d Contr«t()r'jOcl:1. Mltdl.gso. '.. ' .~ . .

1950.

Rm...,-' .fJttivtrrity. Divirtit.y SChODI
Bull~tiJt,f$6: 5"19'
'
. .

«,

Jadnmbefot'e Q:ll~mbuf.

1l~'~~1t.A!\~ "Ht:aliJlt~
nial in MonUDl~t valJ..e)'rlimt', J,;

"

q-*s. Match 195Q.Sabd ~n.tmr.. .

KtU" llma F. ··BUffalo huntin~fetish

jar." El P.l.do" 5~: "l·ltl, Ma, 1950.
linquisb. hiJ stewardship of 400P00A06 Ktc~" o."bt;.. "~ioPI,. ot
a~" dmtrit.,. Fortsti,s6: 11"14, Jan. dealhUlODKtheSOUthwestemh,\diaNr
S!'-'YDD~ Bn.r. '~ere 'We JtaDd

'with
wooL" Nat M~x'.tOExtimion.NeJ.'I, 3Q:

M(1)ntOIt" JOItti C.·~\'ltion.Ql CO..

• , Marth J950.
boninaJit~ 1!K9." Pl.tteu.. u:68"4.
.
\VJW.ACf, ilOIo.T F."Western ·rum . Aprill!:J50. . ' .
artaI in ~'C) world wan."'. JOlltNl'O! MQro.. TIIOMoU V.'torhe JlOlWe11Mu.
Fcnn.EcOJtomia, 31: 81"9l, Feb. 1950.
teQ$:' El P_leio" ,57: 8o..sJ. Mll'dl

ANTHROPOLOGY, .~RtHAE()LOGY
AND SOCIOLOGY
.'

Asnov, MAaoor. ··ThecoJXepl. of m0tion as the pI>"chologital leitmotif of
Na"-aho life and literature:' JO"rMl o.f
Americttn Follclore, 6$: 45-56.. Jan...
March .1950.
Bo\'D~ WIWAM C.
Lyq G. 1'$0\'».
"The blood group and types. of the Ra";

"'"'1)

.

mah Na\"Uo." ::ifmmc«" JO""IIII Of
PhysiCGl Anthropology, 7:569-574. J>ec.
1949.
BUL'l\O-, Tm:ooou TonE. nArizonamuIe\1DU:' AriwncQ.r.urrterly, 6: 19~.
Sprint 1950•.
BnNE, EpWIN V. "The Pueblo Indians
of New Mexico:' 4merk4", 81: 717"'71g"
Much 15. 1950. Reli~OUIlife_

.

"

'cOLTON, HuOJ» S. 'IThe aetbitieS of the
MuJeUm. of Northern Arizona and aIIQ..
dated laboratories and 10me of iU more
u~t ~." Pl.te4u" lI:

55-60, April

195°,

CoLTOS, lLuotD S. ··The Mweum in
19(9."P1Gle41l, IS: 77'84. April 1950.
Annual report of MuJeWD of Northe,m
Arizona, F1a~ff.
DA."lJOs" Eow~ A.'l\D H.uor.D E. MOUlE.

"CaIa MalpaiJ. a fortified pueblo .ite at
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J95O.

SCHturA.~",

Awtt.'l'. "Fte·Coluinbian
towers in the Southwest.u Arrttric4f1t4;a· '

fiquity, 15: ~S8'197iAllril 1950•.

SIMfSON; CJ.At.1Ot M. ·'Captain lint u4
the 'Third HOUte·~.. WnttnJFo.l1clore.

g:101-uo.AptiU950.

.

TUOMPSOS., .HuStOs. UAtomJ

and

th~

morning .tar.." Tire Land" 9: It".-5.
Spring 195()'. Indian dantel wime-ed
near ,I",()I A1an:K>I.
ToaIN,S. J.. "Notet on· Site No. 1. ca"
hone. ruin,lOUthweuetn Colorado...
SOilthfl:tstem Lore" .5:.t6-~. M'arch,
1950·
'
TOl!LOt.rst. ]OIEJ'H H. Th~·Mi#iOft fJ!
Son Gr~gono de: 466; ;# f'elH>rl on the
excftWtion

."tlf'ti""r of .. MJtnteenth

century NeJI) MexICO inii$icm. Sdlool of
American Reteatdi. Monograph lS,
1949· .
lV.w:.u¢lf" WJUJAlof JONU. ~'~~ "'a.li.
anti of·,Demon Dancer".'" Western Folk·
lore, 9:' 1:41....6. April 1950.
'VAU.alCU.. Wn.u.ur JOsu."s~
American de\>u lore in JQUthemCOJO..
rado~" lVntcm F"'lcl~c,,9: '50--55. Jan.
l~.·

Wu~

,
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are ~inr_n Ari%Ott& Q....."nz,. G: sa-

601 Sprlne 1950-

WHOQ'. kHJAJlt!f to. "An Amerian
Indian·JIIOdd of tbe univene." Ittttr,..,i<nNl]owmcl 01 4mnkc", U"".ii'kti lG: 6'7"71, Aprill!)50.

~ the twktl Te:wt:' SotItJawat :R~Vttw.SS: 88.gs.Spnnr
Nee.oll"'!', lOllPll MM,m,.. SatD. The
'fole of tit.. t'1"",h n4 ,lte toile itt . t~l(1~ntt <lIthe Hrly 4...,... i .. New
Mexico. Tbail, Unh'Cl1ity of Pemuyl-

'950.

.

~'Uia, 1948.
AllT! .,.ND UTEltATURE
Mon....c" ALn:m. "Cdtkalsut\"e'f of art
AnT.. Gl'StAYE O. "Four JtUI in Cali· in santa Fe,. New Mexico, U.s.A.It Art.
fornia'a: Jiterary firmament.." Histonc.z ut,39: 1&-17,.· ~(arch 1950Society of bthera C~i/omi•• Q.U4ITtn. NAJO!(, THlLJIA CAK1'RLL uTIle world
and New Mexiro:· NQI Mexito Q.ucrtu1,,51: J59·1 7I,Dcc. 19f9.
.
kJut, DosAtI>. "The drawings of Jack Iy, to: 88 M, SprinJ 1950. Sutve1 of reGa&CStuk:' 4meric.,. 4ftilt" 14: 45·.7. cent boob.
PL"il,"iU,t JANItt. "The Natz1erJ, mutCl1
Matth 1950.
of
ceramiC an." America A.l1ist, 1.:48~. TltOlIAS. "The bitt~!' crop."
.
....,,%OI'I4l Q.u.rttrly,.6: J6.M. Spnnr 1950. 51. March J950.
TICHY.
MAltJOkm
F.
'IThe
Florence
McShort story•.
BoYD. E. ·'The literature of santOL" Cormick collection of S ~ colonial
$outhllJtJt Rmew. 5S: 118-14°, Sprine art"· El P.I..ao, 57: 35-4°. Ftb, J95O,
WAnoS, Ea.-.Dr \V. "Pruett Cuter,"
195°·
.
)Sou.. E. «Two ettRR\'ings from La Amtrk.n 4rlist, 14: aG'31, 71-';6, Match
PuebIa, Mexico." £I PIIIJlCio, 57: 115-117, 1950·
ZIGIlOSlD, CUI.. "Howard eoot." New
Aprn 1950.
eu."tt%" Fuy A1ltcwoo. ·'The black Mexico Q.uarterly, to: il-aG, Spring
ewe." NtTII Mexico Q.auarterly, to: 41-49. 195°·
BIBUOGRAPHY
Spring 1950, Shott ltory.
DAWSON, Mt.1'JIt. "Southern California
OU.TSWa.TIf,t ELizAUI1I. "The ender at
TiIOf," Southwtst Rntiew, 5S: 114. De1'f'Spapen. 1851'1876: a short hist0I)'
and a cemUJ. Put 1:" Historiccl Society
Spring 1950.. Poem.
of Southern Cllli/omy. Q,uarterly.. at:
DE GoLl:D, E. "Coronado's northern ex- 5-44. March 1950.
.
ploration." Southwest Rn';ew, !IS: 115113. Spring 1950. Criticism of Bolton',
BIOGRAPHY
Coro~o.
Bfl.....', JAMn FM...... KUN. "Jamea FrankDCNN, DoIOTHY. "Indian painting can
lin Bums, pioneer." Hist~ Soriety
pr.ogress." EI P.1Gtio, 57: 99-108. April 0/ Southem C.li/omic. Q.auarterl,. 51:
1950·
61.00. March 1950.
EMUV,. bu.Y. "Wool embroideries. of "Frederick Webb Hodge." El P.ldCio,
New Mexico: notes on lOme of the Span- 5'1: 153-156• May 1950.
ish tenns.JJ El P.,lmo, 57: 14S-151. May HUItD. ClLuus W_ "Mr. and Mn. Henry
195°·
S. Gilman, pioneers." Co(orMlo Itt.g.:ine,17: 151-134, Apri11950'
FU:rcIlD,JOIIS Got,'LD. "Coyote in darknea." Arimn. Q,uarterl,. 6:4, Spring "James Graham McNary." El P4lGtio,
1950. Poem.
57: 91• Mateh 1950.
FIlEEJIAN, MAn. "D. H.uwrencc. pre- KIMBALL, Nm. W_ "George P-L Kimball:
.view of a basic study." New Mexico actor. editor. pioneer'" Colortulo NagaQuarterly, to: 76-84, Spring 1950.
:ine, 17: 89"95. April 1950.
HAWLEY.. FLOItL"iCE. ·'One Na\-:lho's life
McDosALD, MIS. G. T. "William Brownprobletn!." New Mexico QUdrterly, 10: baker." Colorado Magazine, 17: 119'110.
105~log. Spring 19))0. Review of GregoApril J950.
rio, the hand-trembler.
- NEWMAU. MARCO. "Charlea Fletcher
Kou, EMIL "Sketching on the Califor- Lummi5o" HistoriCGlSodety of Southern
nia coast"· American Artist, 14: 39-43, CaUfornid, SS: 45-60. Marth 1950.
March 1950PADCm, JAMEST. "Colonel William'H.
LEAcu, JOSEPII. "Crockett's almanaa Da)': Texas ranchman." SouthfIJestem
0
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eaUfemrla." Con~, 5': 81-85,-Aprll
1

950.

. CONSERVATION-AND

ltECLA¥A1'ION
, AVlIYI lJtN~·'Rain J:O~ng in 'Arizona."

Reel,mlltion £".,30: Sg.go. May 1950.

B~, HAuVWn.uAJt. Upper Colo-

.,tztlo R.~ Com~t•. Com~t, ~tert4
into ,Try' Ihe St,tito' 4tizoM,GoloratlQ,
N~ Mexico, Ut,h 4nd, W,om;ngon- the
rlth day of October 1948 todetermi~
the n"ghts dnd obligclti01flof these
Silltes .,es~dingo iUtt anel tIelivtTia 01
WlIter 01 fhe up~ b«sin of the Colo.
'f~o RIVer. U.S. 8ntCongl'$, ,1st ses-

of FIItM Economb~atiPt. s: 955~.

, NOY.1!H9~

.'

,

"sa'at ~,and'a'JOCkweir!"l"H$ett~
J3: ,.May 1950.. Map udtext.nowmg
dimsonlOwerCoto~lU~.

'
"U. S• .and MexicoW111 diVide C()It$and
CQll$truetion wort fot .... $46~JUi~
earth. daln on lUoGrandc,," W4tma
Construction. Heals, '5: 8ti~$81: April 15,

·95°·

,- ,

"Wben ",fit Elephant Butte LUe become: £1glbant :Butte:. Mud' Flatrt• ,NftI

Mexi!;o Ptolessiond EnJ.iMer andean..
fractor,~: 3. ',s•.I7. April 1950· '
WINSLOW, DA\'JD c.. "Spottlisbing in

slon, 19491' senate J)oc:urnent,8.
IOUthwQtern inland watett as a. (OJlSe'o
quence watetintJX>unchnenL" Texu
C~ 'It. "'Vest·S5-waywater problem.·'
A.meriCdtl Fortsts, 55: 10-11. Nov_ 1949. Geog-aphic Mczgczune,l': 14·lO, Fall
Ft18ltMAN.. \Y". U. ·'Federal
aid to irrip· 1\949tiondc!elopmenLf • lollmezl~f F,rm
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS.
Econom.'"",st. Pl- t: 9651»'5. Nov. 1949.
SQClAL AND ECONOMlC
GlAm, RuS$Ut. X. --New lake in the BAt!.EY" \Vu.n~:o. .leA typolOgy o{ Ali· '
desen..• Reclam4tion Ef~ 56: 10-7a, zona
cormnuntues:' Economic Geogta.
Aptill95~. Lake Mead Recreation Area.
f!h"
.16:94·104.
Aprll 1950.
1J..woDt, Ct.YDf:., wI'he blooming deterL·'
BoYLE,
CJWttES
It. "TheAri~na plan:'
Ntw]'ft~ito.. 18: JO. 45·44. Aptil 1950.
Discovery of undetg1'Ound water reo Employment Se.curity Review, 1'1: It-14.
May 1950. Campaigning for jobl for
~rceJ.
veterans.
~ lIENl>DSOY~ 1lA.~DAU.. --Theyre closing
, tbeg;iles at Davis. Dam:' lHsertl IS: 5-6. CAVENDD, GI:ORCE A. AND hAN~ G. VAN
rOl:rRtET. "Colorado labor makes pro-'
8'9. May 1950.
gt'es$." A.merican Federationist,. 57: 16·
IJrrrI ~OL. ··Fortifying Fort Sumner:'
Reclamation. £r4,36: '14-75. Aptil 1950. 17.!S. l\fay 1950.
HMS, THEODOItE H. "Administration
New divemon dam on P«oalUver.
and self-gOve:mmenL" The American In·
HOl'F~ GoaDbN AND J. Guny Wwos.
"Like your lOU? then keep it," N t!flJ dian, 5: 4D-047. Spring 1950.
AlexiC()' Extension News, ~: 5. March LA. FAJtCE, 0Lm:L "Apache chief-I949
model:' The A.mmclIJf Indian, 5: 3.16.
1950.
Spring 1950.
Hu~'T, LEE O. "Teamwork wins in
VAUX, BENIlY J. "An economic·statistical
southern caufomia'" Soil Constn..'tItion, anal)-sis
of lumber ~uiremenu for
15: US-zI6. May 1950.
Califotnia housing:' Hilgarditt, 019: 465Httn PElU. IIA change in the weather 500. ~tarch 1950. '
of opinion.·' The lAnd, 9: 57-63. Spring ,
DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
195°·
CAL\'IN", Ross. "Adobe builds a church:'
l\ftlJlPJty~ JOlIN PATIlICL "The c;ompre·
hensive pran for flood control and reo Ntw Mexico", 18: 1,·1!. 35. 37.38, March
clamation in the Middle Rio Gnmde 195°· ;
Valley:' 't{t!flJ l\fe~ico Pro/tmonal Eng;. CllAn:z, Fa.\Y ANGELICO...Aztec or Nanter and Contractol', ,: 8'9. It. April huatl words in New Mexico 'place
1950.
~
names." El Palczcio, 57:109-ul. Aprll
R£ICII, WILLIAM. "King Cotton in Cali·
195°·
fomia"· The LandI 9: 65-71. Spring CUAVEZ, FItAY A"iGtLtco. uNeo..Mexicanisms in New Me.'Cico place names'" El
195°·
Palacio, 57: 67-69. Match 1950.
'
SELBY, H_ E. flImJXlrtance of irrigation
in the economy of the West:' Journal DMPEIt, BENJA..\ON. "Where tbe buffalo

of
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GENEVIEVE POllT'EI.FlELD
yieWed fl'Oal the ~ 1bNeI."Gfoloci"

"'S«Wty o/A.mtric«. 8",1";,,, 6a: 41S454. lIay a950·
YcG~11f, M. G. "Uranium m:overy at
M'outicdlo:" NininK ...orI4, II: 11-13-

April 1950.
Itwott, 10HN H.. ·'P.h)'1iopa~ b·
lulU of the Panamint R.aiJ~.Califor.
nia:' Gtolo(kd $Ockty Of A ~
Bulletin,SI: go.U4.Feb. 1950.
M"tUlNJlt.. FUI) F,. "An ~le in the
Tintic District. Utah..' Rocb end Min.
ercts.. 15: 'p-l", 179- March·April
J95.Ct.
Mt!L,,(CH,O.B. "Rccent anal). . for age
by lead tatiot.!· Cholodclll Sociely 01
Ameritl. Bullelin.. 61: IIg·131. Feb.

1950'

~

Wri6catiol'l at Buker
I>orDe. New Mexico:" New Mexicct ProftssioMl Engirtetr and Conlraetor, I: 4.
II'J~ Aprillgsot Southern Union Gu
Company•.

"Natural

o. "sanJ~uin Va1J~

P~o,paw.n

AMociauon-loeaI orgamzauon bendits
by diteet,. realistic approach to prob"Jemt:' 1"4t~ent Pelroleum Associa·
lion of "merit... Bulleti".. 10: 14·16.
April 1950.
h.lCE.. WlUIAN E. "Cenozoic gravels on
the rim. of S)-c:amore Can)"On, AiiJona."
G~logical Sockty 01 America. Bulletin,
61: 501·508. May 1950.
.
lluD.. CHAJtLU A. «A preliminD')' an·
nouncement of anew mammalian f_it
locality in the Pliocene of Arizona..'
Plaleau,. at: 15-77. April 1950.
SmD'S, \VII.J.LU( L:rt. "PcdUnent con.
cept applied to Shinarump and similar

"

conglomerates." Geologacjl Societ, 01
"merie... Bulletin.. 61: 91-g8, Feb. 1950.
Swn."iUt. ROBDlT l\fALOOUI. "Golden
trend of aouth-e:entral Oklahoma'"
4mencan ..fs.fooation Of Petroleum GeolOgists. Bulletin, S4: S86-~u. March
1950·
WID~ ROIlD.T W. "Volcanic geology of
Toowa Valley, southern Siena NC\-ada,
California:" Geological Society o/.tfmerica. Bulletin,6.: 349-S57, April 1950.
WOOD. JOIl~ A. "New Mexico's perlite
industry:' New Mexico Miner and Pros·
ptetor, -11: a-s. April 1950.
GOVER.Nl\fENT AND POUTICS

eu.-.r. DoItODIY I. UNew Mexico retains

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss3/1

priawy.~N.uout MtmkifMl BnMw,
39: 135'130. Na'l960HIlUS, ~ ~tit'e~ of

1Din~indUftl1••• N""M~xkoMi'Mr

C'It4 PiofPKtor, 11: l'S, JIatch 1950.
CH.w.u lS. -rbe ~ica!I

Jll'J)AH,

puty in New Mexko.- AJ!*1ueJque.
Univenity of. New Mexico, ~ t
of GoveriuDent.I Diviliorl of Itetearcb.
PublicatiObl" ao,l9{g.
PAltION',. M.u.eor.x :B. "Putr mc1prea.
IUM ~tiain AriJooa'., oppoIitioa to
~~. lU~ ~t." P«ijic
HQtoritcl" Bruse.., Ig: 47"'58. !'eb, 1950.

v. L

HEALTH
'~eJDediQl

pioDem."
Nt'IJ Mexico, 18: 15, 55t 5'1, May 1950".

AD.uu,
Fo~,

Fam T. "'The health 01. the
American IncUans:' Thtf Amniccn In·

dum,s: 47'51. Sprinr 1950.

GOIlDoN, HAny H. "Some facets of the
ColoradolmDature infant PIOllUL"
The Chit, , 14: 15t-154, 16t. April 1950New l-fexico. ~t of .Public
Health. "New Mexico State ~ for
hOlpital constroctioo, llevisioo No.1.
May II, 1949- Amended Jan. 5. 1950(published as v. 16, No. I of NefII Mexico Hellllh ODicer, dated June 19.{8.)

HISTORY
ADdJo, Am'oSIO. ··Atmijo'• .ioumal of
1819'30: the begi.' ~Io0f trade between

New Mexico and
. rnia with an introduction and notcs by LeRoy ~ Hafen:' Colorlldo Ma&IWM, a7: 110-131.
April 1950.
'.•
Ct'UEN, Aamn E. "GlimpICI of hiatory: land appraisal fOf" construction of
Elephant Butte Dam'" New Mexico,t8:
1143, May 1950.
DoBn:, J. FaA."'L "Trail driving a hundred )"Can ago'" JPatem Honemu,. 15:
6.,., «-46, March 1950.
EPSTDN, DANIEL l\f. "The California
gold tush as ~rted by the Metihll11
Stdt~sman.u MiChiglln History, 34: 19·
18, March 1950.
Fncusos, DA...... "Austin College in
Huntsville:' Southwestern Historiccl
Quarterly, 53: S86.~O!, Aprill95Q.
Gunn, WlLUAM S. "Two Arizona forest lieu land exch:mges:' PtlCific Historical Review, 19: 137-1~9- May 1950.
KL"iG.

l\{JtS. AcSES. "Commodore

Came

and the Mount Blanca gold rosh.
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GUIDE TO 1.1TEJlATV.llE OF SOUTHWEST

sSg .

Color" Jl.,aiM~ t7: l07-uo.April

SPAHGUa, 1). W.wrhe ~ Cbutd:\
1950.~t H~~.*ColotwloN.·

NeCAnt. G. S. NA
.• trl~tchbon...

DM.27: UOoolJ8.Aprillgso...

IlAcFAaLAND, JORN C. "Doct lSenilO Wil-

wstmt

.

....

~ to Laurette, .
.* ColQ<oV~ fMNkZ.~JObit WiUibt Mal"
1'_0 NqaiM~t7: 95·101, April 1950.
let aJ:M1 the UniYetiity ofTexu."~th ..

ton:" HiJtoricd ~

Histotbl ~...t'I'l1.5'~ 4.11"
.

of Sdl&thern' . us' AprUI950-

C~iI0f1lic.Q"""nI1.3t: t7S-.1gO. Dec.. W~j W!LUAlI s. ·'An.~,~tth
19f9- About lSenjUllin Dlvis WllIon.
to tOUth .PltnC1 in the inter-mountain.
Poor... WIU.lA1l C. ~ battle of DoYe . area -of weStClll ~•• SottthflH$tma
Creek." Sotaltwutmt Historical· Q..... 1Hre,1s':U'"57. 1laJ;Ch-19$0. .
..
ter", s,: 367·,85. April 1950Wam-un.tt,~ P.. "The.cowboy
~ CHAuD. "EspiritU Santo: an . -sinner or Aint,tJ NftJMt~ko Hlstod·
enly Tc:DI cattle tanCh: T~x., Gt- alRetIiew,15: 8g.o108,Aprillgso.
opphic NqciM, IS: 11-15, FaU 1949.
t

.....

.

,
. l'

REPRINTS OF
"A GUIDE TO THE LlTERATUU OF THE SOUTHWEST"
From 19-11 to 19{8 reprinu of this bibUopM)' were made uworkirlg eopieJfor
libraries and students. A few copies arc still anUable attollowa: .
.
.NOI.

.1-.paid.
(Ind cd. miledand bound to.gether inmimqtaphed form) .. pott50· cents.

NOI. 9"1' (Nos. 1'-18 joiJlt ilme) • poItpaid. 15 omtseach.
NOI. 5. 6. 'I and..g are out of print.
'
ThOle interested may order from:
.

THS IJNIYD.Jln" OF lSEw imQ(XJ

.

. NEJV AfEXICO QUARTERLY .,x85AU1t.tQt!~uz...~.J(.

BACK ISSUES
Several libraries are interested in completing their collections of the
New l\fexico Quarterly. The following issues ate exhawted or 'Yea

Karre:

. '

VOL. II, NO.

1# February, 1932
VOL. Ill, NO_ I. February 19S8 .

May 19S~
VOL. Ill, NO.4, November 1938
VOL. III, NO.2,

\"OL. IV. NO.-l, Februaxy# 1984VOL. XIlI.. NO.1 Spring, 1945
VOL. XUI, NO.2, Summer 1945
_VOL. XIII, NO.4, Winter 1948

lVe request our readers to mail us'any copies of these issues_ TheQuat·
tedr offers in payment for each coPY: a year subscription to the JnaPzine, which may be applied tonew subscribers,orrenewalorexteusion
of any current SUbscription. If cash paYment is preferred, plea$Cwrite"
.

THE UNtvDsrn' OF "t.W MWco.
AiauQUDQttE.. N. M•.

NEJV AfEXICOQUARTERLY.ax 8S,

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950
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THE

EDITOR'S CORNER
continued from page 268

the gourd montage. we are reproducing.
At present )fr. Baumann is doing
the illustrations for Hank and Dot
Kelly's Dancing DiplomGts~ to be released by UNM Press this faU.
:Mr. Baumann to the Editor: "All
art. even self-expression, derives
from 3Omewhere. Thus, (or illustra·
tive content, the present issue of the
Quanerly it no exception. To me,
the lianley Burr. Alexander article
,based on Indian mythology is the key
for the decorative pattern followed
throughout. Jmt how l\"elll succeeded in adapting significant S)"lDbolisms
to the excellent typographical makeup of the Quarterly, I don't know.
Maybe, next year or the year after a
more detached appraisal will be possible:'
Baumann's aitie, VIN~"T GAllOFFOLO" born in Meriden, Conn., in
1912, spent his boyhood in New York
and New Jersey, and came to New
Mexico in 19!4, where he has lived
off and on since. He receh·ed the B.A.
and ?\fA from UNM, and is entering
Cornell University this fall to work
for a Ph.D. at the Sage School of
Philosophy. He \l,ill specialize in aesthetics. For several lean he worked
with federal agencies as research
analyst and administrative technician
in rehabilitation and resettlement
programs, and during the war he

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss3/1

~ POET SIGNATURE,
V 1 I. PHILIP Mt.ruAY~born in Philadelphia in 1924. was educated by
nuns, Christian Brothers, and Jesuit
Fathers, and was graduated from St.
Joseph's College in OverbrOOK. Pa.,
in 1947. ·He prepared himseU for a
litelilry career. concentrating on
poetry; and since his first professional
contribution to Harper'S in 19.{6,he
has published ,·ene in a score of
magazines. His poetry has appeared
three times before in our Quanerly.
At present Mr. Muna)' is doing newspaper work in Philadelphia.' He
writes: "I have indulged "in • • • the
sonnet, perhaps the most felicitous
of all follllS in English. The emphasis
is deliberately on emotion; and the
aim is at richness and complexity of
dlought and expression on as many
levels as possible simultaneously,
making full use of our classical heritage to create from these universal
and timeless roots the contemporary
myths necessary [or aesthetic survi\'al.
• • . Modem poetry is . • • healthy
and reasonably prosperom. But its.
greatest defect is the excessive and almost obsessive preoccupation of the
poets and professors with criticism
and theory. Many of them are in
danger of theorizing tllemselves into

132
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THE J:DITOll·S COltNB:R.

'S9t,

ailenceor, what is even wot'Ie. into ins "that toU~ men wu ~ to
prote.'·
hUn. He lo\-ecf~ (be.WllUec!i...

tor and contributor ,(()f dle'NtIlt In•
ART Ie LES. LtNCOLN LA';'ternatioiUl' '£m:,tloJitdi4 and the
PAZ.lPh.D. Qd~, 1918,'Writes ..ith . \Vebattt dietiOhlliet)- what. the1
authority in ·his article ~fltleteoritic;s . meant per Ie and ltlnstated into
in the Southwot."Since 1945 he bastion.. HJupiritwn behinctJignifkln.1 .
been head of the department of enterpri~ The" tapitol in ·.Lincoln.
ma.thematia a.ndastronomy. and D1.. torinstance, would Mt ha.~ been.,
rector of the Institute of Meteorida beautiful had not HartJe)"Alexander
at UNl.I. Before coming ~o New Me",.. .1>een1nsttWnentaUnthe planning of
ieo he had taught at Fainnont· Col.. it.
.
tege.Han-aro. DartmoUth and Ohio
At his death
Alexattder lett.
State University. His appOintments . numbel' of mlt1usttipts. one of ,
outside the academic field compriJe which. The ,Great ltf'isttril$ -of the
Research Mathematicianwith theOl· North .tfmerit4n Indian, (Ontains
fice ofScience Research and Develop. pages that should .not ~ fotgotten.
ment. 19U-44: Technical Director, W'iththe pennisUOJ\of his JOn, Hll"
Operatio.ns Anal}'Sis section. Head.. ,bert G. Ale¥ander, profesaorof phi.
. quarters. 2nd Air Force" 19Ut45J 10l0phyat UNM~ we:are pnntingan
President of the Meteoriti~Society, exctlrpt from. tlUs bQoL In fotthc.()m..
1941"46; and consultant ·for R~arch ing issues 'V.-e hope ,to publishotbers..
and Development Board. National
·'Chesa" is intended al 1: chapter
Military Establishment. and other ol a book of essays to be titled CO"" .
agencies. Mr. LaPaz is author. with. R. fessionf ofa Young Jew. Other <hapD.Cannichael and J- H. \Veaver. of ten have ~n published elsewhe~.
The Calculus, 1988: and he has con.. MiLTON HINDtrSI a New.Yorker, 34
tributed articles on mathematics and yeats old. has been aQOCiateti with
astronomy to American and Euro- Hunter CoUege. th.e Ne¥{Sdtool of
pean journals.
Social Researdl. and the Umvemty
The late ILulUY Bun Au:xAN.. ofCbiago.Atpresentheisatearoer
DEll (187S~1989) is one of the noble
of· the HumaniuesandCbairman of
figures in the history of American the Adult EduQtion· Committee .at
academic life. A man of ,\-ast knowl.. Brandeis Univenity~ 'The" Brandeis
ed&e. and what is more important. of Institute of Adult Education, inaugu..
penetrating aitial powerand under. rated in tbe"springof 1949~ ha$oneof

-:--......

.t·

"

~- .

nr.

standing of life, he published a score
of books in which one finds the seeds
of that humanistic philosophy which
endeared him to generations of stu..
dents and colleagues at the University of Nebraska (1g08-.1911) a'hd
Scripps College (1917.1989). Noth..

,

.

~,

..

c.

the most brilliant ~Iof lectutets

ever as$embledin thi.(ountry~ 1.fr.·
Hind~ has contributed poeDlS to
Columbia anthotogy (1959).. es$a)'S
and reviews to Hudson Rtview:lN~
Republic~ New LeaderlCommentary, Comparative Litera,ure, PoetrY

me

.
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(Chicago). .dt14,Uic Mont1al11 N(JJ)
York Her41tl Tribune, and New YorA
T,).nel. In t!H5 Putnam published
hi. trarulation of Sholem .Mc:h', One

:

,

Bennington College.. She contributes
book revieWl regularly to the Nnl
York T"mes; she hUpublished a
novel~ The ~OGd Through the ·IV,Il..
Deltiny. He 'WrOte the introduction 1948, ,nd a volume of Ihortstories,
to <=eline's Dedthonthe Imtdllment The Lottery.. 1949. caThe. Island:'
.Pldn, New Directions. 1M? The handsomely written. is a good examCrippled G,ant, dealing with aline. ple of ber art.
was released by Boars Head Boob
"Hungry Morning," by ALvA10 DE
SILVA.. is a finely carved «Illite of lite"
Jast January.
HALDUH BRADDY, professor of from Chile, birthplace of the author•.
English at Texas 'Vestem College. ~{r. de Silva was Far Eaitem correEI Paso. was review editor of Joumal spondent for Elltfercurio of Santiago
of American Folklore, 1945. and has de Chile. and has travelled. and
published articles on Chaucer. lan- studied in several European counguage. and folklore in learned peri- tries. Since making his home in the
odicals. He has conUibuted ~try . United States he has published shon
to little reviews. and completed re.- stories in Scribnds, Hdrper's BtWU1T,
cently a critical biography of Edgar Tomorrow.. La Nacion and SUT of
Allan Poe.. The Quarterly published Buenos Aires, and Ydmos LeT of Rio·
in its Autumn. ·1949. issue his essay- deJane~•.
review "Poe the Peacock:·
KnN RAn'DTY, Head of the De- 'JPNAfQ POETRY SEpartment of Journalism. UNM, takes LEe T ION S. lLuOLD V. \Vl'lT,
issue with some of the mcial scientists born in 191! at Santa Ana, Calit,
in "see the Funny People:' Mr. Raf- received in 1947 an M.A. in creative
f~ny, a native of Illinois. did news- writing from the Uni\'Cmty of Michipaper work as reponer and editor gan, where he won a major Juleand
from 1915 to 19!8. For eleven yean Avery Hopwood award for poetry.
he was an assistant editorof the Bdlti- Since the publication in 1944 of a
more Evening Sun. He has published story in Accent.. another story and
many· editorials and ankles. "The lOme thirty poems of his have apReponer as an Artist" bas just ap- peared in the little reviews. He was
included in the anthology Poetry
~ in the Nieman Reports, Har~tlJards.. 1919. Mr. \Vitt's poems have
vard.
been published twice before in our
~ STORIES. Amongtheshon Quamrl~HewMbintheum~~
story writers of this decade, SHIJU.EY sity of California Library.
MILES \VHITE.. Kansas· City, Mo.,
JACKSON, 30, is one of the most notable. Her fiction ha5 appeared in a was the author of "Poet Signature,
variety of magazines and'has been re- II:' in NMQR.. Autumn, 1949: anprinted in anthologies. For a brief other of his poems appeared in our
period she taught fiction writing at Spring, 1950, issue.
-
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W1TJQ. BYNNn, .~ .Wen·known
Santa Fe poet. needS nointroducuon
. to OUr leaden. In this new period of
the Quarterly he has ~ntributed an
eaay to 4liceCorbin:: .lfn .4ppredation,Spl'ing. 1949t and a poem

~AltD

P.. CAsu:U;.tIt., PbJ)••owa .
$tateCoU•• 19t4.~~ntonnett•
cd 'With UNMJinc:e 19t&uprofe-.r .
. .tnei headoftbedepUtroentOf hi·
ology. tast· yearhelWa.$ .ppointe4
Dean of the (lradUlte. Sc:bool. He ia'
~ the "alltho.: of. nwnbet' of mono. .
~pbJ. on botany. altd tnOte puUc;u,..
lady on' the ,ethnobotany.()fthe
American Sc:iUthwM. WlthWiilitH..
Bell he publishedinl!HtPi""l 4&nd

"'---

Spring• .1950. At present Mt. Bynnet
Dworking on.. book 00 D. H.. Law..
renee.
JI"$ H. CLouJ),'born mlgl' in
New York City. started writing poet..
ry IS years ago and has.'beenpub-P4j1Jgp Indian 4&ticultNr~1 ''UN~t
lished widelyin the literary reviews- Prest. Pnmitit" Indian $'Il'1SI)tenc~
tWice before in our Quarterly. He is onlAe LiJ~r Colonrd04nd Afiddle '
copy chief of an advertising 'agency.' Gila Riwrdl to appear earlyln 195t.
Ctr.Uus ANcon. bom in Minsk.
PAt)L lVAt:lU.. Jtt.) uhead .of the
Russia. in 190... came to the United lOdology departlnentat UmJ. His
S~tes when ·lix years old and was latelt book ia The So,ci.,St:iehttl. 4educated at the Bolton publieschools Proble.m A,pproach, 1949. Mother.
and at Harvard.. He has ~n ~ Race .Gnd CulturtlJ&lQtiolJs, wUlbe
dated \\ithTht Anrencan Mercu" pUblished in 1951.
.

.

off,and on since 19ls.andis DOW its

managing editor. This'fall Beech..
'IAGuide tC)theLit~ratureof .the
hunt Prell will publish the lim '''01.. Southweat~O muchenriched.tnceour
ume of a trilogy in progress. ~{artha. Spring. 1950,ilsue. ~th the Usung
Foley is reprinting the fint chapter. ot. thesesandothermatenal·not."..
'Where Did Yesterday Go," in her tematicaUy given before;. is intlte
charge ofG~mmPo~,
Best Amencan Short Stories" z9Jo.
DAVID ICNATOW, 56 yean old. lives .reference librarianatUNM.lleaden
in New York. Since 1M7 he has con· <are urged'to (all OUr attention to any
tributed poetry to"Various inaga%ilJes. item. within the plan of 'inc1~n.
Our Quarterly published another .of which may have been overlooked.
his poems in Spring, ~950. alongwith
•
MURALCOMPETI.. a biographical sketch.
T 10 N.The Philbl'OOk Art ~nter
BOOKS AND COlf· ot Tulsa is conducting u .rt(:()JDpe..
MEN T .. T. M. PEAl.cz.. Ph.D. Pitts- duO». for the Fmt Natiow Bankof
burgh, 1950. lounder and lint editor Tulsa tc> seleCtan artist to do • huge
of N},fQ.R.. is head of the department mum(u feet deep and 10 !eet wide)
of English at UNM. The UNM Press in the future ·bank building. Eight
published last Junebis latest book protninent mtmweumsfrom evtry
(with Mabel Major) Signature 01 the section of the. country normnated
twenty .candidates. The spantOn
Sun, Southwest Verse, 1900"1950.

~~

..

.:...::..~

v;
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hopethatthetnumWUlinlOtJieway
expres& the spirito£the region.
. A selection (onunittee invited each
. ~Sl

tosubnUt one or more of hi. . . SOUTHWEST COUN-

paintings done 'Within the last five
years. pbQtographs of any mu~s he
may have painted, and a description
of his ideas for the proposed mural.
The mmpetition then narrowed
down to four finalists who have been
!'t<J:ucsted to submit a minimum of
two sketches on the specific project.
Each artist win be paid $1.500 for his

J

sketches. Th~ JD.ust be finished by
mid-September..

CIL

ON

EDUCATION

OF SPANISH .. SPEA.KI~G
P EO P L E. SununariC$ of the proceedings of the Fourth Regional Con-

ference held in Albuquerque. January -5-15. 1950, ha\'e been published.
by theUniveI'Sity of Texas in inimeographed form. as follows: I. ULet. U.
Look at Ourselves." by Stewart
sketches. These'WiU be hung at the Cole, Executive Director. Pacific
PJuliJrool Art Qnter (or two weeks. Coast Council of Intercultural Eduduring which the public will be iIi- cation, Los Angelo; II. liThe Social
vite<! to cast votes for the work it be- History of Spanish-Speaking ,People
lieves most suitable. Final selection in Southwestern United States Since
of the winner will be made by the 1846:' by Lyle Saunders•.- Departjoint ,"otesof the selection committee ment of Sociology, UNltf: III. "Mexiand a representati\oc of the popular can-United. States Labor Relations
choice. The artist chosen will receive and'Problems," by Emesto Galarza,
a commission of $25.000 to paint the Director of Research and Education•.
mural.
National Farm Labor Union; IV.
An!ong the Southwestem artists "The Default of· Leadership," by
nominated were Howard Cook (our George I. Sanchez, University of
Guest Artist, V, Spring 1950). Ran- Texas; V. "The Spanish-8peaking
chos de Taos, N. ~f.; Hilaire Hiler, People of Arizona,," by Grady GamSanta Fe. N.l\f.; Peter Hurd~ San Pa- mage. President, Arizona State Coltricio. N. l\f.; Tom Lea. Et Paso. lege. Tempe; VI. '1)iscrimination in
Tex.; and 'VilJiam Sanderson, Clar- New Mexico," by R. L Chambers.
ence Van Duzer, and Vance Kirk- Journalist. Santa Fe: and VII. "The
land, of Boulder. Colo. The {our Application of Guidance Principles
finalists appointed last May are Fred to the Acculturation of the SpanishConway, 'Vebster Groves, l\fo.: An- Speaking People," by J. P. Buchanton Refregier, \Voodstock, N.Y.; an, Director of Guidance and CounClarence Van Dozer, Boulder, Colo.: seling, Vallejo Unified School Dis- .
and Peter Hurd, San P:ttrido. N. M. trict, Calif.
(to be our Guest Artist. 'Vintet J9491950 mue). All finalists have been in- ' " F 0 L K LOR E. The Comvited to \isit Tulsa at the bank's mittee of the New Mexico FoUdore
expense in preparation for their Society in charge of the "New Mex-

e-
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595'

icoPlaceNameDirectorT'iauedtwo Dodd..lt.~Bcwetly.H.te, 9JtleJ;
Jeports' at the third .ml.·£ourthan. . .Pleu.net, ZOltau. sepeshy, Milb.r<l
.nualmeetingt of the: ~ety. May Sh~ Maurice Sterit~"'Estb~ Wit1949 (so pages), and l\fay 1950 (5l. Hams, and Howatd Cool.
I

pages).

Because of the tri-eultuw

'

W

NE\V l\fEXIC010UR...
N AL 1 S l\{.Tht·p~:mldtby

natureohbeState.'thereinnl.lmQt
interest. in the entri~

New M~CQjol.lmalUtnd*1"\'tI no- .
tite.Only a. lew ytll"l ~gQ. New:lIex..

Volume IV,· 1949"1950. of NtJIJ

M.~xicoFolltlort!Rtcord~ UNMPress.
-1950' $'t has aIsoappe~. It ton..

it() ~'a$dlm&ed-with fewcxtep"
tabu articles, ilIunrations, a bibli.. tions-atn:e>ng the .·'undeveloped'· •
Ography,and a color reptodUtUonof areu!lt isquite,difl'erentnow.Pub• a "Navajo Cloud House Sandpaint..lisheri~ndeditOnarcvyingfor~ ....
ing" from the J. Franc Ne",'comb col.. nidon.
.
. .
lection. In limited editiODJ,tlteserec:· ' O n AugustS the daily G~ll"P lrt~
ords will likely ~e collector. dependent put eOuta. vo-pageemdou
items. T. M. Pearce is E.ditor.
dedicated to the_9th, ·lnter·Ttibal
Indian Ceremonial. It u."'Ilual;Jle

RuWn Q>boI; Deputmentof

Modem Languages-, UNltf;hu·bet:n . coUectioDof' Utldes. editorial.' .nd
pUblishingweekIyartides on region· pietu~ of the Indian. wodd .t'OU~d
GatluJ>~

Desttiptions udinterpreta..
dons of the dances; caiUa.nd ~{tsl

al Spanish folklore 'SinceOc:tober

1949 in El Nuevo MexicGno~ Santa

Fe. This· series, which featuresorigi" nUssions,ttading posts and Indian
nat materials collected in the field by »life·· in . general aregi\'en,.. tQgetbet
Mr. O»boI, is a valuable contribution with acompreh.enR\·epicture eO£lhe
to the cultural history of the Hif.. national pat'b,.monUmentf;fUm in·
panic Southwest.
dustry and other .spettl of the :region.
,
.... H 0 \V A R. DC 0 0 K.aow.. 'Publisher A.\V.. Bantes and Gen..
ardO»khasbeenappointedwserve erall\ra~er lr.. L Woodatdgath..
on both the regional and national ered a competent amy eO! COb.tribu.
juries of selection for the Metro- tors: CyHouse, Ed Cold,; Joe laW'..
politan .ltluseum. at
fonbcorri.. ler.'Bertba. Dutton. Maria· Chabot,
ing national competitive exhibition~ GraceAdanu,OddS. H'a1.eth;,Bobby
UAmerican Painting Today 1950'" Oneal. MerleShovet,. Harold:}. 'Brod.
The regional jmy for the Southwest . rick, Irving McNeil, Jr.;, Robert B.
which win screen the entrles;~lisistl Rose; IrYing D. T<l'W'nSend and E\'er.
of Jerry Bywater and Everet Spruce en lV. Bright.
. for Tens, \Villiam Harold Smith for
' Another journalistic .~tbieVem~nt
·Oklah()lDa, and Howard 0»1t for is the special 'Cditionon August loot
New Mexico. In the national jury of theweekIy SilVtr City Eflt~,pn$em
$election are Francis Chapin, Lamar . observante'ohheGrantCounty Con·

Art·,
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ter\'ation 'Veet. EditOrials and lea- is Executive Seactary of the Bishopf
ture articles by Lou Blachly, Charles, . ComJiUttee for ~e Spanish Speaking
Michae~ Ward Balliner, Edwin A. at the Regional Office in Corpus
Tucker, and Lowell C. Li~e stresaed Christi, Tex. "
.
the need of preserving our natural
0 P ERA. Mozart's The Magresources. Publishers 'Vro. H. Mullane and Paul \fright and Editor ic Flute ;was presented. four times
Robert M. Ingraham should be con- Uuly 26-29, 1950) in the Little Theagratulated upon this imponant civic tre of Albuquerque by the Opera
service.
\Vorkshop of the Depanment of ~Iu
sic of UNM, as pan of its Summer
Session
program. The l:uge cast, led
dlMIGRATORYL~BO~
The Pr~ident's Commission on Mi- by Shennan E.· Smith,. Mitzi Reed,
gratory Labor held hearings from Douglas Lawrence, Patricia Dickson,
July 31 to August 18, 1950, at Don Michael, Jean Crandal, Lois
Brownsville, EI Paso, Phoenix, Los Cox, Leo Romero, Mary Schoenfeld{'
Angeles. and Fon Collins. The Com- Jane Snow, and Charlotte \V~D,)
mission inquires into and makes ree- perfonned brilliantly. James O'Con. ommendationsconceming (a) ille- nor, as technical director, $upervised
gal inuIiigration of foreign workers. the staging. Robert Korst, fonnerly
(b) agricu1turallabor needs and ways head of the opera. department at the
of meeting them with domestic and Cincinnati College of Musi~
foreign woriers, (c) social. economic, general music and stage direc;tor, ably
health, and educational conditions assisted by Jane Snow. The producamong alien and domestic migratory tion was by no means a one-summer
workers. (d) the amelioration of affair. Mr. Korst and Miss Snow, with
those conditions. The Commission the zeal of perfectionists, trained
will report its studies to the President many of the members of the cast for
by December 15,1950; and it is to be practically a whole year-since the
hoped that something positive will opera was chosen in the summer' of
be accomplished. This region is fac- 1949 after a successful workshop preing an acute problem: the illegal en- sentation of scenes from Bizet's Cartry of l\fexicans willing to work for men.
substandard wages is endangering the
security of American citizens of Mex- ' " NE\V MEXICO CRAFTS
ican descent. For a forceful presenta- S H 0 \V. \Vith more than 800 en· .
tion of the plea of the migratory tries on display, the Second Annual
, ",,"Orkers of Me.xican descent, see an. New Mexico Crafts Show, under the
article cCHis Name Is Conmle,," by . sponsorship of the New l\fexico AlReverend Theodore J. Radtke, in liance for the Arts was held from July
National Catiiolic l\fagazine for July 19 to August 11 at the Museum of
and for August, 1950. Father Radtke New Mexico in Santa Fe. Silverwork,

·w

was

I
I
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1ltOOdwotJc# cetamiC$r faShion design. ..~ by llattell .ButthSetd. ,md

Itltherwork.

wood Ql'Vingjcopper

work, l1eedletraft, hand blocking ~nd
printin! were re~ted. Withtbe

10

fUll-pagehaU·t«me tepmduttiOnJ

of lOJl'neof the paintina-..onilhplay.
Theorsani~rsandattilb h<tpt thlt

adntixtureof three Q11turet, tbes.e diS" the ~xhibitiott· will be·.n _..nUll
pk}$ of the Jkill of ouraniSans are event and ·thlt j()()na. i$\litlble art

aD)en'lOl'lbleexpel'ience, pem.psnot galle!)' ~iUbebuilt in Old Town. . .
equaUedanywhere in ,the country.
lit SANTA. FE FIESTA. To
. . ALL ALB U QUE R Q VE commetnorate the retQnquelt·of 'the
AR. TISTS EXHIBIT'ION; dtybyGCneralaonDi~dcV:atp~
The first AU Albuquerque Artists$"· in 16gt,every 'Year s.ntl Fe pull'on
hibition 'WaS held verj IUceesafully a unique $bow. This yeat,tothe '-8'8from May 16 to July 5. 1950, "to in.. year-oldFiesta (September ...f), 1m
diate the KOpe of painting ••• ~ the added thecentennialcelebtation of
number of mists working in the At· theConsecrationofnisbQpJobn~p.
buquerque area, and the interest of tist !.amy, the Frenc:h~bornQ.tho1ic
.the people in an:' With indoor and . priest whi) later ~e die.· fir$t
outdoor shOwi in four diffetentplaces Archbishop of santa Fe. A sensitive
on or near the Old Town Plaza-La portrait o£tbisitlustrious p~ate 'Wa' .
Pladta Restaurant, La Cocina Res- given-by \ViOaCatbet in »e.oth
taurant, ~en Espi~osa-$ Shopt Comes for the Archbishop. After
and J. R. Wl1liJ' La Miradora-179 solemn proceuion.a pontific.a1 high
worb representing 71 artists 1\"en: ex- map wat beld at the Cathedra1 built
hibited, besides others in the PJaza by Archbishop Lamy. with Arch..
Gallery.
bishop Jose Gabiri Rivera of Guada·
Spomors 1\'ere the Old Albuquer. Jajara, Mexico, officiating,.and Car.
que Historical Society, New Mexico dinal Samuel Stritthof. Chicago de..
Art League, Sandia Art Le:ague, At· livering the sermon; :and'8fi?und
buquerque Professional \Vomen Art· broken for the Lamy Memorial
bu, Albuquerque Branch of Ameli. Churdtof St. Jobntbe Baptin, to be
can Pen 'Women~ and Alumni Group Used as the St, Mitbael'ICQllege
of Delta Phi Delta. The executive church by the Christian Brothers ~o
committee was compoeed of Doro- were brought to Santa Fe in 1859.
thea Fricke \Vhitaaft, chainnan, Cat- . Other religious observances were
men £.spinosa, and Morris Knight; the Vespers and ICtvite at St. 'Ftands
ten other dtizens volunteered their Cathedral honoting the FQnd~.an
~l)rk for the Hostess and Ha~ng Fatherssacri6cedin the Indian Ite.
committees: and tweh-e business con- bellion of 1680:thecandle1Jgbt procerns were patrons.
cession, where hundreds .walktb the'
An attractive 3Z-page catalog has Croll of the Martyrs.top a hill over.
a pictorial map of the exhibition looking the city; and the benedi'ction·

a.

wa.
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in front of the CathedtaI by the. Mott
llevetend .Edwin V. B}TDe. Archbishop of Santa Fe; the benediction
marked the dOlling of the Fieata.
Santa Fe. is a speetac:ultt town in
tht5e four days ohc\-elry_ Fint, there
i5 the burning of Zozobra, ·'Gloom"
(the name gi\-en by the late Dana
JoblUC)n, editor of theSant4 Fe New
Afe"ican)1 to dispel worry and prepare people 'to enter Fiesta in tbe
proper spirit.. All the (hureb bells
ring joyously. Throngs go to tbe
slope,o£ Fort Marcy Park to watch
the 100 feet of oil impregnated weeds
bum the -to-foot figure of Zozobra.
For twcnt)'.six years Zozobta has been
the creation of \Vill Shuster, renowned-painter and writer, a man of
rare humor and geniality. Zozobra.
twenty feet high and motionless in
1914. now niO\"Cs uhis e}"es, jaw, head
and arms in ponderous, threatening
gestures: he moam. groans. howls; he
has a family of 'little glooms' played
by fifty Cub Scouts who match to
funeral mime and kowtow .to the
'great gloomy one:" The "little
glooms" are frightened away by the
Spirit of Fiesta (ponra}-ed this >-ear
by Jacques Cartier) who dancC$ and
finally hurls torches setting off the
flames that destroy Zozobra to the accompaniment of fireworks. "Shus,"
as \ViII Shuster is affectionately
called. has put his foot down on at·
tempts to charge admission. "Fiesta
is for the poor as well as the rich," he
says.
After the demise of ZOlobra. Santa
Fe dedicates itself to frolicking. The
historic Plaza is surrounded by colorful booths selling all kinds of delia-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss3/1

des:eloerywhere one tees Spanilh
costumes and bears the: tunes or BUitar and accordion. Otcb.estru play
more formally in content or accom·
pany tbe merrymakelloutdoors and
in tbe two Fiesta balls: .tbe Graft
Baile de los Conqllistadores ($5 per
couple) and tbe Baile de 1. Ch"te
($t.so per couple). In tbe plaza the
Reine de I. Fiest. (this year Maria.
Pino), followed by berretinue oUOUl"
princesses, is crowned. In tbe Palace
of tbe Go\'emors Indians dance and
a good Spani5h orc.h.estra (this year
the )(ariachi o.pitaleiio of Chapala)
plays. Other events are an Old Fashion show at tbe Museum: tbe P.T.da
de los Ninosl where gaily attired tots
march under tbe proud eyes of their
parents: competition square dances:
the Annual Fiesta Exhibition of
more than 150 painters and sculptors
of New )fexico: tbe historical par-ade reliving tbe Spanish reconquest
of 16g1; and its parody, the hysterical
parade. poking fun at public figures
and current city. state. and national
events. It h estimated that to.ooo
persons from out of the city came to
celebrate witb the Santa Feans this
lear. Let us hope that Santa Fe keeps
its Fiesta in the spirit in which it was
conceived: one of artistic accomplishment, spontaneous expression, and
democracy. On August 17 the Santa
Fe New Mexican published a special
Fiesta Edition witb by-lines by o.tla
Hay, Oliver La Farge, Bill Baley,
Phillip Higgins, \Villiam McNulty,
An Morgan. \ViII Shuster and Gustave Baumann. There one finds discussions of the history of Fiesta, of
the arts. of folklore. of Indian and
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Spanish culture, ohhe tolerance and
POETil YQ VA It. T'E It...
creathity of Santa Fe. On thefint L Y.. The 'Tour p~ trom 'rAt
pa&e ,of the Fiesta 1eCtion i. a motto Silr.tt; Cimu,'" by Jobn:DilIoIt.HUI<>
that uUsht weU aen-e as a, natiooal band. published .as 1~PoetSipl"ture. '
one: '-Faith in oune1,'et, inourfel- ,lU:'in (lUrWinter. 1949- i~.,have
Jow men, in the right to treedomand ~n reprin~ in the S\l11U'Der. 1950in the dignity ofhuman beinpeveiy.. U&ueof Potlt,.,Qll4rterz,... London.
where; faith informed andunfailiD! EDKland.
and dedicated to the present will in- .
lUte the future."
c

'
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PUBUSHED IN THE SU?\f?\fER, 1950, ISSUE (l2S pp.)
-

M A" C A J. ETA N D E J. SON

-

.

-

.

Happiness and Order [autobiography by

the former editor of" The Little Review]
\V A" J. EN BEe ~ - A Verdict of Innocence [storyJ
R 0 • E .. T ~ tJ N ~ E" - Olh-er La Farge: The Search tor Self
GIL E AND 0 U C LAS - Summer Solitude' [essay on the Canadian

J 0 II N

G Eo .. S T J N E
C A J. L H. GJ. Ii . 0

-

V INC EN T C. K ELL E Y

-

Mow .. E"

-

DEli N E

-

ElL E ENS 11 Ii W -

wilderness] ,
Davey [story]

RhetoricfOl' Rhetoricians
New Mexico·s Position in a \Vestem Iron
and Steel Industry
The Cracked Minor and die Brazen Bull
[omnibUs review of poetry in 1949]
The Stallion [story] -

POET SIGN ATU RE. V: Lawrence Olson
N M Q POETRY SELECTIONS: Ho~rd Griffin. Lorine
Nledecker, Louis Zukofsky, Annis Cox
'

.

GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTH\VEST. XXXIII (9 pp.)
G U EST ART 1ST. VI: Adja Yunken. Sixteen wood engravings
and monolypes.

J 0 II N

P Ii L

ME. LEE P E .. -

Adja Yunkers

\,
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Clt4nge 'lnRates
Inete~d (OS($ of printing-and iUustta~ions; make it n ~ to ~
tablishnew tatesthatwillhelp paytXpeIUel. WeAy "helpubeclute
evenwiili the intteased rates the income that may be derived front
them will not besufliclent to meet costs.

A& annQunced in our Summer issue, rates forsubs<:riptions received
in ourofliee after Oetotier 15, 1950; will be:

Two years$5.S0 Three years $7.50
Single 'copy 75 cents
Until October 15, 1950, the Quarterly will accept new subscriptions
and also renewals and extensions from subscribers, at the present
rates, on condition·that they will not extend beyond the Summer issue
of 1953Our mag3zine is now· priced so low that we are confident out readen
will understand the need for this change.
',
One year $3.00

N E IV AI E X leo Q. U A. R T ER L Y

THE UN~ OF. Haw MIXlCO
,lOX IS
ALIUQUIIlQUI,H. M.

Margaret Anderson
.n

founded tht fint and greatelt of
Little mapzinel-TllB
LlT'l'L1 UVIIW. Her fabuloul journal (1914-29) introduced
. Joyce'. Ulll1tl to America••Iong with Sherwood Anderton'.
Wi.til""" Olli., Yeats at hi, peak. and much of the early
writing. of Aldoul Huxley, Jean Cocteau, Djuna Barne.,
Ben Hecht, Ezra Pound, W)'Ddham Lewi., T S. Eliot.

A LIFE FOR

A LIFE

is th~ Ipirit-searebins sequel to ber cla..ic lIT TH1I.tt DAU'
WAil. It dcteribe. the unique peace Margaret Andenon found.
withdrawn from the firing line of modern letters. A LIFI FOIl
A LIFt teUI of the creat ClExpatriate day." of France; of
Gurdjieff tbe myttic; the author'. rich, moving experience
with Georgette Leblanc.
--274 page., Illu.trated. $3

THE PUBLISHING HOUSE OF MARK REINSBERG
1300 INDIANA AVENUE.. CHICAGO
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- 'POETRY-REVIEWS
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rlHt'lGIJl Walerslook·You Have henWoifingEo, •••

MASKED
GODS:
.
Navaho ond Pue6lo Ceremonialism
Thil poweduland dramatic story of the In....
diana and th~ ceremoniak is Waters, author'
, of the classic COLORADO and THE .lQN
WHO KILLED THE DEER, at hii belt.
With an insight" to the waY' of the Indiana not
exceeded by any other writer. be aynthesizea .
the meaning of Navaho sings. Rio Grande'
Pueblo dances, Zufti bcbina., ~d Hopi ritual·
iJmwith the ceremOnialism of the .Anec:s IDC1
Toltecs, compares them with Buddhism aDd
Taoism, and recoocilesthem with the religious. biolOgical, atomic, ·pI)'Cbological,.and
geological effect of this. predominant ceremonia)i1Dl upon the life and character of the..m.
dims•. Waten brings twentyy~ of reteareh
and his noted poetic style to this new workaDcl.
gives the general ~eader u wen as the anthro- "
pologist, historian, pcychologist, ~d aocio1o-500 pages.

DesigMd by
RalphDaag.....

gist still another llbest"
Indian.

on

theAmericin

~
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